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Lot # 33
Denmark - Aalborg Mute Cancellation

Did you know?
Not until this millennium it was discovered
that Aalborg had a mute cancellation for the
first Danish issue, with significant differences
from the one used in Copenhagen. Through
studies of covers with 4 RBS it was found out
that in Aalborg the mute cancellation had a
larger dot and a thinner inner circle. Quite incredible that this fact eluded generations of astute philatelists and took more than 150 years
to be discovered.

Front cover
Arnold Plagemann 1826-1862, Sweden
”Outside Dover”
Oil on canvas, 28 x 49 cm
Marialinn Gallery, Helsingborg, Sweden
www.marialinn.com

The 2 RBS stamp, which apart from Copenhagen was delivered only to Aalborg (April 16,
1852) and Nørresundby, is extremely rare with
this cancellation as the possible use is limited
to a total of ca 6 months and for the Thiele
printing ca 2-3 months only. The copy offered
here is to date the only one known of this
printing.
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Featuring:
Denmark, important sections
- 2 & 4 RBS
- 2 Skilling 1855
- Coat of Arms 1882
- Slesvig 1920

Finland & Norway

- Rarities & lots from old estates

Sweden

- Classic rarities & quality items
- Rare booklets & Coil rolls

Great Britain & Italian States
- Important classic rarities

British Commonwealth & World Wide
- Large collections & lots from estates
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Preface
With an extremely intensive year behind us, all members of the
“Postiljonen Team” have been recovering thanks to an unusually
long time off in connection with the Christmas Holidays. A pleasant few weeks where we spent a lot of time together with our
families and got plenty of inspiration for the upcoming philatelic
season!

sented with a beautiful Tête-Bêche # 1 from the Papal States on a
cover, a wonderful part of a cover with mixed Sardinia & Naples
and a beautiful cover 1861 with a Sardinia 40 centisimi bisect.
Several large consignments from estates including British
Commonwealth and World Wide collections & lots will surprise
and satisfy many of our customers.

Once again we have been entrusted, from different consigners, an
amazing section Denmark with items of the highest rarity, quality
and beauty. Again an exceptional offer of the first issue 2 & 4
RBS followed by a very comprehensive specialized study collection of the blue 2 skilling of 1855 broken up into nearly 40 lots.
It is a life-time philatelic work representing a unique study of the
plating of this stamp and its use. We also suggest that you read
the incredible story about the Aalborg mute cancellation on page
two (inside cover).

As Hotel Savoy is still renovating their conference centre we are
not able to hold our auction there this time either. But we have a
good solution to the problem as our own office building,
Öresundshuset, is offering a brand new conference room on the
ground floor. We think this will be a good and convenient solution for everyone.
Welcome!
POSTILJONEN

The other Nordic countries, especially Finland & Norway are
also worth mentioning with several exceptional rarities and exciting lots from old estates. The Swedish classic section is as always
well represented with rare and beautiful single stamps as well as
multiples and covers of a high standard. A nice item and a fun
story is the find of the 24 öre Circle Type in a block of five from
an old estate! Unusual sections this time are also the offers of full
sheets, coil rolls, booklets and bundles in a condition and state
that is almost never seen.
Leaving Scandinavia and looking at the rest of the world, we are
proud to present a great variety of interesting items from different
areas around the globe. Well worth mentioning are the two fantastic earliest franked covers to Denmark from Great Britain, sent
on the same day – June 22nd, 1841! The Italian States are repre-

Lars-Olow Carlsson
Managing Director

Claes Arnrup
Chairman of the board

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.
Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.
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Programme
Auction FRIDAY 27 MARCH
13.00
14.30

DENMARK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SLESVIG 1920, FAROE ISLANDS, GREENLAND, DWI . . . . . . . . . .
FINLAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ICELAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NORWAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCANDINAVIA collections & mixed lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1260 350 439 547 591 -

259
349
438
546
590
610

Auction SATURDAY 28 MARCH
11.00

14.00
14.30
16.00

SWEDEN single items . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SWEDEN sheets, coil rolls & booklets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LUNCH ca 12.30
SWEDEN collections & mixed lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NON-SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES in alphabetical order . . . . . . . .
EUROPE & ALL WORLD collections & mixed lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

611 - 852
853 - 939
940 - 1059
1060 - 1422
1423 - 1473

N.B! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!

Viewing
In Malmö
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
Monday 23 – Tuesday 24 March
9.00-13.00, 14.00-17.00
Wednesday 25 March
9.00-13.00, 14.00-18.00
Thursday 26 – Friday 27 March
9.00-18.00
Saturday 28 March
9.00-

At WERNAMO 2015, Värnamo, 13-15 March
Please see page 6, 10 & 17 for details!
In Stockholm
At Postmuseum, Lilla Nygatan 6
Wednesday 18 March 11.15–19.00
Sweden single items, with exception for extremely
expensive ones, and chosen lots & collections
(other lots might be brought upon request).
Svenska enkelobjekt, med undantag för mycket dyrbara, samt utvalda samlingar och partier
(i mån av utrymme kan andra objekt
medtagas på begäran).

Auction hotel rates
KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB
Onsdag den 11 marts fra kl. 16.30-19.00 vil der være
specialeftersyn i Knud Mohrs studielokale. Eftersynet
omfatter enkeltobjekter fra Danmark og alle danske
områder incl. Schleswig-Holstein, dog med undtagelse
af usædvanlig værdifulde objekter, samt udvalgte samlinger og partier (der kan dog hvis pladshensyn tillader
det medtages objekter efter særlige ønsker).
Vi tilbyder forfriskninger i løbet af aftenen.
Adressen er VARTOV, Farvergade 27, opgang D,
København K.
Bemærk! Dette eftersyn er også åbent for kunder, der
ikke er medlem af KPK!

Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms
at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for
information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till
specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning sker
genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels
just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Calendar
2015
WERNAMO 2015
Värnamo, Sweden 13-15 March 2015. National Exhibition. Stand holder & sponsor
Auction viewing in our stand (Swedish single items and chosen lots & collections)
VIEWING
Copenhagen 11 March at KPK (Danish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Stockholm 18 March at Postmuseum (Swedish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Malmö 23-28 March at our office
INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 27-28 March 2015
LONDON 2015 EUROPHILEX
London, England 13-16 May 2015. Stand holder & presentation of FFE #18
SINGAPORE 2015
Singapore 14-19 August 2015. Visiting
SILFI 2015
Kjellerup, Denmark 26-27 September 2015. National Exhibition. Stand holder
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 2-3 October 2015
NORDIA 2015
Täby, Sweden 30 October-1 November 2015. Stand holder
FRIMÆRKE, BREV OG POSTKORT MESSE 2015
Frederiksberg, Denmark 14-15 November 2015
MONACOPHIL 2015
Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco 3-5 December 2015. Stand holder

2016
INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 18-19 March 2016
NORDIA 2016
Jyväskylä, Finland 8-10 April 2016
WORLD STAMP SHOW-NY 2016
New York, USA 28 May-4 June 2016. Stand holder
HALLFRIM 2016
Halmstad, Sweden 12-14 August 2016. National Exhibition
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 30 September-1 October 2016

Viewing in Malmö at our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
Due to renovation of the conference centre at Hotel Savoy
this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor
Tel. +46 40-25 88 50

Conditions of sale see page 264-265
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The Postiljonen
team...

Lars-Olow Carlsson

Claes Arnrup

Chairman of the board,
founder and auctioneer

Managing Director
+46 (0)40 25 88 56
lars-olow.carlsson@postiljonen.se

Steinar Fridthorsson

Anna Johnsson Winqvist

Carl Aage Møller

Philately & Consignments
+46 (0)40 25 88 58
steinar.fridthorsson@postiljonen.se

PR, Marketing
+46 (0)40 25 88 51
anna.johnsson@postiljonen.se

Philately & Consignments
Consultant, AIEP & BPP expert
+45 401 55 402 cam@philately.dk

Dan Bengtsson

Johan Karlsson

Henrik Wengdahl

Administration
+46 (0)40 25 88 55
dan.bengtsson@postiljonen.se

Economy & Accounting
Administration
+46 (0)40 25 88 57
+46 (0)40 25 88 53
johan.karlsson@facitstamps.se henrik.wengdahl@postiljonen.se
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Postiljonen & Spink
in collaboration
Selling non-philatelic collectibles?
• Coins
• Banknotes
• Medals
• Bonds & Shares
• Autographs
• Books
• Wine & Spirits
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London • New York • Hong Kong

Take advantage of the unparalleled
global network of Spink
Postiljonen is representing Spink in
all the Nordic countries
Important objects • Entire collections • Estates

Please contact us:
0046 40 25 88 50
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
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Auction Viewing at
WERNAMO 2015,
13-15 March
Meet Postiljonen at WERNAMO 2015! You can consign to
our future auctions but you can also view all Swedish single
items and chosen lots & collections from our international
spring auction 27-28 March.

Meet Facit at the Postiljonen stand
and buy Facit Sverige 2015.
The Postiljonen Challenge Trophy
”Silverpostiljonen” is going to be awarded
to the exhibitor with the best display in
competition at WERNAMO 2015.
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England, here we come!
Postiljonen is attending London 2015 Europhilex
at the Business Design Centre in Islington!

We welcome you all to our presentation of the

Fakes, Forgeries & Experts Journal #18
by Jonas Hällström, 14 May 2.00–3.00 p.m.

Meet Postiljonen in LONDON 13-16 May.
All stamp enthusiasts are welcome to visit us at the
London 2015 Europhilex. You will find us in stand
No.166 were we will be ready to answer all your
philatelic questions, receive consignments for
future auctions or just have some friendly
conversations.
We look forward to seeing you there!
Members of the Nordic Philatelic Societies
and others may also take advantage of
the services we provide at the
”NORDIC MEETING POINT”
• Messages, open or closed, will be passed on.
• Guided tours of collections may be arranged.
• Information of results after the Palmares.
• Meeting arrangements will be forwarded etc.
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Mail Bidders!

V.A.T.

We always endeavour to simulate the actual
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must
however beforehand have determined the maximum you wish to pay for each lot and we will
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded.
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10.
The bidding always starts with the second highest
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail
bidder.

Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes
Swedish V.A.T.
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V.A.T. only for:

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted
because of higher bids from others by bidding
on many items but limit your total purchase to
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”).
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10 000 but
limit your total purchase to € 1 000 or any amount
you wish.

Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare,
se ovan.

You can also bid on two or several items and add
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you
get only one of these items.
Further, according to your instructions we can for
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns
out that you got another item less expensive than
your highest bid.
Should there be two or more equal mail bids then
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please submit your bids as early as possible.
To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we
need them at least 24 hours before the auction
starts.

Currency Euro
This auction is held in Euro.
If there is anything you are wondering about regarding this, don’t hesitate to contact us!
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro.
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs.
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1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!

MOMS

Import V.A.T.
Lots marked •
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot
No. are subject to importation V.A.T. 12%
will be added to the auction price except for:
1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!
Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret.
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g.
se punkt 2 ovan.

Financing the auction
Purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements
must be agreed on in good time before the auction.

Vi har upphört med postförskott
P.g.a. Postens nya strängare regler för postförskott är
våra möjligheter att leverera objekten på detta sätt väldigt begränsade. Av denna anledning har vi upphört
med detta leveranssätt och kommer istället att sända en
förskottsfaktura. Kunder som trots detta önskar leverans mot postförskott ber vi kontakta oss.

Methods of Payment
Bank Draft
When paying by bank draft in Euro it has to be drawn on a bank in Euroland and if in SEK on a
Swedish bank. Please add €35 to the invoice amount to cover bank charges. No
private cheques please!
Bank Transfer
Please transfer EURO to:
If transfer in SEK:

SEB, Malmö
IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265
Bic: ESSESESS
IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247

PlusGiro
Please transfer SEK/EURO to:

PLUSGIROT, Stockholm
Bic: NDEASESS
IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118

Cash Payment
New EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash deposits. We therefore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that
Swedish cheques are considered as cash by the banks!
Credit Card
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards:

A service charge of only 2,5% will be added to your invoice total. All credit card transactions
have to be made at equivalent amount in SEK.
For overseas customers we recommend that you notify your bank before the transaction.
On our website you can also find a secured payment form to use
for sending your credit card information.
Please fill in and send us the form below (or a photocopy) for payment by card.

Invoice No:

MasterCard/Eurocard q

VISA q

Card number:
Exp. date:

CVV2/CVC2

(3 digit security code)

Name on card: ___________________________________________
Your signature: ___________________________________________
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Develop your
exhibiting!

The release of the four new Philatelic Summit Papers completes this
unique series on advanced philatelic exhibiting. The papers have developed
into a philatelic must-have!
Price per Paper is 25 Euro + shipping
For more information and ordering please visit our website www.postiljonen.com
or contact us at stampauctions@postiljonen.se, Phone: +46 40 25 88 50
14

2014
- April
7-0-2
-87-99721
ISBN: 978
4-262X
ISSN: 160

#17

New angles
to the world of
Fakes and Forgeries

N° 17

Reveal improvements
with digital microscopes
and UV-light
Paul Linde
The contribution of the digital
revolution to philately
Jean-Francois Brun
Retroreveal: A new tool
for philatelists and experts
Robert P. Odenweller
Detection of Fakes & Forgeries:
How can technology help?
John H. Barwis
New Ways of looking
at Pre-Philatelic Ink
Dieter Bortfeld
Collecting shades on the
Early Swedish stamps
Helena Obermüller-Wilén
Genuine and Forged
Surcharges on the Swedish
Airmail Stamps of 1920
Peter Lorentzon
Evidence of the
State of Pre-War German
"Essay Michel Nr. 784 P9"
an Experimental Sem-Edx Study
for a N12S3 Detection
Udo Gross

Forgeries of the £5 Orange
John Horsey
Discovery of a printing plate
used for the forgeries of
New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia first issues
Richard Gratton
The Fake Stamps of
the Nova Scotia cents series
made by Oneglia
Richard Gratton
Collection of
De Thuin Bisects of the
Atlantic Provinces of Canada
Charles Verge
The U.S. 13c JFK 1967
Counterfeits More Questions Than Answers
John Hotchner
The Forgeries of Nicaragua
Alan Derek Pockock

Forgeries and Fakes of the
Baghdad Provisionals
Akthem Al-Manaseer
Forgeries, Reprints and
Proofs of Small Tiger Head
Issues of Kingdom Kabul
(Afghanistan 1876-1878)
Jaromir Petrik
Forgeries of Indian Princely
State Revenues
Jiri Cerny
The Perkins, Bacon
Star Watermarked Paper
Christopher G. Harman
The Netherlands
Forged Hang Blocks
in value 0,44 and 0,88
Henk W. van der Vlist
Forged Swedish Stamps
2003-2013
Gunnar Dahlstrand

The Zululand £5 Forgery
Peter Whitmore & Clive Sergay
Analyzing the
Mystery of the ‘Red Star’ on the
Baghdad In British Occupation
Provisionals
Akthem Al-Manaseer & Abed Najjar

Order online at: www.ffejournal.com

Price € 60 (prepayment, postage included).
o
N 17- April 2014

FAKES FORGERIES EXPERTS

ORGE
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S

FFE #18
to be released at
LONDON 2015

FFE Journal

Editor: Jonas Hällström -- Skolgatan 10 -- SE-541 31 Skövde -- Sweden
Phone: +46 734 373965 -- editor@ffejournal.com
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Sales: Postiljonen - Østergade 1, 2. sal -- DK-1100 København K -- Denmark
Phone: +45 33 91 52 00 -- Fax: +46 (0) 40 25 88 59 -- salesdep@ffejournal.com

Nyheter 2015:
• Uppdateringar och prisjusteringar av den privata
lokalposten

Facit Sverige 2015
Katalogen med alla Sveriges frimärken
presenterade i färg.

Premiär på WERNAMO 2015!

• Introduktion av ett spännande samlingsområde
– ”frimärksgods”
• Katalogisering av
brevmärken från Höstsol,
utgivna av Teaterförbundet
• Uppdatering och
komplettering av de sista
utgivna Svenska Flaggans
Dags brevmärkena
Fråga Din frimärkshandlare
eller i Din lokala bokhandel.

Distributörer:
Chr Winther-Sörensen AB
Box 43
310 20 KNÄRED
0430-50743
cws@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se
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FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537
201 25 Malmö
info@facit.se www.facit.se

WERNAMO 2015
Frimärks-SM & Vykorts-SM
Årets enda nationella
och regionala utställning
Gummifabriken Värnamo

13-15 mars 2015
Fredag 11–18

Lördag 10–17

Söndag 10–15

• 15 handlare/postverk
• 15 föreningar och företag
• 100 exponat på över 400 ramsidor
• 2 auktioner
• 5–6 föredrag (SFF-Dagar)

Auktion med 900 utrop
söndag kl. 12.00 (mycket förfilateli)
Värnamo Filatelistförening
http://värnamo.nu/wernamo2015/

Med stöd av:

PostNord • Värnamo kommun
Facit • Postiljonen • Gummifabriken
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Extra scans on the web!
We are now one step closer to our goal to include scans of all our lots
at our website.
At our website www.postiljonen.com you will find all certificates of
the single items, lists, complete scans and selections of collections &
lots that are not included in the printed catalogue! New pictures will
be uploaded continuously until the auction!
We believe we have made a good selection of scans and hope there is
something for everyone.
Look for lots marked with µ, they have something extra for you at
our website.

Please have a look at:

www.postiljonen.com

“Postiljonen Horses”
Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatelic items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of
modern collecting.
To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and present them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention.
This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.
An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.
An item of highest excellence in regard to
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addition to any collection in its area.
18

€uro

Denmark
Friday 27 March
13.00 hrs

Postal History

1

3

4

1



Disinfected cholera cover from Helsingør to Norway transit canc.
”HELSINGBORG 9.12.1831”, endorsed franco Helsingborg and with
ledger number 268. VERY FINE.

150

2



Two prephilatelic covers from same correspondence with scarce 1 ½
ring date stamp ”RANDERS” from 1.7.1849 and 17.7.1850. Both sent to
Gothenburg with due notation ”18/” and one with transit mark ”HELSINGØR 19.7.1850” and ”OBETALT FR. DANNEMARK / H.BORG 19
JULI 50”.

250

P

3



”Winter letter” dated ”Rønne 13.10.1852” sent as a parcel letter with
steam ship to Copenhagen with notation ”Pr. N.Dahl / Børsen”. Paid
by receiver. RARE.

100

P

4



An unpaid cover from ”HELSINGØR 27.9.” with contents and an additional ”Regning for Skibet ”Emigrant” i Haparanda 1873”. Noted ”10”
Norwegian Skilling charged. Very interesting.

Bid

P

2 RBS Ferslew

5
P µ 5

P µ 6

1Iv2 

1Iv2 

6

A beautiful mute canc. on 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 52 type 2 with
disjoined foot of ”2”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

700

”Disjoined foot of ”2” on 2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 6 type 2 on a fresh
copy with light numeral canc. ”1”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

600

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se side 5.
19

€uro

P µ7

1Iv1 

8
P µ 8

P µ 9

P µ 10

9
1I 

1I 

1I 

12
P µ 11

P µ 12

P µ 13
P µ 14
20

A fantastic copy of 2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 56
type 2 with disjoined foot of ”2” on small piece with
perfect blue ”F:P: 30.6.51”. Certs Møller and Lasse
Nielsen. EXCELLENT.

1I 

1I 

1I 
1I 

10

2.000

11

A lightly canc. and fresh 2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 63 type 3 with
very fine margins. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

600

A very wide margin copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 64 type 4 with
mute canc. Cert. Møller. RARE & SUPERB.

800

A beautiful copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 25 type 5 with light
impression of mute canc. Certs Raybaudi and Møller. VERY FINE.

600

13

14

A beautiful copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 22 type 6 with a light and
well situated mute canc. Fine even margins on all sides. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE.

600

A beautiful copy 2 RBS Ferslew Plate II No. 82 type 8 with distinct
mute canc. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COPY.

600

A very fresh copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 99 type 9 with fine margins and a distinct mute canc. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COPY.

500

Lightly canc. 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 99 type 9 with fine margins.
Cert. Paaskesen. VERY FINE.

500

€uro

15
P µ 15

P µ 16

P µ 17

1I 

1I 

1Iv5 

P µ 18 1I 

17

2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 49 type 9 with distinct mute canc. and
with very fine even margins. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

600

Small piece with 2 RBS Ferslew plate I with mute canc. and with
blue ”F:P: 6.10.52”. Cert. Grønlund. VERY FINE.

600

SUBSTITUTED CLICHÉ 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 20 type 6 with
light canc. and with wide margins. Ex. Christian Andersen. SUPERB.

700

BLACK FOOT POSTMARK ”F:P: 14.1.62” on letter
piece with 2 RBS FERSLEW plate I No. 68 type 4.
Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller. ONLY RECORDED 2 RBS ITEM WITH BLACK FP & LATEST
RECORDED USE OF THE FERSLEW PRINTING.

3.000
21

€uro

2 RBS Thiele

19
P µ 19

P µ 20

P µ 21

P µ 22
P µ 23

1II *

1II (*)

1II *

1II (*)
1II *

20

21

A very fresh and beautiful lightly hinged 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 57
type 1 with full original gum. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COPY.

600

A very fresh and beautiful unused 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 16 type
4 in a lightning fresh shade. Certs Lundegaard and Møller. SUPERB.

500

A very beautiful unused copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 20 type 4
with full original gum. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

600

22
23
A fresh and very fine unused copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 82 type 8
without gum. Certs Kaiser and Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

400

An exceptionally fresh copy 2 RBS Thiele with three wide margins.
Plate II No. 41 type 9. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

600

P µ 24 1IIv5 (*) Unused copy of SUBSTITUTED CLICHÉ 2 RBS
plate I No. 20 type 6. A very rare and beautiful copy
without gum. Certs Debo and Møller.
ONLY A FEW COPIES KNOWN.
22

600

€uro

26

25
P µ 25

1IIv 

P µ 26

1IIv 

P µ 27

1

2

1II 

A very beautiful 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 2 with disjoined foot of ”2”.
A very small scissor cut in the top margin. Cert. Møller.

200

A wide margin copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 52 type 2 with disjoined foot of ”2”. Cert. Møller.

400

White hair line on 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 25 type 5 caused by a fallenout hair which was in the paper before the printing. Certs Møller and
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & INTERESTING.

250

28
P µ 28
P µ 29
P µ 30

1II 
1II 
1II 

29

P µ 32

1IIv3 
1II 

30

A centric cancelled and very beautiful copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 24
type 6 in strong color. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

400

A wonderful fresh copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No 87 type 7 with wide
margins on all sides. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB COPY.

300

A very fine copy 2 RBS Thiele with very fine even margins. Cert.
Lundegaard.

250

31
P µ 31

27

32

Vertical pair 2 RBS Thiele plate II Nos 27+37 types 6+7 with very fine wide margins. Top stamp with a large closed tear. Cert. Møller.

400

Vertical PAIR 2 RBS Thiele plate I Nos. 32+42 types 8+10 with wide
margin at right. Lightly canc. and in flawless condition. F=25.000.
Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.

600
23

Usage in Aalborg

Lot # 33 µ
1IIv2 
2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 79 type 5 with MUTE CANCELLATION
with LARGER DOT AND THINNER INNER CIRCLE different
from the mute cancel used in Copenhagen. This canceller was in
use only during the short period from when the 2 RBS was
announced for sale in Aalborg on April 26th 1852 until it was
replaced by the numeral "4" canceller in October 1852. As 2 RBS
Thiele was delivered August 1852 this combination Thiele/mute
canc. in Aalborg was theoretically possible for the limited period
August through October 1852. Certs Kaiser and Møller.
A FANTASTIC NEWLY DISCOVERED RARITY,
MOST PROBABLY UNIQUE ON THIELE
Provenance:
J.J. Engellau Grand Prix International.

24

€uro 5.000

€uro

P µ 34 1IIv2  Very rare MUTE CANC. on small piece with 2 RBS
Thiele plate I No. 39 type 7 with date stamp ”F:P:
23.10.52” = VERY EARLY USE of Thiele stamps.
F=14.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

35
P µ 35

P µ 36

P µ 37

P µ 38

1IIv 
4

1IIv5 

1IIv5 

1IIv2 

36

600

37

2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 93 type 9 with LARGE RETOUCH and with
very fine even margins and a clear numeral canc. ”1”. F=13.000. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

700

A beautiful copy of a substituted cliché 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 20
type 6. F=13.000. Certs Kaiser and Møller. VERY FINE.

300

Substituted cliché 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 8 type 7 in a fine and fresh
copy. F=13.000. Certs Enzo Diena and Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

400

Cover with variety disjoined foot of ”2” on 2 RBS Thiele plate II No.
54 type 2 with blue date stamp ”F:P: 9.11.54”. Sign. Bloch and cert.
Grønlund. VERY FINE

600
25

€uro

39
P µ 39

P µ 40

P

41

1II 

1II 

1II 

P µ 42 1II 

26

41
A very beautiful foot post cover with 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 19
type 3 in strong color and with a light canc. ”1”. Blue ”F:P: 15.5.55”.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

600

A wonderful fresh and very attractive foot post cover with 2 RBS
Thiele plate II No. 35 type 7 with two distinct postmarks, blue ”F:P:
16.5.54” and numeral canc. ”1”. Certs Grønlund and Lundegaard.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

800

A nice small size cover with 2 RBS Thiele with close cut margins on
three sides.

200

VERTICAL PAIR 2 RBS Thiele plate II Nos 9/19
types 1 and 3 on a very beautiful INLAND letter
from ”KIØBENHAVN 23.4.1854” to Randers. Wide
margins and distinct numeral cancs ”1”. Certs.
Osper and Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

3.000

Unique Mix Great Britain - Denmark

Lot # 43 µ
1IIv1 
Market report in German, dated 17.3 1855 and sent from
London. The British postage paid with a superb strike of
the red 1d. newspaper cancellation. Carried by ship to
Denmark and the local Danish foot post postage paid
with the 2 RBS Thiele with variety ”foot of 2 nearly
disjoined”, plate I, No. 6, type 2, slightly touched at top
left. An amazing item and the only known such mixed
franking. Certs Møller & BPA.
EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 12.500
27

€uro

P µ 44 1IIv4  LARGE RETOUCH 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 93
type 9 on a very fresh and beautiful small size foot
post cover with distinct blue green ”F:P: 15.10.54”.
Cert. Møller.
THE FINEST OF A FEW RECORDED COVERS
WITH LARGE RETOUCHES.

2.500

4 RBS Ferslew 1

45
P µ 45

P µ 46

2I *

2I 

47

Rare unused 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 48 with unretouched design
and retouched crown. Full original gum but with close margin at right.
Opinion Schønning. FINE COPY.

100

PLATE I NO. 96. A selection of three stamps in different stages: FERSLEW 1 with unretouched design and crown, FERSLEW 1 with unretouched design and retouched crown and a normal Ferslew 2 with
retouched crown and design. A very unusual selection demonstrating the changes of this specific cliché. First stamp with cert. Møller.
FOR THE SPECIALIST.

300

1

P µ 47

28

2I 

2

1

A matching pair plate I No. 89 of 4 RBS FERSLEW 1 with unretouched
crown accompained by a normal Ferslew 2 with retouched crown. Both
stamps with mute cancel in exactly the same position leaving important details free. Certs Møller. SUPERB .

200

€uro

P µ 48

2Iv1 

49
P µ 49

1

”CRACKED PLATE” plate I No. 11 variety in FERSLEW 1 with unretouched crown. In this stage the cliché damage is still nearly closed
and filled with color. Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller.
1.000
ONLY A FEW KNOWN.

50
2I 

51

52
1

NUMERAL CANC ”51” Odense on 4 RBS FERSLEW 1 with unretouched crown. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY RARE, ONLY A FEW KNOWN.

P µ 50

2I 

A very beautiful copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 1 plate I No. 2 with unretouched
design and retouched crown. Ex. Lorentzen. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
EXCELLENT.

P µ 51

2I 

Margin copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 1 plate I No. 40 with unretouched design
and retouched crown. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB

P µ 52

2I 

P µ 53

2I 

500

2

100

2

100

2

Three copies 4 RBS FERSLEW 1 plate I Nos 2, 18 and 31 with unretouched design and retouched crowns. Each with opinion or cert.
FINE - VERY FINE.

200

2

A beautiful cover with 4 RBS FERSLEW 1 plate I No. 50 with unretouched design and retouched crown sent from ”FREDERIKSVÆRK 28.1852” to Hirschholm. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

150

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se side 5.
29

€uro

4 RBS Ferslew

54
P µ 54

55
56
57
58
A very fresh and beautiful 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 34 with full original gum. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE COPY.

200

P µ 55

2I *

Unused 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 64 with full original gum. F=6.000.
Certs Kaiser, Møller and Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

P µ 56

2I *

A very beautiful unused 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 62 with full original gum. A very light bend. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. FINE COPY.

100

A wonderful 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 88 lightly hinged. Certs
Kaiser, Dr.Debo and Paaskesen. EXCELLENT.

300

A very fresh and beautiful unused 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 92 with
full original gum. SUPERB.

250

60
61
62
63
4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 99 in a very dark shade. Certs Møller and
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

”Pemberton double strike” plate I No. 19 on 4 RBS Ferslew with blue
mute canc. F=3.000+. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 57
P

58

2I *
2I *

59
P µ 59

2I (*)

P

2I 

60

P

61

2I 

Very rare numeral ”29” Holstebro on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II. UNRECORDED IN AFA.

Bid

P

62

2I 

A wonderful strike of numeral ”37” Korsør on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II
No. 25. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

63

2I 

A perfect strike of numeral ”40” Løgstør on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II.
EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

64

64
2I 

65
66
67
Beautiful strike of numeral ”44” Næstved on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II.
Scarce numeral on Ferslew.

Bid

P

65

2I 

Numeral ”48” Nykøbing J on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 51. Scarce.

Bid

P µ 66

2I 

Centric numeral ”98” Fjerritslev on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 32. Rare
numeral on Ferslew. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

Bid

Scarce numeral ”112” Sæby on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 9. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB.

Bid

P µ 67
30

2I *

2I 

€uro

P µ 68 2I 

Second day cover from Copenhagen to Hirschholm.
BLUE MUTE CANC. and c.d.s. ”KJØBENHAVN
2.4.1851” and with dated contents. Cert. Møller.
Only a few second day covers known.
VERY FINE.

69
P

69

P µ 70

2I 
2I 

P µ 71

2I 

P

2Iv1 

72

1.000

70

A very beautiful ”April cover” from ”KJØBENHAVN 22.4.1851” with
black cancs. franked with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 48. SUPERB.

150

A wide margin copy 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 23 on cover with antiqua type III c.d.s. ”SORÖE 13.10.1852” sent to Kallundborg. Cert.
Møller. EXCELLENT.

100

71
72
Double rate cover from ”MARIBO 1.4.1852” to Nykiøbing franked with
two single copies 4 RBS Ferslew plate II in two different shades. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

Bid

4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 1: ”Hakmærket” with dent in NE square on
cover from ”KOLDING 1.10.1852” and with clear mute canc. (late use
of mute canc.). Unpriced in Facit on cover. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE.

100
31

€uro

4 RBS Thiele

P µ 73

2II *

A very rare and beautiful vertical PAIR 4 RBS Thiele I plate I Nos
16/26 with full original gum. Ex. J. Schmidt-Andersen. Certs Lasse
Nielsen and Møller. SUPERB.
1.000

P µ 74

2II *

Unused 4 RBS Thiele I with close margin at top. F=6.000. Cert. Kaiser.
FINE COPY.

75

32

Bid

76

P

75

2II+v4 

Pair 4 RBS Thiele I plate II Nos 5+15. Pos. 5 with ”Kranhold retouch”.
Bottom stamp close cut.

100

P

76

2IIv4 

KRANHOLD RETOUCH plate II No. 5 on 4 RBS Thiele I on cover from
”NYKIÖBING i JYLLAND 12.4.1853” sent to Holstebro. Numeral
”48”. F=3.000 as a single stamp off cover. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE.

100

Early Mix Great Britain - Denmark

Lot # 77 µ

Price current from Newcastle-on-Tyne 21.6 1852 prepaid to
Hamburg with 1d. red and from Hamburg with 4 RBS Thiele I.
Unusual as it was permitted to use the Danish stamps in a foreign
country when it was not permitted to use them to foreign countries.
Only 3 such mixed frankings are recorded. Certs Lasse Nielsen &
Alberto Diena.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 12.500

78

79

P µ 78

2IIIA *

Unused copy 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II with very light trace of
hinge. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

300

P

2IIIa *

4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown plate III No. 73 with full original gum.
VERY FINE.

200

79

33

€uro

P µ 80 2IVa * PAIR 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown plate IV Nos
73-74 with full original gum. Certs Møller and Lasse
Nielsen. VERY RARE & EXCELLENT.

81

82

84

P µ 81

2IVa 

Ochre yellow shade 4 RBS Thiele III as described by J.Schmidt-Andersen
in his books. Cert. Grønlund. VERY FINE & RARE.

100

P

2IV 

An exceptional C.O.D. letter 1854 with 4 RBS Thiele III canc. ”1”.
Marked 4/4 which was the money order fee (2 RBS for the receipt and
2 RBS for the form). RARE & SUPERB.

250

82

P µ 83 2IVb
(*)

P µ 84
34

1.000

1IVc *

Unused copy 4 RBS CHESTNUT BROWN plate IV
No. 72 in a very beautiful copy. F=25.000. Certs
Møller and Lasse Nielsen.
ONE OF THE FINEST UNUSED COPIES KNOWN.
A wide margin unused 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown with full original
gum. F=9.500. Cert. and opinion Møller. SUPERB.

1.500
300

€uro

P µ 85 2IVc  A fantastic ink canc. vertical strip of three 4 RBS
Thiele III plate IV Nos 10/20/30. Fresh and with
very fine - wide margins. Ex. Schmidt-Andersen.
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE.

1.000

P µ 86 2IVc  BLOCK OF FOUR 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown plate IV Nos 1-2/11-12 with ink canc. Both right stamps
have small imperfections. Only three such blocks
are recorded. Cert. Møller.
A VERY RARE AND BEAUTIFUL ITEM.

1.000

P µ 87

2IVd *

Rare olive brown shade of 4 RBS Thiele III unused and with full original gum. F=15.000. Cert. Kaiser. SUPERB.

500
35

€uro

P µ 88

P

89

2IVd *

2IIIB+
IVa 

Rare shade of 4 RBS Thiele III olive brown plate III No. 99. F=15.000.
Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

800

Two beautiful pieces with 4 RBS Thiele IIB and Thiele III yellow
brown, both with numeral ”126” from NORTORF in Schleswig Holstein.

100

Skilling Issues 1854-57
We are breaking up a fantastic specialized collection of
the two Skilling stamp. A collector's life time work.
Please see also Lot # 232

Proof - one of two recorded

Lot # 90 µ
(*)
Proof for 2 skilling dark blue on thin machine paper without wmk.
and gum. Cert. Møller.
36

€uro 1.500

€uro

P

P

91

92

3 **

3c **

P µ 93

3 **

P

3*

94

2 skilling blue plate I Nos 1-4/21-24 in CORNER MARGIN block of
12 incl. ”Grønlund’s Retouch” in pos. 22. Pos. 24 and top margin
with small brown spots, otherwise in good quality.
A RARE UNIT. EXCELLENT.

750

Margin block of six 2 skilling plate I Nos 6-8/16-18 in a scarce dark
blue shade. EXCELLENT.

400

93
94
Full margin pair 2 skilling plate II Nos 11-12, No. 11 with a very interesting natural printing error in the lower left mercury. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

150

Unused block of four 2 skilling blue plate II Nos 29-30/39-40 with full
lightly hinged gum.

100
37

€uro

95
P

P

P

P
38

95

96

97

98

3 **/ *

3 **/ *

3 **

3 **/ *

97

A perfectly fresh margin block of four 2 skilling plate II Nos 21-22/3132 with major cliché flaw in pos. 21. Two lower stamps with minimal
trace of a hinge. EXCELLENT.

200

2 skilling blue plate II Nos 14-17/54-57 in block of 20. Six stamps with
traces of a hinge and some folds in the margins of minor importance.
Slight toning. A VERY RARE UNIT.

500

Block of six 2 skilling blue plate II Nos 68-70/78-80 with small part of
sheet margin at right. Slightly toned.

100

Margin block of six 2 skilling plate II Nos 85-87/95-97 with full sheet
margin at bottom. One stamp with a small brownish spot. Sign. A.
Diena.

200

€uro

100
101
102
Privately rouletted 2 skilling blue plate I No. 99 with ** gum, rare.
F=unpriced.

Bid

100 3 

BLUE duplex numeral canc. ”34” & ”KBH. JB.” Extremely wide margins
on 2 skilling blue plate I No. 40. RARE.

Bid

P

101 3 

Extremely wide margins on 2 skilling blue plate I No. 60 with major
double strike in SSE mercury. Sign. Møller. VERY UNUSUAL .

Bid

P

102 3 

Numeral ”41” Maribo on 2 skilling greenish blue plate I No. 70. Sign.
Møller. VERY RARE NUMERAL ON 2 SKILLING.

100

103
104
105
Numeral ”211” Kbh. Nørrebro on a beautiful copy 2 skilling blue plate
I No. 70. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

Bid

Numeral ”52” Odense on 2 skilling blue plate I No. 81. Scarce numeral
on 2 skilling.

Bid

Duplex canc. ”34” on a beautiful 2 skilling blue plate I No. 96.
SUPERB.

Bid

P

99

P

99
3v4 **

P

103 3 

P

104 3 

P

105 3 

106
P µ 106 3 

P

107 3 

107

Used horizontal strip of four 2 skilling blue plate II Nos 2-5 with
numeral ”24” Helsingør. Wide margins on all sides. DAKA
1999=DKK 10.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

250

A very beautiful 2 skilling blue plate II No. 4 with scarce numeral canc.
”47” Nykøbing F. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

Bid

Huge Plating Collection 2 Skilling Blue
Please see Lot # 232

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
39

€uro

P

108
108 3 

110
109
A most beautiful pair 2 skilling blue plate II Nos 14-15 with a perfect
strike og duplex canc. ”181”. Left stamp with a small tear.

Bid

P

109 3 

A perfect strike of numeral ”212” Kbh. Østerbro on 2 skilling blue plate
II No. 36 with large double strike in NW posthorn. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

P

110

3

Pair 2 skilling blue plate II Nos 47-48 with scarce numeral ”229” Nordsj.
Jernbane. Rare on 2 skilling. Sign. Møller.

100

113
114
An unusual foot post cover with 2 skilling dark blue plate I No. 10 with
blue ”F:P: 12.5.64”, circular ”KIØBENHAVN KB 12.5.” and duplex
canc. ”34” &”KBH.JB.PST.CT 15.2.” on the reverse. Sign. Møller.

Bid

Scarce 6 skilling franking on cover from ”NESTVED 21.8.” to
Glücksborg pr. Flensburg. Arr. mark on the reverse ”FLENSBURG
22.8.65”. Franked with 2 skilling blue plate I No. 16 and 4 skilling
large oval type 3rd printing. Interesting mixed franking and rare use
of 2 skilling from Nestved. 4 skilling with small perf. imperfection.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

250

P

111

P µ 112

111
3

3+13 

P

113

3

Numeral ”210” on foot post cover with 2 skilling blue plate I No. 17
with blue ”F:P: 29.12.63” and antiqua type III ”KBH.VSTB.EXP. 28.12.”
and with blue circular ”KJØBENHVNS FODP. 28.12.”.
RARE COMBINATION OF POSTMARKS.

150

P

114

3

RARE ellipse shaped foot post date stamp ”F:P: 6.3.” on cover with 2
skilling blue plate I No. 34 with ”Grønlund’s retouch”. Additionally
with circular ”KIØBENHAVN KB 6.3.” and blue circular date stamp
”KIØBENHAVNS FODP. 6.3.”. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE.

150

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
40

€uro

115
P

115

118

3

Basic rate inland letter with two full - wide margin copies 2 skilling blue
plate I Nos 36 and 48 sent from Copenhagen with duplex canc. ”34” &
”SJ.JB.P.SP.B. 1.7.” sent to ”ODENSE 2.7.” with blue arr. mark on the
reverse. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

116
P

P

P

116

117

118

3

3

3

120

100

117
A wonderful small size foot post cover with contents demonstrating
VERY EARLY USE of 2 skilling blue plate I No. 47. Blue ”F:P: 30.10.55”.
Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

DISTRICT COVER FROM AALBORG - NØRRE-SUNDBY with 2
skilling blue plate I No. 60 (large double strike in SSE mercury).
Numeral ”4” and c.d.s. ”AALBORG 25.5.”. Contents dated ”Aalborg
24 Mai 1864”. Stamp torn out of the sheet causing small damage at
right. Sign. Møller. ONLY A FEW SUCH COVERS KNOWN.

250

Small foot post envelope with BLACK oval ”F:P: 16.1.62” with 2 skilling blue plate I No. 65. Sign. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.

100

P

119

3

UNIQUE 1867 COVER with late used 2 skilling blue plate I No. 67 and
earliest recorded use of blue foot post mark type VII (wide type) ”F:P
18.8.67”. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE.

200

P

120 3 

Interesting ”K.T.” notation (royal service) on cover to Christianshavn
(outside the ramparts) with 2 skilling blue plate I No. 88. The cover is
not charged 2 skilling extra because of the notation, RARE. Sign.
Møller. SUPERB.

100
41

€uro

P

P

121
121 3 

122 3 

122
124
A wonderful small envelope with 2 skilling dark blue plate I No. 99
with large cliché flaw in bottom frame line. Blue d.s. ”F:P: 2.6.63”. Sign.
Møller. SUPERB.

100

Small size envelope with 2 skilling blue plate II No. 36 with large double
strike in NW posthorn. Blue d.s. ”F:P: 22.10.61”. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

123
P

P

123 3 

124 3

P

125 3 

P

126 3 

P

127 3 

127

RARE USE OUTSIDE COPENHAGEN of 2 skilling blue plate II
Nos 47-48 on inland cover with duplex canc. ”37” & ”KORSØR 16.3.”
to ”AALBORG 17.3.”. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

250

Scarce ellipse shaped d.s. ”F:P: 7.10.” on foot post cover with 2 skilling
blue plate II No. 54. Stamp with small scissor cut on beautiful entire.

100

125
126
Inland letter from ”KIØBENHAVN KB 23.4.” to Gaunøe pr. Nestved
with pair 2 skilling blue plate II Nos 75-76. Oval ”delay d.s. ”KIØBENHAVN 24.4.”. Sign. Møller. RARE IN THIS SUPERB QUALITY.

200

Ellipse shaped blue d.s. ”F:P: 30.3” on foot post cover with 2 skilling
greenish blue plate II No. 85. Sign. Møller. A superb cover with two distinct
postmarks. RARE.

150

Rare use of 2 skilling blue plate II Nos 92-93 on inland cover with blue
c.d.s. ”ODENSE 8.8.” (with clock) sent to Drewsen & Sønner,
Strandmøllen Copenhagen (producers of watermarked paper for stamp
production). Scarce numeral ”51” on 2 skilling. Sign. Møller.
A VERY RARE COVER.

200

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se side 5.
42

€uro

P

128 3 

129 3N (*)

P µ 130 4h **

2 skilling milky blue on a very beautiful foot post cover with blue ”F:P:
7.8.62” and a perfect numeral canc. ”1”. Rare in this color and quality.
SUPERB.

150

2 skilling blue plate II REPRINT IN CPL. SHEET of 100. Rare as sheet.
F=20.000.

200

Vertical strip of four 4 skilling 6th printing plate III Nos 21/31/41/51
with wide margin at right, close at left and bend in the margin between
second and third stamp. Cert. Kaiser. A RARE UNIT.

250

131
P µ 131 4e 

P

132 4f 

P

133 4h 

P µ 134 5+12a+
13e 

134

Full sheet margin copy 4 skilling 4th printing on a beautiful cover
from ”NYBORG 24.9.1857” sent to Korsør with a distinct numeral
”46”. Sign. Møller. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

500

132
133
”med Rødkildeposten” notation on rural cover with contents dated
”Holckenhavn” and sent from ”NYBORG 14.6.1858” and delivered by
private courier at Vesteraabye pr. Faaborg. VERY RARE.

100

4 skilling 6th printing on foot post cover with blue ”F:P: 30.8.60”
Gientofte. Date stamp ”KIØBENHAVN KB 29.8.”. EXCELLENT.

100

A wonderful fresh cover with scarce 23 skilling franking from ”KJØBENHAVN KB 24.9.” to ”PARIS 27 SEPT 66” sent via ”LUEBECKLAUENBURG 25.9.”. Red ”P.D.” and ”PARIS FORBACH”. Only two
covers recorded with this combination for this postal rate. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. FRESH AND WITH FLAWLESS STAMPS.

500
43

€uro

P µ 135 6 

P µ 136 6 

P µ 137 6 

Rare ship postmark numeral canc. 198 København-Stettin on 16 skilling
grey violet. Cert. Møller.

200

Single franking 16 skilling grey violet on a very fresh cover from
”KIØBENHAVN 27.5.” via ”HELSINGBORG 28.5.1863” to
Venersborg, Sweden. F=8.500. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

600

QUADRUPLE INLAND rate letter with 16 skilling grey in a RARE
single franking, sent from Copenhagen to Fredericia. Certs
Holcombe and Møller. The finest of only 3-4 similar inland letters.
EXCELLENT.

700

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
44

Lot # 138 µ
3+6 
A fantastic cover to RUSSIA with two copies 16 skilling grey violet and single 2 skilling blue sent from ”FREDERIKSHAVN
7.10.1863” via Hamburg to St. Petersburg. One skilling cash paid
to cover the 35 skilling rate, noted ”/1” and shares of postage
”26/9”. Only 2-3 covers with this franking are recorded, this one
certainly the finest of these. Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller.
VERY RARE & EXCELLENT

€uro 7.500

P

139 3+6+7a  22 skilling franking on cover from Copenhagen via ”KDOPA HAMBURG 14.10.” to ”BLECKEDE” im Königreich Hannover. Blue single
line cachet ”AUS DÄNEMARK” franked with 2 skilling blue and 16
skilling violet grey (dotted) and 4 skilling wavy lined 1st printing. Two
stamps slightly close.

150
45

€uro

P µ 140 6+8 

P µ 141 3+5+6+
7a 

Pair 16 skilling 1857 and single 8 skilling green wavy line, plate II
No. 30 with double strike in SSW mercury. Rare 40 skilling franking
on cover from ”KIØBENHAVN KB 7.6.” to Thetford, England. Red
transit marks ”HAMBURG PAID” and ”LONDON JU 62”. Certs
Lasse Nielsen and Møller. FRESH AND VERY BEAUTIFUL.

800

Double rate letter at 77 skilling rate sent from Copenhagen via
”KDOPA HAMBURG 16.5.”, Ostende and ”LONDON MY 26 58” to
”LIVERPOOL MY 26 MY 58”. Inevitably over paid by 1 skilling.
Slightly aged and the 16 skilling stamps with minor imperfections.
Four covers recorded with this postal rate, all with diff. combinations of franking. Cert. Svendsen. VERY RARE.

500

P µ 142 3+6+7b  Rare 38 skilling franking on cover from Copenhagen to Gironde,
France. Duplex canc. ”182” & ”SJÆLL.POST:SPED:BUR. 25.9.1860”
and single canc. ”181”. Only a few covers with the 35 skilling rate to
France are recorded. Cert. Møller.
A VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM.
1.200
46

€uro

Skilling Issues 1858-63

P µ 143 7g **/ *

BLOCK OF FOUR 4 skilling 4th printing plate IV Nos 21-22/31-32
with large double strike in position 21. Two bottom stamps are **.
Cert. Grønlund. RARE & SUPERB.

144
P µ 144 4f+7a 

500

145

A very beautiful double rate reg.cover with mixed franking 4 skilling
5th printing (dotted) and 4 skilling 1858 1st printing wavy lined sent
from ”KJØBENHAVN 23.1.” to Fredericia. Noted ”NB” and cash
paid fees ”8/2”. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE.

400

P µ 145 4g+7b  A very interesting mixed franking of 4 skilling stamps 1854 issue 6th
printing and 1858 issue 2nd printing on double rate inland cover
from ”MARIBO 29.5.1860”. These two stamps both originate from the
14th stamp production from printer’s H.H. Thiele and were printed
simultaneously on same type paper and same shade of colors. Cert.
Møller. A VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM.

600

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se side 5.
47

€uro

146
P µ 146 7b 

P µ 147 7g 

147

Illegal notation ”fr:” on a fine cover from ”VEJLE 22.-.—” to
Copenhagen with 4 skilling brown. Noted ”Ubetalt” and signed by
the postal clerk in Vejle, ”2” with pencil and red crayon indicating
that 2 skilling had to be charged the receiver, the fee for an unpaid
letter 6 skilling less the franked value = 2 skilling as per instructions
11/1858. An original tear in the stamp. Ex. Kurt Hansen. Cert. Møller.
VERY RARE & INTERESTING.

500

Numeral pen canc. ”77” VIBORG on local cover with blue c.d.s. on
the reverse ”VIBORG 11.2.1862”. Cert. Paaskesen.
RARE & VERY FINE.

500

148
P

148 7g 

P µ 149 8 *

P µ 150 8 

48

149

4 skilling brown on an interesting cover with contents from ”FREDERIKSVÆRK 17.7.1862” sent via ”HELSINGØR 17.7.1862” probably by
ship via Børglumkloster to ”HJÖRRING 19.7.1862”.

Bid

8 skilling green (wavy lined) in a very beautiful copy with a light trace
of a removed hinge. F=7.000. Cert. Møller.

100

A beautiful block of four 8 skilling green wavy line plate I Nos. 12/11-12 with upright numerals ”17” Fredericia. A small thin and a fold
in the margin only. AFA=DKK 38.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

600

€uro

151

152

P

151 9

Field post cover with 4 skilling rouletted with numeral ”221” and c.d.s.
”FELTPOST No.1 30.4. P1” situated in Assens from 22.8.1864” sent to
”SORØ 1.5.1864”. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

150

P

152 9 

A wonderful field post cover with perfect strikes of numeral ”221” &
c.d.s. ”FELTPOST No.3 11.5.”. Arr. mark ”SORÖE 13.5.1864”. Sign.
Møller.

150

153

154

P µ 153 10av4 *

16 skilling 1863 issue as an ”unfinished original” stamp without roulette imperforated and with wmk. II. Faint trace in the gum only.
F=7.000. Cert. Paaskesen. EXCELLENT.

200

P µ 154 10 

A fresh and very beautiful copy 16 skilling lilac rouletted on small piece
with light numeral ”1” Copenhagen. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

Lot # 155 µ
10 
A fantastic strip of three 16 skilling rouletted in deep shade. Pos.
98-100 in the sheet. Upright numeral cancs ”1” Copenhagen. Certs
Grønlund and KPK.
EXCELLENT

€uro 1.250
49

€uro

P µ 156 10 

A wonderful single franking 16 skilling rouletted
in strong colour and with perfect strikes of three
postmarks, sent from ”KIØBENHAVN 7.11.” via
”MALMÖ 8.11.1863” to Carlskrona, Sweden. A
decorative embossed sender’s cachet. One of the
finest existing single franking 16 skilling covers.
Certs Kaiser, Paaskesen and Lasse Nielsen.
EXCELLENT.

2.500

Large Oval Type

P

157 11d 

P

158 11f 

P µ 159 12a **
P µ 160 12b **
P µ 161 12b *
50

157
158
Foot post cover with 2 skilling 4th printing with two blue circular
pmks ”KIØBENHAVN KB 17.3.” and ”F:P: 18.3.68”. SUPERB.

Bid

Pair & single stamp 2 skilling 6th printing on cover from Copenhagen
with duplex canc. ”181” & ”V.SJ.JB.PB. 15.12.”. Arr. mark ”HAMBURG
16.12.70”. Small improvement in the letter sheet only.
VERY FINE & SCARCE FRANKING.

100

159
160
161
3 skilling 1st printing pos. 49 in a fresh copy. F=2.800. Copy of cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

Bid

3 skilling 2nd printing lilac in a perfect ** copy. F=2.600. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

100

3 skilling 2nd printing lilac rose with perfect centering and with small
trace of hinge. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

Bid

€uro

162
P µ 162 12cv2 

Single franking on printed matter 3 skilling 3rd printing with large cliché
flaw sent from ”KIØBENHAVN 13.11.” to Carlskrona, Sweden. Rare
use of the 3 skilling stamp. F=6.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

163
P µ 163 13a *

168

165

167

4 skilling 1st printing carmine in a very fresh copy with a minimal trace of hinge. F=2.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

164

250

100

166

P

164 13a 

4 skilling 1st printing carmine on a small cover from ”RANDERS 7.9.”
to Hobro.

Bid

P

165 13 

Underpaid 1868 cover from ”KIØBENHAVN 30.9.” to Stettin with
single 4 skilling red to Stettin. Underpaid by 4 skilling noted by red
crayon and charged the double ”8” skilling = ”3” Sgr. Blue framed
”Utilstrækkelig frankeret”. The stamp is defective.

100

P

166 13e 

4 skilling 11th printing on under paid letter from ”ODENSE 10.2.” to
Hamburg with framed ”Utilstrækkelig frankeret”. Noted ”2” in blue
and ”1” in red crayon (Hamburger Schillinge). Arrival mark on the
reverse ”HAMBURG 11.2.69”. Top left corner perf. creased. An interesting postal history item.

100

P µ 167 14b **

Unmounted mint copy 8 skilling 1st printing with perfect centering.
F=8.000+. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

400

P µ 168 13e+14b Pair 4 skilling 12th printing and 8 skilling 2nd printing on cover

from ”KIØBENHAVN KB 6.9.” to Bordeaux, France. A beautiful
cover with clear strikes of all postmarks, scarce combination of the
16 skilling rate. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

Bid
51

€uro

169
P µ 169 15a 

170
P µ 170 16 **

171

Swedish canc. ”MALMÖ 24.5.1865” on cover with 16 skilling 1st printing sent to Carlsborg. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

172

200

175

Line perforated 2 skilling blue 7th printing with perfect perforation
and centering. F=8.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

400

P µ 171 17 

Two copies 3 skilling 4th printing line perforated on piece with Swedish
canc. ”LANDSKRONA 26.11.1870”. Left stamp with major cliché flaw
in top frame (large dent). F=12.000 as ordinary single stamps. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

150

• P µ 172 18 

Line perf. 8 skilling 3rd printing with perfect perforation and centering.
Canc. ”51” Odense. F=10.000. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

150

Bicoloured Issues

P

173
174
173 20h+22h 2 skilling 8th printing and 4 skilling 12th printing on small envelope

from ”KJØBENHAVN 26.10.” sent to ”STOCKHOLM 27.10.”. A beautiful senders mark on the reverse.

100

P

174 22 **/ *

A very fresh strip of 3 with margin of 4 sk. Two stamps **. SUPERB

100

175 27 

Beautiful and very well centered 48 sk. with a well placed numeral
”68”. F=6.000. SUPERB.

100

• P

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
52

€uro

176
P

176 28b 

Ornamental envelope with pair 4 øre 2nd printing with senders logo
on the reverse ”S.C. Opffer / Kjøge”. Scarce duplex canc. ”180” &
”SYDSJÆLL.JB.PC. 29.7.” sent to ”FREDENSBORG 29.7.”.
RARE & EXCELLENT.

177

178

P µ 177 29c 

P

182

178 29hv1 

P µ 179 31cv 
3

300

179

LAST DAY OF THE FOOT POST. 4 øre grey/ultramarine perf. 14 on
foot post letter. Black oval ”F:P: 29.2.76” and circular
”KBHVN:CHR.HAVN 29.2.”. RARE & INTERESTING.

150

Local cover with 4 øre 12th printing pos. A97 isolated inv. frame canc.
”68” and with grotesque c.d.s. ”STEGE 2.10.”. F=900 for a single
stamp. SUPERB.

Bid

8 øre 13th printing pos. A72 with thick inv. frame with ”Carøe’s snit” on
a very beautiful cover from ”HOLBEK 1.11.” sent to Hjembæk pr.
Jyderup. F=3.500 for a single stamp. Cert. Møller.

150

180

181

P

180 34 

Single 20 øre red/grey 6th printing on cover from Copenhagen with
duplex canc. ”86” & ”SJÆLL.JB.PKT. 10.3.” (1882) to SPAIN, scarce
destination. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

P

181 34 

Double rate cover with pair 20 øre red/grey from ”KJØBENHAVN” to
Geneva, SWITZERLAND. A very rare postal rate, unrecorded combination of franking. Left stamp with a missing perf.

200

182 35d…53 Registered letter to Victoria, Australia with 25 øre 4th printing and 5

øre coat of arms in perf. 14 mixed with 4 øre 77th printing and 12 øre
19th printing both perf. 12 sent from ”KJØBENHAVN L. 14.1.”.
Three transit- and arrival marks on the reverse ”HOCHKIRCH FE 20
96”. Two covers recorded with this rate to Australia. SUPERB.

500

P

53

€uro

P µ 183 40b+60b 8 øre grey/red WATERMARK III (new crown) on insured cover from

”NYSTED 22.9.”(1902) sent to Maribo additionally franked with
four copies 20 øre coat of arms. Two seals and arrival mark ”MARIBO 23.0.02” on the reverse. Cert. Møller.
ONLY A FEW SUCH COVERS ARE KNOWN, THIS ONE IS A NEW
1.500
DISCOVERY.
P

184 44bb+
45b 

Int. parcel card sent to scarce destination RIGA from ”KJØBENHAVN
10.1.04” totally franked with kr. 1,62. A 50 øre stamp is wmk. III with
inv. frame. Transit marks ”BERLIN” & ”EYDTKUHNEN 18.1.04” on
the reverse. A RARE CARD.

300

Coat of Arms
We are breaking up a specialized collection of this interesting issue and
offer selected items in the following section.
Please see also Lot # 234

Lot # 185 µ
(*)
Proof of the 1882 Coat of Arms issue. ”Minisheet” on thin ivory paper by
L. Lauter printed in black and containing three different essay types.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
A UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 2.500
54

€uro

186

187

P µ 186 50bv *

P µ 187 50cv *
P

188 50av 

P µ 189 50dv 

184
P µ 190 50b 

191 28+35+
50c 

188

189

The extremely rare variety: line in M on 5 øre coat of arms 2nd printing pos. 74. F=10.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. ONLY A FEW KNOWN.

250

A very beautiful copy of variety: line in M on 5 øre coat of arms 3rd
printing pos. 47. F=10.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE.

250

Variety line in ”M” on 5 øre coat of arms 1st printing pos. 91. Fine copy
of a rare stamp. F=5.000. A bent NE corner perf.

Bid

A very beautiful copy of a rare variety COLOURED LINE IN ”M” on
5 øre coat of arms SMALL FIGURES 4th printing. F=5.000.
Extraordinary rare in 4th printing, AFA = DKK 8.500. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

190
Two pairs of 5 øre coat of arms SMALL FIGURES 2nd printing on
cover from ”SVENDBORG 9.8.” to Sonderburg, GERMANY.
Numeral ”70” and with Prussian type arrival mark on the reverse
”SONDERBURG 10.8.83”. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

300

5 øre coat of arms SMALL FIGURES 3rd printing in 36 øre combination franking on reg. cover from ”KJØBENHAVN 5.4.” to ”BORDEAUX 7 AVRIL 84”. UNIQUE COMBINATION of the rare 36 øre
rate. F=8.000+. VERY FINE - SUPERB

200

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se side 5.
55

€uro

192
P µ 192 51 

193
194
195
A very beautiful copy 10 øre coat of arms 5th printing pos. 96 with
variety SMALL FIGURES canc. ”ODENSE 7.8.”. F=6.500. Cert.
Lundegaard. VERY FINE

150

P µ 193 51 

Isolated cliché with SMALL FIGURES variety 10 øre coat of arms 5th
printing pos. 96. Canc. ”RØNNE”. F= 6.500. Sign. Møller. Cert. Witt.
VERY FINE.

150

P µ 194 51 

SMALL FIGURES variety 10 øre coat of arms 5th printing pos. 97.
F=6.500. Certs Grønlund and Møller. VERY FINE.

150

PAIR 10 øre 5th printing pos. A96-97 with large & SMALL FIGURES.
Left stamp with a round NW corner perf. F=7.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

150

P µ 195 51+54 

P

196 52 *

196
197
20 øre coat of arms 3rd printing dull blue with small figures in strip of
four, two first stamps with light gum fold. F=4.800 for the two flawless
stamps.

100

P

197 54bv *

Imperforated pair 10 øre aniline rose 3rd printing. F=10.000. SUPERB.

150

198
P µ 198 55 *

P µ 199 55+v *

199
Imperforated pair 20 øre dull blue coat of arms 7th printing pos. A910. Unrecorded in Facit. AFA=unpriced. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE - SUPERB & EXTREMELY RARE.

300

Strip of three 20 øre 13th printing pos. A67-69 with small figures in pos.
68. F=4.000+. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

100

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
56

€uro

200
P

201

200 55v+v1 * A very beautiful pair 20 øre coat of arms 14th printing pos. A16-17
with small & large figures. F=4.000. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 201 55v+v1 * Pair 20 øre 14th printing pos. A16-17 with small & large figures. F=4.000.
Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

Bid

202

203

206

208

P µ 202 55v 

20 øre blue 10th printing pos. A2 with isolated small figures. F=2.800.
Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 203 55v 

Variety isolated cliché with small figures 20 øre coat of arms 12th printing pos. A74. F=2.800. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

Bid

204
P µ 204 55v 

P

205 55 

P µ 206 57v 

P

207 57 

P µ 208 60a 

205

207

Isloated cliché with small figures 20 øre 11th printing pos. A78 on large
letter piece with same but with large figures pos. A53. Canc. ”KJØBENHAVN 7.4.”. F=2.800 as single stamp. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE
& RARE.

100

Ship letter from Copenhagen to ”HANGÖ 11.X.95” with 20 øre blue
perf. 14. Swedish transit canc. ”FRÅN UTLANDET”. EXCELLENT.

100

DOUBLE PRINT OF ENTIRE STAMP DESIGN on 5 øre coat of arms
green wmk. III beautifully canc. ”THISTED -.10.03” F=unpriced.
AFA 34CX=DKK 20.000. Cert. Vagn Jensen. SUPERB.

400

Exceptional 10 öre post card 1897 to India with 5 öre additional franking, To Nellikuppam and reexp. to Kotagiri. SUPERB & RARE.

Bid

Rare variety ”bent corners at right” 17th printing pos. A54 on 20 øre
blue coat of arms perf. 12 3/4. AFA No. 36Bv=unpriced. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

57

€uro

P µ 209 60av2 

BROKEN FRAME LINE AT RIGHT on 20 øre coat of arms blue
wmk. II 17th printing pos. A5-8 in horizontal strip of four with the
variety in pos. A5. F=14.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
A VERY RARE VARIETY.

400

Later Issues

P

210 (*)

P µ 211

58

68v **

An engraved die proof in red for 10 øre Christian IX in the final
design with long zero in ”10” printed on normal stamp paper with
watermark crown III and letters. B&N No. 64-DP(70a).

500

211
212
Imperforated pair 100 øre Christian IX pos. 59-60 with full sheet margin
at right. F=12.000. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

200

100 øre with engraving to the right of monogram missing. F=9.000.

150

P

212 75v 

P

213 121 

213
214
Ex 220
5 kr. red Postal building wmk. crosses in a beautiful block of four canc.
”ODENSE 27.4.20”. F=5.600 as singles. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

P

214 122a *

Beautiful 35 on 32 øre 1912 in very good centering. F=6.500+. SUPERB.

100

€uro

215

216

P µ 215 131+136a Ship letter with pair 5 øre green Christian X with Norwegian canc.

”BUREAU DE MER. DE NORVEGE KR.SAND-FR.HAVN 4.IX.14”
and a postcard with 15 øre Christian X sent to Finland canc. on arrival
with ship canc. A fine lot.
P µ 216 174v 

100

Variety: retouched circle on 12/15 øre provisional violet, single on
postcard from ”SLAGELSE 29.11.35”. F=unpriced on cover (5.500 as
a single stamp). Sign. Møller. Possibly Unique. SUPERB.

350

P µ 217 177-80  27 øre provisionals with wmk. crown cpl. set 1-10 øre with correct
pmks 1918-21, VERY RARE as such. F=35.200 as single stamps.

400

P
P

218
218 187 **

219
Provisional 27 on 8 öre in block of 4 with strongly missplaced surcharge,
leaving ”AVISPORTO” free.

Bid

219 194v+
195v 

Scarce variety: WHITE SPOT IN N 10 øre red and 10 øre green on postcard and cover to Norway and Sweden. Unpriced on cover in Facit.
AFA=5.500. Both sign. Møller.

150

P µ 220 213-17 ** 1925-29 Air Mail stamps, set of five. F=6.000. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

100
59

€uro

P

221 216 **

P

222 228 

P

223 (*)

221
222
50 øre grey air mail in corner margin block of four with printer’s No. 451J in the margin. F=8.000 as singles. AFA as block: DKK 11.000. RARE &
SUPERB.

150

Scarce ship postcard from Samsø sent via ”AARHUS 8.7.41” to Aalborg.
One line canc. ”Fra Færgen”.

100

Black recess printed impression for Frederik IX issue. A preliminary
test engraving without denomination and designer/engraver’s
names. RARE.

200

Official Issues

P

224 Tj 3 *

224
225
Very fresh block of 4 of 16 sk. in very good centering, strengthened
with hinges. F=12.000.

100

Ferry Issues
P
60

225 PF5 **

A perfectly centered copy of 50 øre Christian X wine red/black. F=4.000.
EXCELLENT.

100

€uro

Postal Stationery

P

226 BK1 

2 skilling ultramarine stationery postcard sent by footpost in
Copenhagen. Black ”F:P: 29.2.74”. EXCELLENT.

Bid

Collections

Ex 227

P

227 **/ *

228 **/ *

Collection 1851-1991 in a Leuchtturm album incl. a
very beautiful 4 RBS Thiele II with full crackled
gum, 2 RBS Thiele close cut with cert. Grønlund.
Rather cpl. in Skilling issues with some beautiful
bicoloured. Bicoloured Øre & later issues rather
cpl. incl. better values e.g. a ** 10 kr. Chr X. Very
fine sections ”back of the book” issues with better *
Ferry, Officials and Newspaper stamps. Also five *
CIS stamps from Schleswig with cert.

1.500

Very clean unused collection ca 1880s to 2012 incl.
some back of the book in 3 large albums with the
modern part also in ** blocks of four. Some recent
year sets, prestige booklets etc. are also included.
Also an unused collection of Danish West Indies.
Total face value is ca DKK 21.000.

1.000

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
61

Lot # 229

A complete collection 1851-2014 in three new Stender albums with
many scarce stamps, e.g. 2 RBS Ferslew & Thiele, six copies 4 RBS
with different printings and shades. 1854 issue cpl. incl a fantastic
16 skilling and also with a fine rouletted copy. 1864 issue incl. line
perf. cpl. 1870 with line perf, normal & inv. frames cpl. (some
faults) incl. shades, the 2 skilling line perf. with a round corner
perf. All bicolored øre stamps are present incl. 8 øre wmk. III and
wmk. III with inv. frames. All later issues present with many
superb copies and with all minisheets and special sheets. Air mail
1925 in superb quality. Officials incl. all skilling perf. 12 and 14.
Newspaper, Postage Due and Ferry stamps cpl. Finally a cpl. section Advertising stamps incl. 10 øre with variety: Line over ØRE.
A fantastic collection with very high cat. value.
PLEASE INSPECT
62

€uro 6.000

Lot # 230

Specialized collection 1851-ca 1933 in two albums mounted on home
made pages, suitable for further collecting. Containing e.g. 27 copies 4
RBS incl. a beautiful Ferslew 11 and some better shades and postmarks.
1854 issues with nine copies 8 skilling + a cover and four 16 skilling + a
wide margin pair. 17 copies 8 skilling 1858 issue. One 16 skilling rouletted with cert. Lasse Nielsen. 1864 and 1870 issues in various printings
incl. one 8 skilling line perf. with cert. Lasse Nielsen. Nice section bicolored øre incl. 8 øre wmk. III and 50 øre with wmk. III and with inv. frame. Later issues represented incl. several stamps with superb cancs.
€uro 1.000

Lot # 231 µ

A well filled and rather cpl. collection 1851-2008 in Leuchtturm album
incl. 2 RBS Ferslew and Thiele and 16 skilling rouletted, all with small
faults and with three certs. Better skilling stamps e.g. 1864 line perf. cpl.
also with var. imperfections. Later with some better provisionals e.g.
used 35/32 øre yellow green with cert. Lasse Nielsen and all 27 øre provisionals with wmk. crown. Modern stamps with many superb cancs. Very
high cat. value.
PLEASE INSPECT
€uro 1.000
63

Plating 1855 2 Skilling Blue

Lot # 232
3 */ / / 
Remainders of a huge exhibition collection containing nearly 600 used
and unused stamps with many unused units, several blocks of four and
a block of six. Used stamps incl. strips of three, pairs and interesting cancellations. More than 60 covers incl. one with 22 skilling reg. cover to
Berlin with fees cash paid, some with black F:P: and with ellipse shaped
F:P: ALL STAMPS ARE PLATED and with flaws indicated on illustrations.
A UNIQUE PHILATELIC WORK
€uro 5.000
233 **/ */ / Thick album starting with some early stamps but then mostly various

covers from ca 1900-1945.

Bid

234 **/ */ /  COAT OF ARMS. A comprehensive specialised collection on stock
pages arranged by printings, varieties etc. Also a great number of
interesting covers are enclosed. E.g. with more than 25 copies 5 øre
small figures, later with some isolated small figures in 10 and 20 øre.
Most major cliché flaws are present incl. the provisional issues. A
1.500
collection that must be inspected, very high cat. value.
235 **/ */ 
236 

64

Two small collections in two Stender albums, one used and one */**. A
few better stamps are included.

200

SOUTHERN JUTLAND, POSTMARKS ca 1890-1920 incl. railway
cancs. Many 5pf. postcards and stationeries sent to Brøns with great
variation of postmarks. Also several interesting 1920 voting district
covers incl. correct mixed frankings etc. Also single stamps e.g. shields,
NDP etc.

Bid

€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

P

237 2I+II *

4 RBS PAPER PRODUCTION. Exhibition page with two unused copies,
one Ferslew and one Thiele I (with very light trace of hinge), both with
huge traces in the paper after fallen-out foreign bodies in the paper. An
interesting lot.

Bid

238 / 

4 RBS lot with five items, four better single stamps incl. one nut brown
(all with certs) and a cover with late usage of Ferslew from 1855. Please
inspect.

Bid

Ex 239
P µ 239 2IVa-e  Lot 4 RBS Thiele III plate III and IV. Four pages with 20 plated stamps
and one page with 35 unplated stamps. All shades are present incl. one
chestnut brown and two nut brown copies. Full margin copies.

400

Ex 240
P µ 240 

Lot with some better duplicates 1851-64 skilling issues with e.g. 19
copies 4 RBS, 9 copies 8 skilling green wavy lined issue and also two
copies 16 skilling rouletted (one with improved roulette). 40 stamps in
total.

250

Ex 241
P µ 241 

Small collection 1851-64 on two album pages incl. a fresh 2 RBS Thiele
with cert. Paaskesen and a 16 skilling rouletted sign. Debo. 18 stamps
in total.

300
65

€uro

P µ 242 */ / 

243

REPRINTS of 2 skilling 1855 F-No. N3 (mostly plated) on two exhibition pages with three blocks of four (two with print on both sides), two
pairs and five single stamps. Also scarce 4 & 8 skilling F-Nos N4 and
N5 and a black pull of 4 skilling original die. A fine assembly.

Bid

A remainder lot in two volumes incl. 75 copies mostly full margin 4
RBS from various printings. 14 copies 8 skilling dotted and four
copies 8 skilling wavy lines. More than 300 copies 4 skilling 1858
(wavy lines type).

750

245 

Basic collection in two volumes on Stender pages incl. four 4 RBS and
some nice later skilling issues, better provisionals, Postal building and
1924 airmail cpl. Better ferry, official and advertising stamps.

250

246 

Old lot from an estate with a couple of thousand stamps Large Oval
type to Bicoloured øre (also many 4 sk. officials) all with numeral canc.
incl. many beautiful ones, however most stamps with faults.

Bid

247 **/ */
/ 

Box with an unused mostly ** collection 1918-1978 in an album and
1979-1999 in year sets. Also some used duplicates, FDCs etc.

200

Ex 248
Group of 5 covers sent to France in 1802-42 mostly with ”DANEMARCK
PAR HAMBURG” handstamps and various transit canc. and annotations on both sides. Please see pictures on our website.

100

BICOLOURED ØRE ISSUES. Lot with 10 very interesting covers e.g.
with perf. 14 12 øre in strip of three on reg. cover to Kiel, single 20 øre
to France, 3 øre with inv. wmk. Two covers with perf. 12, one with
Esrom-type canc. Also a very interesting cut from an 8 øre stationery
envelope. Further a cover with 2 skilling and one with 10 øre coat of
arms perf. 14 canc. with numeral ”1”.

200

COAT OF ARMS TYPE. A huge specialized remainder lot from a
great collection. Containing study material, mostly 1884 issues 5, 10
and 20 øre.

Bid

Stockbook with DUE STAMPS in single stamps and blocks in quantities.
Mostly very fine quality. HIGH CAT. VALUE.

400

BOOKLETS. Lot with three better items, F.Nos HRE11,14 and 15 with
cat. value SEK 11.000.

150

244 

P µ 248 

249 

250 / 

251 **/ */ 
252 **
66

Ex 242
Lot with ca 165 used copies 2 skilling 1855 blue (F-No.3) incl. some
plated copies on old lot cards and some letter pieces. Also 11 * copies
and two photographic black prints in sheets of 100. Most stamps
with full margins and a few with better postmarks. This stamp is
scarcely offered in large quantities. Please inspect.
1.000

€uro

Ex 253
POSTAL STATIONERY. Four very interesting items sent to overseas
destinations: 10 øre coat of arms to Java, 5 øre coat of arms to Japan
with additional 5 øre, 5/3 øre wavy lines type to Chile and a letter
card 15/25 øre Christian X used twice sent to USA.
VERY RARE MATERIAL.

Bid

254 **

Year sets 1990-2010 complete. Face value ca 4.100 DKR.

250

255 

Small group of ca. 20 covers and cards incl. some interesting ones such
as 1930’s airmail to abroad, 20 øre Chr IX on a ”sample without value”
cover, some censor covers, destinations etc.

Bid

256 

Small lot with old covers and cards from an estate incl. some better
ones.

Bid

P µ 253 

257

POSTCARDS. Box filled with postcards from Copenhagen incl. many
old ones. Please inspect.

100

258

POSTCARDS. Box with an estimated 8-900 postcards incl. older ones.

100

259

POSTCARDS. Box with an estimated 900-1.000 postcards mostly with
Copenhagen views, mostly older cards. Please inspect.

150

Slesvig 1920

P µ 260 (*)

Minisheet (157 x 116 mm) with five impressions in black: two essays
of 1 mk. in different designs and pulls from single clichés of 20 & 25
pf. and 5 mk. Probably printed August or September 1919. Cert.
1.000
Gruber. PROBABLY UNIQUE.

P

Black prints of 20 & 25 pf. and 5 mk. on thin ivory paper without
wmk. and gum. RARE.

261 (*)

200
67

€uro

262
P

262 (*)

Photographic reproduction of an unfinished design for 10 pf. in oversize. RARE.

100

P

263 (*)

Photographic reproduction of an unfinished design for 20 pf. in oversize. RARE.

100

Official envelope ”Kontrolkommissionen for Folkeafstemningen
Haderslev Kreds” with violet cachets and containing unused voting
notes distributed in Haderslev. A very interesting lot.

Bid

P µ 264 

265

68

263

266

P µ 265 1-14 (*)

Lot imperforated stamps with and without ”MAK” overprints, incl.
two pairs with double printed design.

Bid

P

1 - 10 mk. in imperf. set with ”MAK” opts. 1 and 5 mk. inverted. 2 mk.
without gum. Opinion Gruber.

Bid

266 11-14 */
(*)

€uro

Ex 267
269
P µ 267 1+2+3  Printed matter with 5 pf. from ”HADERSLEBEN 20.2.20” to
Copenhagen and a wrapper with 2 ½ and 7 ½ pf. sent from ”FLENSBURG 22.6.20” to Port Malken (Westpr). A fine lot.

P

P

P

268 4 

269 6+11 

270 7…14 

100

Additional 10 pf. red on 7 ½ pf. stationery card with emergency canc.
”K.D. POSTAGENTUR NEUKIRCHEN (SCHLESWIG)” seal in
negative with date added by pencil ”6.3.1920” used only 5.3. 3.4.1920. VERY RARE. Ex. John Sørensen.

200

Front of a registered express cover with 20 pf. blue & 1 mk. brown sent
from ”FLENSBURG 21.2.20” to Copenhagen. Scarce franking.

100

A wonderful parcel card with 1+5+10 mk & pair 25 pf. sent from
”HADERSLEBEN 4.5.20” to Nykjøbing Sjæll. Small transportation
traces only. VERY RARE USE OF THE HIGH VALUES.
1.000
69

€uro

271
P

271 4 

Mixed franking 10 pf. red common issue & 40 pf. GERMANIA on commercial postcard from ”FLENSBURG 1.9.20” to Bunzlau, Schlesien.
SCARCE & EXCELLENT.

100

P

272 4+6 

Mixed franking 10+20 pf. common issue on 5 pf. Germania letter card
sent from ”FLENSBURG 10.2.20” to Götheborg. A rare commercially
used stationery.

200

Two copies 1 øre green 1.ZONE on underpaid postcard with very
rare bridge type canc. ”AARØSUND HAVN 3.7.20”. Noted by blue
crayon ”T 12 ½ ch”. Both stamps defective. ONLY A FEW KNOWN.

500

P

273 16 

Ex 274
P µ 274 16+18+
19 

P

70

272

275 16 

275

Scarce official sender’s cachet ”COMMISSION INTERNATIONALE
SLESVIG - Gendarmerie” in three different types on two envelopes,
one with scarce bridge type canc. ”TØNDER-TINGLEV / TØRSTRUP
25.6.20”.

100

Mixed franking pair 5 øre 1.ZONE green on 7+3 øre letter card from
”GRAASTEN 12.7.20” sent to ”RINKENÆS 14.7.20”. Correct 20 øre
franking from the short period 9.7. - 17.7.1920. EXCELLENT.

200

€uro

276
277
Mixed franking 10 øre 1.ZONE red on 7+3 øre stationery envelope
(”25-V”) sent from ”SØNDERBORG 10.7.20” to ”RINKENÆS
10.7.20”. Correct 20 øre franking from the short period of use.
EXCELLENT.

150

Mixed franking of common zone and German Reich on reg. & express
cover from ”FLENSBURG 25.1.20” permitted only 25.1. and 26.1. and
again 16.6.-23.6.1920. Small official cachet ”PLEBISCIT SLESVIG”. Rare.

Bid

P µ 278 Tj.5P (*) ESSAY for CIS official stamps. A vertical pair 15 pf. with overprints
of different types in 2,8 and 4,3 mm, the lower as adopted. Certs KPK
and Gruber. Ex. Sørensen. UNIQUE.

750

P

276 18 

P

277 15+16+
18 

P µ 279 Tj.1 

Commercially used PRINTED MATTER with pair 2 ½ pf. grey CIS
stamps sent from ”FLENSBURG 8.3.20” to ”KØBENHAVN 10.3.20”.
Noted ”Drucksachen” and with violet cachet ”COMMISSION
INTERNATIONALE SLESVIG”. Folds in the envelope. Cert.
1.200
Gruber. EXTREMELY RARE AND POSSIBLY UNIQUE.
71

€uro

280
P µ 280 Tj.1+2+
3

282

Very rare circular commission cachet ”Commission Internationale de
Surveillance du Plébiscite Au Slesvig” in large size on reverse of cover
(small size on front) franked with three blocks of four 2 ½, 5 and 7 ½ pf.
CIS stamps canc. ”FLENSBURG 14.3.20”. F=13.200 as single stamps.

281
P µ 281 Tj.4v 

P

282 Tj.5 

P µ 283 Tj.6v *

P µ 284 Tj.7v *

283

72

285 Tj.8 

284

10 pf. red CIS stamp with variety in the overprint pointed ”C” & large
dent in ”I” at left, pos. 55 in the sheet. Canc. ”FLENSBURG 13.4.20”.
Opinion Gruber. RARE.

Bid

Official envelope with pair 15 pf. violet CIS on cover from ”FLENSBURG 5.2.20” sent to Strand, Glouchestershire England. Extremely rare
foreign letter with official stamps.

200

20 pf. blue CIS with DOUBLE OVERPRINT (Michel 6DD=unpriced). Only two copies known. Pos. 17 in the sheet. Round NE corner
perf. Cert. Mikulski.

400

Inverted CIS overprint on 25 pf. orange with light trace of hinge.
Only 100 copies printed. F=14.000. Cert. Gruber.

500

285
P

250

293

Single 35 pf. brown CIS stamp used on the voting day on small cover
from ”FLENSBURG 14.4.1920” to ”KJØBENHAVN 16.4.20”. Small violet cachet.

150

€uro

286

287

P µ 286 Tj.9 **

288

Pale blue opt. CIS on 40 pf. violet. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

287 Tj.9 

Single 40 pf. violet CIS stamp on local (official) cover from ”FLENSBURG 16.5.20”.

100

P

288 Tj.6+9  20 pf. blue & 40 pf. violet CIS stamps on reg. cover from ”FLENSBURG
11.3.20” to Kaptain M.O. Ræder in ”LECK (Kr. TONDERN) 12.3.20”.
Violet sender’s cachet.

200

289 1-Tj.14 * Red hardbound representation folder with embossed logo ”SLESVIG - PLEBISCIT” with three sets of stamps F-Nos 1-14, 15-28 and
Tj.1-14 and six different stationeries incl. three with CIS opts.
Complete and intact seal ”COMMISSION SLESVIG INTERNATIONALE” and signed ”Brundnell Bruce 16/VI/1920”.
VERY RARE AND IN SUPERB CONDITION.
1.000

Ex 290

Ex 291

P µ 290 13+14 / Fiscally used 5 mk. green and 10 mk. red, both with violet cachet

”COMMISSION INTERNATIONALE, SLESVIG”. 5 mk. on small piece
from a passport. RARE.
P µ 291 / 

Bid

”Reiseausweis” with photo and black commission canc. issued
”Tinnum 13/4 1920” and on the reverse interesting cachet ”COMMISSION INTERNATIONALE SLESVIG / STEDESAND CONTRON”
with dates 17.4.20 and 29.4.20. An interesting document.

Bid

293 DK197  Int. parcel card for an insured parcel franked with two copies DK 40
øre brown Reunion issue sent from ”BARRIT 13.12.20” via Kolding
railway to Flensburg. Stamps with scarce single line cachet ”PLEBISCIT SLESVIG”. Light folds

200

µ 292

P

Bid

Fiscally used stamps 5 mk. green with oval cachet, pair 15 pf. with circular canc. from ”LANDRAAD SLESVIG - SONDERBURG” and a 2 ½ pf.
with oval canc. with date. An interesting lot.

µ 294 **/ */ 

Lot CIS stamps, four */** and two on small pieces. Four stamps are
flawless and two with defects, one with pale blue opt. with cert. Lasse
Nielsen.

Bid

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se side 5.
73

€uro

295
P µ 295 

296

Three covers to foreign destinations: one unfranked military letter to
England, one with 40 pf. canc. ”FLENSBURG MÜRWIK” to England
and one interesting cover with 20 pf. to Darmstadt with French censor
label and cachet.

Bid

The Faroe Islands
P

P

296 1 

297 1 

298

200

A very beautiful commercial money letter with 4 öre bisect together
with two 15 öre stamps ”TRANGISVAAG 20.1 1919”.
SUPERB & RARE.

400

299

Ex 300

P

298 3 

Beautiful cover with 2/5 öre together with 5 öre with superb canc.
”THORSHAVN 22.1 19”. F=4.500.

P

299 3 

A very beautiful cover with 2/5 øre provisional canc. ”THORSHAVN
18.1.19”. Sign. Møller.

100

Beautiful complete set of 1940-41 provisionals. F=8.500.

150

P µ 300 4-8 **

74

Very beautiful cover with 4 öre bisect together with 5 öre. Superb canc.
”THORSHAVN 10.1 19”. F=8.000.

100

€uro

Collections & Mixed Lots
301 **/ /  Carton with a collection presumably complete ** 1975-2011 as singles,
blocks of 4 and year sets 1977-2011. Also year books, a box with
booklets, duplicates in stockbook, FDC collection as sets and blocks of
4 etc. Very high face value.

300

302 **

Collection of complete ** sheets 1975-1984 in an album. Face value
5.500 DKK.

Bid

303 **

Stockbook with modern ** material, with many minisheets etc.

Bid

Greenland
Parcel Stamps

304
P µ 304 P1 *

307

Superbly centered 1 øre green (pos. 2) margin example with only a
very small hinge mark. Copies of certs Lasse Nielsen & Eric Wowern
(for pair).

305

100

306

P µ 305 P1 

1 øre olive green with scarce colony canc. ”KOLONIEN UPERNAVIK”.
Cert. Grønlund. EXCELLENT.

150

P

10 øre 2nd printing pos. 6 with official re-perforation at left. F=9.000.
Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT.

150

Pair 10 øre 1st printing on large part of a parcel card sent to Ritenbenk
with violet line canc. ”Administrationen for … Grønland. Sign. Møller.
SUPERB.

250

P

306 P3IIC2 *
307 P3I 

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
75

€uro

P

308 P1v+
3I 

An exceptional parcel card with 1 öre single and a
pair (on back) together with two copies 10 öre I
printing. The single 1 öre in pos. 18 with variety
”right 1 without foot” (F. No. P1v3) and the pair in
pos. 16-17 incl. variety ”bulge in left frame” (P1v2).
Extremely rare showing two main varieties and
Facit for the stamps alone 35.500.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.

Ex 309
Ex 316
P µ 309 P6I-9II  Cpl. set ”thick paper”, 5, 10, 15 and 20 øre. F. Nos 6I , 7I , 8II and
9II=7.900. Each stamp in SUPERB QUALITY.

310
P µ 310 P4I+5I+
8IC1 
P
76

311

1.500

150

311

A wonderful parcel card GF # 5 in use 1917-25 with 1, 2 and 15 øre, all
in I printing with two superb canc. 15 øre perf. 2 sides. Cert. Debo.
SUPERB & RARE.

500

P 12+9  Very beautiful parcel card with 3 kr. together with 2 copies 20 øre.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

300

€uro

312

313

P µ 312 P 9+12  An extremely beautiful parcel card with 20 öre in a strip of 3 together
with 3 kr. ”GRÖNLANDS STYRELSE 7. VIII. 36”. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. EXCELLENT.

400

P µ 313 P 18+7  Exceptional parcel card with 1 kr. from the Andrasen & Lachman
printing together with 10 öre IV printing 1931 ”GRÖNLANDS STYRELSE 18. IX. 37”. Cert. Wowern. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

400

314
P µ 314 P 17b+
18 

315

Extremely rare parcel card with both values of the Andreas &
Lachman printing with 70 øre in the rare reddish violet shade together
with 1 kr. ”GRØNLANDS STYRELSE 4.IV. 38”. Certs Lasse Nielsen
& Møller. VERY RARE EXHIBITION ITEM.

500

P µ 315 P13+17+ A fantastic parcel card with 10 öre Schultz and 70 öre & 1 kr
18 
Andreasen & Lachman printing ”GRÖNLANDS STYRELSE 8. VI.
38”. All three stamps are very rare on parcel card. Cert. Kaiser.
EXHIBITION RARITY.

600

Later Issues
P µ 316 19-27v2 ** DANMARK BEFRIET cpl. (15) incl. altered colours in beautiful margin
copies. F=29.000.

400

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
77

€uro

317
P

P

317 7 

318 2+9 

P µ 319 480 **

318

Censored letter from ”GODTHAAB 7.12.1944” to New York franked
with a single 30 øre blue polar bear. Label and cachet ”PASSED BY
EXAMINER / BASE 95 ARMY” and with censor’s signature. RARE.

Bid

1 kr. brown & 5 øre wine red on censored cover from ”IVIGTUT
7.8.1941” to Aarhus. Censor labels and red cachet on the reverse.
SCARCE & SUPERB.

100

IMPERFORATED pair of kr. 7,50 Victor Expedition 2007. A newly
discovered variety unrecorded in Facit. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE.

250

Collections & Mixed Lots

Ex 320
P µ 320 **/ *

78

Beautiful ** collection 1905-1987 incl. Pakkeporto complete (except F.
No. 3), American issue & Danmark Befriet etc. Only 6 Pakkeporto
stamps and 15 øre Befriet are *, (F. No. 2 with small thins). Please see
pictures on our website.

300

321 10-18 **

American issue, 12 cpl. never hinged sets mostly in blocks. F=36.000.

250

322 **/ *

Collection with e.g. a cpl. set 8-16** and various stamps and blocks.

100

€uro

Ex 323
P µ 323 19-27v ** DANMARK BEFRIET cpl. (15) incl. altered colours in a beautiful set
of blocks of four mostly with margins. 10 øre red overprint with some
excess overprint ink which is usual for the issue. F=116.000. SCARCE
SET. Plese see pictures of the entire set on our website.
1.500
2

324 19-27 **

DANMARK BEFRIET. Lot with 21 cpl. sets of 9 mostly in blocks.
Some values have excess overprint ink which is usual for the issue to
some degree. F=210.000.
1.500

325 22v2-272
**

DANMARK BEFRIET ALTERED COLOURS. Lot with 41 copies of
each value from 15 øre - 5 kr mostly in blocks. Also two copies 10 øre.
Some values have excess overprint ink which is usual for the issue to
2.500
some degree. F=565.500. Please inspect.

326 **/ *

Carton from an estate with e.g. a ** collection in a Leuchtturm album
cpl. to 2011 except 5 Pakkeporto stamps (some Pakkeporto are *) incl.
the American issue and Danmark Befriet cpl. **. Also a duplicated collection of ** marginal blocks of four to 2011 in several albums, a small
box with a quantity of booklets, duplicates in stockbooks, a quantity of
year sets etc. Very high cat. as well as face value.

500

327 / 

Collection in three volumes incl. a few Pakke-Porto, Thule stamps incl.
two covers. A lot of interesting postal history material incl. commercial
covers and postmarks e.g. a PEARYLAND postcard. High cat. value.

400

328 **

Stockbook with corner margin blocks, black prints, reprints etc. Very
high face value.

100

329 **/ 

Three sheet folders with some better sheets and blocks e.g. **: 50x F.
No. 40, 100x No. 43, 90x No. 74. In cancelled sheets: 100x Nos 7-9 and
50x Nos 37-38. Very high cat. value, F=ca 20.000 for the above mentioned stamps only.

100

330 

Interesting group of ca. 20 American military mail covers from various
bases in Greenland. Many from the 1940’s with different censor markings. Please inspect.

100

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
79

€uro

The Danish West Indies

331

332

333

• P

331 

Ship letter with inside dating ”St.Thomas den 20. Januar 1836” sent to
London. Red framed ”PACKET LETTER” and on the reverse ”19 MR
1836”.

Bid

• P

332 

A very beautiful unfranked cover from ”CHRISTIANSTED 27.8.1856”
via ”ST.THOMAS 28.8.1856” to Copenhagen. Various notations of fees
and with four transit- and arrival marks on the reverse. EXCELLENT.

100

Ship letter dated ”St.Thomas 2 March 1860” via Baltimore to New
York. Red forwarder cachet and blue ”SHIP”, ”5” and ”BALTIMORE
24 MR”.

100

• P

333 

334

335

P

334 

A wonderful pristine cover with contents dated ”Saint Croix 12’ May
1862” sent unpaid via London and Hamburg to Copenhagen.
Beautiful cancs from ”CHRISTIANSTED 12.5.1862” and ”ST:THOMAS 13.5.1862” (Danish and GB PO’s). Several transit marks and notations. EXCELLENT.

200

• P

335 

Small envelope with US 10 c. brown sent from US PO in ”ST.THOMAS
11.7.1874” via New Brunswick, New Jersey. Slightly aged at the edges.

100

336
• P µ 336 

P

80

337 SG147+
149 

337

A small envelope sent from San Juan, Puerto Rico to St.Croix, DWI
franked with GB 4d. vermillon plate 14 (SG Z90) canc. with barred
numeral ”C61”. Date stamps ”PORTO - RICO JY 25 76” and ”ST.THOMAS 26.7.1871”. Noted ”pr Steamer”. Envelope cut slightly shorter at
left. Cert. Sismondo. FINE & RARE.

100

Beautiful cover to England with 6d. pl. 13 and 1 sh. pl. 9 British stamps,
duplex ”ST. THOMAS 8 NOV. 74”. Scarce.

100

€uro

338
P µ 338 1b 

P µ 339 3-4 *
P µ 340 9v 

341

339

340

A fantastic copy of 3 cents carmine with yellow gum with a perfect
strike of mute five ring canc. Extremely fresh. F=6.000. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

200

Very fresh blocks of 4 of the line perf. issue 1872-73, 3 & 4 cents.
F=17.000. VERY FINE.

250

A very interesting copy of 14 cents lilac/green pos. 82 in the sheet
with oval flaw No. 42 with white line between ”CEN”. Small part of
mute canc. F=16.000+. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. FINE COPY.

250

342

Ex 343

P

341 18 **

Very fresh and beautiful block of 6 of 10 cents perf. 12 3/4. F=14.000+.
SUPERB.

P

342 34 

Ship letter with pair 20 bit Christian IX green/blue canc. in transit
”N.Y.P.O. / PAQUEBOT JAN 19 1907” sent to Memphis Tennesee.
Envelope slightly torn at top.

100

Postage Due 1905 cpl. (4) in imperforate pairs. F=6.000.

100

P µ 343 L 5-8 (*)

250

Collections & Mixed Lots

Ex 344
P µ 344 **/ *

Very beautiful and clean unused collection nearly complete on 4
album pages incl. some ** stamps. Please see pictures of the entire collection on our website.

300
81

€uro

Ex 345

Ex 346

P µ 345 */ / (*) Small binder with duplicates in various quantities, e.g. with some better printings, oval flaws etc. incl. a fine 14 cents with cert. Lasse
Nielsen.
• P µ 346 

British PO in ST.THOMAS. Lot with four 1859-71 letters, three unfranked with red Paid at St.Thomas markings, one sent to Jamaica and two
to USA. One very beautiful cover to Jamaica franked with 4d. brick red
canc. with ”C51”. Notations from album pages are enclosed.

300

200

P µ 347 **/ */ /  PRIVATE SHIP LETTER STAMPS. Collection with all seven issues
according to DAKA incl. HAPAG. Also a duplicate accumulation on
stock cards. Containing several interesting used stamps e.g. three
used HAPAG and a rare used 10 cents Royal Mail Steam Packet
Company stamp, unused units mostly specified by printing, types
and positions. Also a beautiful cover with 1864 Dos Reales Rasco lithography with a faint fold through the stamp. The entire collection
may be viewed on our website.
1.000
•

82

µ 348 

Postal history lot with three unfranked letters 1828-62 with various
postmarks e.g. red framed ”PACKET LETTER”. Two covers (parts)
with GB or US stamps. Somewhat mixed condition.

100

µ 349 **/ *

Unused blocks , 1 c. in blocks of 6 and blocks of 4 of 7 c. and two different shades of 10 c. Please inspect!

100

€uro

Finland
14.30 hrs

Prephilately

350

351

P

350 

Very beautiful cover 1826 with full contents and scarce ”NYSTAD” in
Russian letters. F=9.500.

250

P

351 

Beautiful cover to Dorpat with full contents, rectangular ”TOHMAJÄRVI 10 OCT 1849”. F=2.750.

Bid

Rare "Wiborg" to Reval

Lot # 352

Very beautiful cover with ”WIBORG” in Russian letters in frame. Sent
to Reval 1807. F=35.000.
SUPERB & VERY RARE
€uro 1.000
83

€uro

P

353 

An exceptional cover to Vasa 1822 with full contents. Rare red canc.
”Abo”. F=20.000. SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.

500

Oval Type

P µ 354 1I 

P

355 1IIa 

Very beautiful 5 kopek with small pearls and a distinct ink cross on
a small piece. Very good margins. Cert. Schwenson. SUPERB.

400

Beautiful 5 kopek dark blue type II canc. with ”HELSINGFORS
6.8.1859” and an ink cross. F=17.000.

300

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
84

Unique Tavastehus Tête-Bêche

Lot # 356 µ
1Iav3 
The Tavastehus ink cancellation is one of the most rare
Postmaster pen canc. and this is the only one recorded on
a tête-bêche pair. This pair of 5 kopek in the scarce dark
blue shade with a few small faults is as far as we know
the only kopek tête-bêche pair with an identified pen
canc. Cert. Tuori.
Provenance:
Agathon Fabergé
Arnold Nyman, Large Gold

€uro 12.500
85

€uro

P µ 357 2c 

A wonderful 10 kopek dark carmine with very good margins all
around and a perfect rectangular canc. ”KUOPIO 23.9 1856”. R 3.
Cert. Schwenson. EXCELLENT COPY.

500

Exceptional cover with 10 kop carmine-rose with superb canc. ”ÅBO
2.8.1859” and ink cross. Certs Oesch & Gummesson. SUPERB.

750

P µ 359 2 

Very fine 10 kopek carmine canc. with an ink cross and ”HELSINGFORS 2.8.1858”. F=4.500. Cert. Gummesson.

150

360 2 

10 kopek carmine canc. with an ink cross. F=3.500. Cert. Gummesson.

100

361 2 

A wide margin copy of 10 kop. red on reverse of a wonderful small
size cover with boxed ”ÅBO 26.1.1859” and ink cross. SUPERB.

600

P µ 358 2e 

P
86

€uro

362
P µ 362 2v1 

364

363

Very fine 10 kopek carmine red on narrow laid papper canc. with
”HELSINGFORS 14.5.1858” and an ink cross. F=6.500. Cert.
Gummesson.

200

P µ 363 2v 

10 kopek carmine red on narrow laid paper with good margins canc.
with an ink cross. F=5.000. Cert. Gummesson.

150

P µ 364 2v2 

An interesting copy of 10 kop. red on wide laid paper and with Uleåborg
ink canc. Cert. Gummesson. VERY FINE.

400

1

Roulette Issues

365
P

365 3C1 

367

369

An exceptional 5 kop. roulette I canc. ”FRANKO”. SUPERB.

366

100

368

P

366 3C1L 

Very beautiful domestic cover with 5 kop. roulette I ”HELSINGFORS
2.2 1865”. F=12.000.

300

P

367 4C1 

A wonderful 10 kop. roulette I canc. ”FRANCO” in oval frame.
”EXCELLENT”.

100

P

368 4C1L 

A beautiful cover with 10 kop. roulette I with distances 2,3 mm between
the stamps, canc. ”WIBORG 23.12.1864”. F=6.000. VERY FINE.

150

P

369 4C2b 

Well centered 10 kopek carmine rose roulette II with a beautiful strike
of ”HELSINGFORS 2.10.1865”. One slightly shorter perf tip.

Bid
87

€uro

P

370 5v2C2 

A fantastic block of 18 of 5 penni roulette II on laid paper. Pos. 11/43
incl. a variety in pos. 43. Largest multiple recorded in Facit is a block
of 8! Exceptional quality with quite few short perfs for such a multiple. EXHIBITION RARITY.
2.500

P

371 5C3v5F *

The ”Hellman Forgery” of the 10 p. brown COLOUR ERROR on wove
paper.

Bid

Very beautiful piece with a pair and a single of 8 penni and a pair of 40
penni canc. ”WIBORG 2.11.1870”. Cert. BPA.

400

P µ 372 6v1C3+
9v1C3 
88

€uro

P µ 373 6v1C3+
8v2C3 

A wonderful green envelope sent to Copenhagen matching the four
8 penni stamps placed in each corner on the back and in the middle a
20 penni blue. Sent via Sweden and all stamps canc. with rectangular ”STOCKHOLM 14 JUN 70”. A few short perfs mainly on 20 p. of
no importance. Cert. Schwenson, who comments that it is the only
paid letter he has seen carried by the steamer Wiborg.
A STUNNING EXHIBITION RARITY.
1.500

P µ 374 7v5C2 

Very beautiful strip of 4 of 10 p. roulette II, somewhat irregular perforation. Interesting step in the cliché setting between first and
second stamp and lightly canc. Jyveskylä 1874. Cert. Schwenson.

250

COLOUR ERROR. 5 penni black with a few short perfs and small
faults. Very rare. F=130.000. Cert. Schwenson.

750

P µ 375 7v6C3 

89

€uro

P µ 376 7IIv1C2 Postage Due domestic cover with 10 p. roulette II

and note ”Lösen 10 pni” to be paid by receiver.
Probably unique and with superb canc. ”TAMMERFORS 28.3 1868”. Cert Schwenson.
SUPERB & VERY RARE.

P

377
377 8v2C2 *

378
20 p. greenish blue roulette II in a very fresh copy. F=5.500.
VERY FINE.

P

378 8C2 

An extremely beautiful pair of 20 penni roulette II, ordinary paper
”JAKOBSTAD 27.6 1874”. SUPERB.

100

P

379 8C3 

A wonderful copy 20 p. roulette III with minor faults. Excellent red
canc. ”KUOPIO 12.4 1868”. VERY RARE & BEAUTIFUL.

Bid

381
382
A wonderful 40 penni pale rose with a perfect canc. ”ÅBO 6.7 1871”.
EXCELLENT.

100

380

90

1.500

379
100

P

380 9 

P

381 9C2 

Beautiful 40 p. in type II, showing the type difference very clearly.
Superb canc. ”SORDAVALA 11.6 1868” with the date figures inverted.

Bid

P

382 9C3 

40 p. rose roulette III with a wonderful blue canc. ”NYSLOTT
5.6.1871”. EXCELLENT.

100

€uro

P

P

383 9C3 

384 10E

An outstanding cover with 40 p. roulette III, blue canc. ”NYSLOTT
27.4 1871”. SUPERB.

100

An exceptional complete sheet of 6 essays for the 1 mark in green
and lilac. Various designs and colour combinations. Rare.

250

Ex 385
P µ 385 10E

P µ 386 10E
P µ 387 10C2 

Ex 386

387

Seven different essays of 1 mark in same design as above sheet, partly
in different colours incl. green, lilac and brown. Scarce selection.

200

Essay in lilac of 1 mark in a reconstructed sheet of 6 incl. a corner
copy and a block of 4 with full sheet margin. Scarce.

200

A very beautiful 1 mark in the scarce roulette II with just minor perf.
problems incl. a perf. added from a neighbour stamp. Roulette II is
almost impossible to find with perfect perforation. Superb blue canc.
”JOROIS 1.1 1875”. Cert. Tuori.

200

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
91

Rare 1 Mark in Roulette II

Lot # 388 µ
10C2 
Very beautiful envelope in brown colour and superb canc.
”ULEÅBORG 10.5 1875” with notation of 2 ½ domestic rate. A few
tears in envelope only and just a few short or missing perfs, which
is normal for the roulette II. Very few covers exist in this roulette.
Facit without price! Cert. Gummesson.
RARE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 7.500

389
P µ 389 10C3a 

P µ 390 10C3b 
92

390

Beautiful 1 mark yellow brown roulette III with Helsingfors canc.
and part of red LONDON PAID. F=7.500. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY FINE.

250

Extremely fresh 1 mark brown yellow roulette III with a light corner
canc. F=8.000. Cert. Gummesson.

300

€uro

Coat of Arms

Ex 391
P µ 391 11E
P µ 392 11 

392

Essays for 32 penni Coat of Arms 1875. 6 essays in various designs
and colours on an old album page. Very rare.

250

Beautiful copy of 32 penni Copenhagen printing with a superb boxed
canc. ”NYSTAD 29.7.1875”. Cert. Ossa.

200

P µ 393 15SC1 * A fantastic tête-bêche block of 4 of 10 penni perf. 11
with gutter. A few split perfs as usual. Pairs are very
rare and this block is probably unique. Cert.
Schwenson. VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY.

4.000

P µ 394 16LC1a  Tête-bêche 20 penni in the rare perf. 11, pos. 93 with a beautiful blue
canc. ”EKENÄS 11.3 1881 (error in the year, should be 1882, explained
in the cert. F=30.000. Cert. Schwensson.
1.000
93

€uro

P µ 395 16LC2b  Tête-bêche 20 penni perf. 12 1/2 pos. 87 in a block of 4 with railway
canc. 1883. Upper right corner rep., not affecting the tête-bêche pair
either vertically or horizontally. F=20.000. Cert. Schwenson.

600

P µ 396 16LC2b  Tête-bêche 20 penni perf. 12 1/2 in pos. 87 ”PIEKSÄMÄKI 3.2 1884”.
Ex. Fabergé. F=20.000. Cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE.

600

397
P
P

94

397 17a 

398

Beautiful ship letter franked 25 penni reddish carmine canc. with
Swedish ”HERNÖSAND 8.11.1879” on arrival. UNUSUAL.

500

398 19L **/ * Extremely fresh block of 4 of 1 mark perf. 12 ½. The two lower stamps,
both ** are in excellent centering. SUPERB ITEM.

500

€uro

P µ 399 22av1+
23b 

400
P

A wonderful piece with 20 penni orange in tête-bêche pair, pos.
29+30 together with a 25 p. Superb canc. HELSINGFORS 21.5 85”.
The pair has been lifted off, probably for checking the quality, and
put back with a hinge. Cert. Schwenson. Ex. Fabergé.
SUPERB & RARE.
1.000

401

400 25 **

402

403
400

A wonderful copy of 5 mark. F=12.500. EXCELLENT.

P µ 401 25c 

5 mark light yellow green & red in very fine centering with a beautiful
figure canc. F=3.500. Cert. Gummesson.

100

P µ 402 26 *

Very fresh 10 mark 1885. F=4.500. Cert. Philatelic Foundation.

100

Exceptional 10 mark 1885 in very good centering and perfectly placed ”HELSINGFORS 30.4 87”. Sign. A. Diena. EXCELLENT.

400

P

403 26 

404

405

406

P µ 404 26b 

Beautiful 10 mark yellow brown and red in very fine centering canc.
”JYVÄSKYLÄ 9.2. 188?”. F=5.500. Cert. Gummesson.

200

P

405 30E

Essay in large size for 20 p. 1889 in blue with the value figure ”20”
below bigger than in the final issue. Scarce. Ex. Fabergé.

Bid

P

406 31E

Essay for 25 p. 1889 in red, imperforate. Different designs of value
figure ”25” in all the four corners. At top left penni in Finnish and at
right in Russian. Very rare. Ex. Trap Holm & Fabergé.

Bid
95

€uro

Later Issues

Ex 407
408
Ex 410
P µ 407 35-47  Clean cpl. set of 13 incl. a very beautiful 3 rubel 50 kopek with an excellent Helsinki canc. with cert. Gummesson. F=12.000.
P

408 43P

Proof of 35 kop. Russian Type with rings lilac and black on white paper
without wmk. Rare.

200
Bid

Ex 409
P µ 409 48-54P

P µ 410 51P+

Proofs for the 1901 issue cpl (6), 2, 5, 10 & 20 p. as well as 1 & 10 mark.
Printed on Russian watermarked paper one by one. Full margins all
around except 20 p. and 10 m. The latter with margins at top and bottom. On old album pages with explanation that they were printed in
Russia in 50 copies each. Very scarce.

200

Die proofs for the 1901 issue. 10 p.carmine and 25 p. blue. Scarce. Ex.
Fabergé.

100

Ex 411
P µ 411

96

62-65 **

Originals of 2, 5, 10 & 20 penni 1911 in small sheets of 2 stamps in the
middle of 6x3 spaces. Made for the UPU in Berne. A few hinges on
empty spaces only. Scarce set.

200

Unique Sheet of 2

Lot # 412
66C2 **
The extremely rare 40 penni in perf. 14 1/4 x 14 3/4 in a small
sheet, like the ones made for the UPU in Berne in other values.
This sheet was contained in a spectacular collection sold by
Harmers more than half a century ago and has not been on
the market since. As far as we know it is unique. The block
has hinges only in the two top corner spaces and the stamps
are never hinged.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 5.000
97

€uro

Ex 413
P µ 413 **/ *

UNISSUED VALUES, Essays of 25 & 50 penni of the Russian Type
1911-15 in small sheets of 2 stamps in the middle of 6x3 spaces. Two
sheets of each value, printed in different years, probably 1915 &
1917. They are different from each other, the 25 has larger letters of
”PEN.” in the later one and the 50 has bolder value figures. The 50 p.
stamps are all **. An exceptional and very rare selection. Ex. Trap
Holm (Mohrmann 1931) & Fabergé.

414
P
P

414 165 
415 165 

500

415

Zeppelin cover with two copies of 10 mark sent to Germany with
Friedrichshafen transit canc. on back. The cover somewhat toned.

100

Beautiful Zeppelin cover to Germany with Zeppelin 1930 in pair together with 2 x 1 mark red cross stamps. F=4.000.

100

Collections

P µ 416 **/ *

98

Ex 416
Beautiful and clean unused collection 1856-1986. Used F. No. 2, some
rouletted stamps, nearly cpl. from 1875 onwards, much from ca 1920.
Also Bus freight stamps cpl, North Ingermanland cpl. , Karelia 1-15
cpl. * etc. Some certs enclosed. Please see pictures on our website.

750

€uro
µ 417 */ /  Extensive specialized old collection 1860-1906 in
two Frank Gooden albums. Starting with a specialized section Roulettes, unused, but mainly used in
shades, various roulettes, many covers, multiples,
cancellations etc. Further issues with interesting
specialities, multiples, blocks, imperfs etc. Very
high cat. value. Please inspect!

2.500

418 **/ */ 

Collection 1856-1977 in Leuchtturm album. A few early stamps are
used, e.g. No. 2 and seven used rouletted stamps, otherwise rather cpl.
*/**.

200

419 **/ */ 

Mostly unused collection 1890s to 1982 in an album with some ”back
of the book”. Also some roulettes with perf flaws.

150

420 **/ *

Mostly ** collection to 2001 in two albums as well as a ** collection
Åland to 2010 in a Leuchtturm album. Also some booklets and
minisheets in an additional folder.

200

421 **/ *

Unused basic collection in an album to 1984 incl. some Eastern Karelia.

100

422 **/ *

Collection up to 1971 on pages in a binder.

100

423 **

Very clean basic collection 1885-1997, mostly ** in a well filled
Leuchtturm album.

200

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

Ex 424
P µ 424 */ (*)/ /


ROULETTES 1860-66. Stockbook with some selected items e.g. 5
kop. with double roulette and a beautiful pair. Totally 29 items incl.
three covers. Generally very fine quality.

800

Very interesting remainder lot from an estate. Mostly Coat of Arms
1889 incl. F. Nos 30C1 6 copies & 32 with corc canc., 33 ** beautiful
block of 12, 33-34 ** excellent, various ship & foreign canc. ** multiples etc. Further various postal stationery, ship canc., booklets, a
small selection locomotives on stamps etc. Please inspect!

300

µ 426 / 

SHIP CANCELLATIONS. An exceptional lot with various interesting
canc. incl good Åland Islands, figure canc. covers and cards. Please
inspect!

300

µ 427

SEMI-POSTAL CHARITY STAMPS 1905 - 1917. Russian stamps allowed for use in Finland. Very interesting lot used in Finland and some
unused. Incl. good stamps 1905 & 1914. High cat. value. Please inspect,
all available at our website.

250

An exceptional remainder lot with old better items incl. prephilatelic
letters to Finland incl. from Colombia. Further 3 beautiful copies 32 p.
Copenhagen printing and 2 copies * 10 mark 1885, one with cert. Ossa.
Also a small lot modern specialities of booklets etc. Please inspect!

250

425

µ 428 **/ */
/ 

99

€uro
µ 429 / 

P

430

250

Ex 430
Exceptional duplicate stock from an old estate in two stockbooks
1856 - ca 1920s. Specialized in canc. incl. numerous superb ones, ship
canc. multiples and many blocks incl. Coat of Arms 8 p. in block of
4, varieties etc. Please inspect!
1.500

431 **/ *

Large stockbook with duplicates of older to modern issues, mostly **
incl. Åland.

100

432 

Old duplicate lot of mostly rouletted issues with various perforation
faults on several stockpages. Also two copies F. No. 2 with faults, later
Coat of Arms issues incl. some with nice cancellations etc.

Bid

µ 433 

Interesting lot covers etc. E.g. beautiful 32 p. Coat of Arms to
Copenhagen, many shipletters with ship canc. etc. Also many to
Finland, e.g. interesting prephilatelic and stampless, shipletters, Sweden
20 öre Numeral Type canc. Hangö & Oscar II etc. Please inspect!

250

434 

Collection of ca 260 covers 1895-1945 arranged by issue in two thick
albums incl. many better usages, especially many censored ones.

150

435 

Lot with ca 150 covers and cards ca. 1890 to modern mostly to foreign
destinations e.g. early ones to Australia, Aden, USA etc. Interesting usages include uprated stationeries, WWI & WWII censors, many modern
parcel cards to Australia with very high frankings etc. Please inspect.

100

NORTH INGERMANLAND. Various motives 1920 1, 5 & 10 mark,
all in partial sheets of 80 stamps. F=60.800. Very good quality.

600

• P µ 436 **
100

Exceptional remainder lot from an estate, covers and postal stationery incl. many with figure canc. and other interesting canc. incl. Much
Åland. Further many stamps with interesting canc. Please inspect!

€uro

Åland
µ 437

438

Exceptional specialized collection up to around the 1920s mounted
in a Visir album. Starting with 8 prephil covers, many old shipletters, Sweden 60 öre Coat of Arms cover to Åland, canc. on roulettes
onwards, incl. superb and unusual canc. Please inspect!

500

A carton with year sets and year books cpl. to 2013, a ** collection in
album to 2011 as well as a FDC collection in several albums as singles
as well as blocks of four.

Bid

Iceland
Skilling Issue

439
P

440

439 1v (*)

441

442

444

2

Imperforate 2 sk. blue with wmk and without gum as issued. F=5.500.

100

P µ 440 2 

An exceptional 4 sk. with an excellent canc. ”HJARDARHOLT 23.4”. A
couple of small imperfections which is usual for these. Cert. Møller.

100

P µ 441 2 

Very beautiful 4 sk. perf. 14 with scarce numeral canc. ”236” REYKJAVIK. One corner perf. slightly thin. Cert. Møller.

300

P µ 442 2 

Beautiful 4 sk. perf. 14 with numeral ”1” Copenhagen. SCARCE.

200

P µ 443 2 

A very rare and beautiful pair 4 sk. lightly canc. ”REYKJAVIK 17.6”.
Cert. Møller. VERY RARE IN USED MULTIPLES.

750

P

Very fresh 8 sk., well centered. F=4.500. SUPERB.

150

444 3 *

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se side 5.
101

€uro

445

446

P µ 445 3 

447

449

Very fresh copy of 8 sk. with beautiful ”ISAFJÖRDUR 28.8”. Cert.
Møller.

250

P µ 446 3 

8 sk. on small piece with scarce canc. ”BÆR”. Perf. slightly trimmed at
left. Cert. Møller.

100

P µ 447 4 *

Beautiful pair of 16 sk. perf 14 with the left stamp in exceptionally
good centering. Very unusual in multiples. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

400

P µ 448 4 *

Very fresh and rare block of 4 of 16 sk. perf 14 x 13 ½, some hinge reinforcements. Only five blocks of 4 recorded. F=60.000. Cert. Friedl.
1.250

P µ 449 5 

Beautiful and well centered 3 sk. with a well placed ”REYKJAVIK
8.11”. Cert. Debo. Scarce in this quality.

450
P µ 450 6 *
P

451 6v1 

P µ 452 7 

451

452

300

453

Very beautiful pair of 4 sk. perf. 12 1/2 in superb centering. F=40.000.
Cert. Møller.

600

Well centered post-canc. 4 skilling red perf 12 1/2 with rough perf. as
is usual for the issue. F=6.500.

100

An extremely well centered 16 sk. perf. 12 1/2 with an exceptionally
clear ”REYKJAVIK 29.11”. Cert. Møller.

200

Aurar Issue perf. 14 x 13 1/2
P
102

453 8 

Well centered 3 aur yellow with beautiful ”KJØBENHAVN 4 POST
17.9”.

Bid

€uro

454
455
P µ 454 12a **/ * An unusual strip of three with sheet margin of the 10 aur violet carmine,
IV printing pos. 91-93. Very fresh with two ** stamps. Certs Møller and
Lasse Nielsen. RARE.
P µ 455 12c *

P

456 12d *

P µ 457 12c 

P µ 458 13d 

P

459
459 14b **

P µ 460 14b

300

Very beautiful 10 aur VI printing in block of 4. F=45.000. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE & RARE.

500

10 aur carmine perf 14 (4th printing) in an extremely beautiful strip of
5, lightly reinforced. Exceptional centering. F=10.000++. SUPERB.

200

457
458
Beautiful little cover with 10 aur carmine VI printing canc. ”REYKJAVIK 12.4” sent to Mjoifjördur with ”SEYDISFJÖRDUR 4.5” transit canc
on front. Cert. Møller.

200

Ship letter from ”REYKJAVIK 19.10.94” sent per ”Laura” to
Copenhagen with arrival mark ”OMK 2.1.94”. Cert. Møller.
RARE & VERY FINE.

200

460
461
462
An outstanding copy of 20 aur violet 2nd printing. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

Bid

Beautiful 20 aur violet clear print, correctly used ”REYKJAVIK 14.10”.
Rare as such. F=8.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

250
Bid

P

461 15c 

Beautiful little piece with 20 aur greenish blue (3rd printing) perf. 14
canc. ”LEITH AP 3 97”. VERY FINE.

P

462 19 **

A very fresh and beautiful 100 aur perf. 14 x 13 ½. F=3.500. SUPERB.

100
103

€uro

Aurar Issue perf. 12 3/4

P

463
463 20 **

P µ 464 24a 
P

465 24 

P µ 466 26 

464
465
Extremely fresh 3 aur with small ”3”. F=5.000. SUPERB.

100

The rare first printing of 5 aur yellow green perf. 12 3/4 on a 5 aur post
card 1896 to Germany. Opinion Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

150

Two copies 5 aur perf. 12 3/4 on postcard to Germany canc. ”REYKJAVIK 26.8.1901”, arrival canc. on front.

100

Crown canc. ”HESTUR” type 2 on cover with 10 aur red perf. 12 on
inland cover to Reykjavik. Canc. on arrival ”REYKJAVIK 26.4.1902”,
same on the reverse. Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.

300

Prir Issue

Finest Copy Discovered

Lot # 467 µ
32 (*)
An outstanding unused copy of 3/5 aur green with small letters. Extremely
fresh and well centered. As normally without gum. Facit has 7 copies recorded,
we have photos of all of them and during the years we have sold 6 of them. The
newly discovered copy, No. 8, is absolutely the best centered of the flawless
copies. Two are said to have gum, one is strongly off centered and the other is
thin. Old signature ”J.SCHL” (Schlesinger) and cert. Møller.
EXTREMELY RARE & SUPERB
CERTAINLY THE FINEST COPY EXISTING

€uro 4.000
104

€uro

468
• P

468 32 

470

Very beautiful small ”prir” on 5 aur green perf. 14 canc. HRAUNGERDI 5.11”. F=20.000. VERY FINE.

300

P µ 469 33 

Beautiful pair 3 prir in large letters perf. 14 x 13 1/2. Lightly canc.
2.000
Reykjavik in the corners. F=70.000 as singles. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

P µ 470 34v2 

DOUBLE OVERPRINT. 3 prir in small lettering with one weak, but
clearly visible overprint ”prir” just above the clear one canc. ”SEYDISFJÖRDUR 16.1”. A short perf. tip and a small paper wrinkles. Only
a few such double overprints are known, all used in Seydisfjördur.
Certs Kaiser & Møller. RARE EXHIBITION ITEM.

466
P

471 35 

500

471

Large piece with five copies 3 prir. The left stamp with small letters
(missing corner perf.) but the other four with large letters. The stamps
canc. ”STYKKISHOLMUR 10.1” as well as ”REYKJAVIK 15.1.98” upon
arrival. F=24.000 for the sound stamps.

400

105

€uro

472

473

474

P µ 472 37 

Extremely well centered Prir in large letters perf. 12 3/4 on piece canc.
”REYKJAVIK 11.11.97”. Cert. Grønlund. F=7.000

150

P µ 473 37 

Beautiful Prir in large letters perf. 12 3/4. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. F=7.000

100

Í Gildi Issue
P µ 474 40d *

16 aur brown perf. 14 with black Í GILDI. A fresh and fine copy.
F=13.000. Cert. Møller.

300

Lot # 475 µ
47c 
An extremely rare used copy 20 aur 3rd printing perf. 14 with red
opt. Í GILDI with bridge type canc. ”REYKJAVIK”. The stamp originates from setting VI position 13 with variety in the underlaying stamp: white spot after ”D” in ”ISLAND”. Unpriced in Facit
(50.000 for *). Sign. Calves and certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller.
SUPERB

€uro 5.000
106

€uro

P

476 51v4 **

Pair 5 aur perf. 12 3/4 with black Í Gildi in a block of 4 with a pair with
red Í Gildi all in good centering. F=14.000 for * (unpriced as **).
SUPERB & SCARCE.

500

477 61 **

20 aur blue with red overprint in a cpl. sheet with shifted watermark so
that at the far left there appear two stamps without watermark in each
corner and 8 stamps with watermark margin letters only. SCARCE.

Bid

478 62 **

25 aur with red overprint in a cpl. sheet with mirrored watermark.

Bid

Christian IX

479

480

P

479 63 

3 aur as added franking on a 8 aur postal stationery card with a commercial message on back canc. ”AKUREYRI 10.11” sent to Berlin with
”FREDERIKSHAVN” transit canc. SCARCE.

200

P

480 63+64 

Postcard to Denmark canc. ”REYKJAVIK 9.6.1903” with an unusual
type ”NEWCASTLE ON TYNE JUL 8 03” transit canc and ”PAQUEBOT”,
Helsingør arrival canc. also on front. One stamp toned. SCARCE.

300

481
482
Postcard to Belgium canc. numeral ”41” Nordfjördur. The card is franked with 5 aur, postage due marking ”6” in blue crayon on back.

150

P µ 481 63+76 
P

482 64 

Under paid postcard from Eskifjördur to Denmark franked with 4 aur.
Postage due marking ”T” and ”2” in red crayon. ”HELSINGØR
27.5.03” arrival canc. SCARCE.

100
107

€uro

P µ 483 64+66 

P

484 70+72+
114

483
484
Numeral canc. ”11” THJORSARTUN on a beautiful picture postcard
with 4 & 6 aur Christian IX sent to Denmark 1906. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

150

Interesting registered cover franked with e.g. 50 aur Christian IX sent to
the United States canc. ”REYKJAVIK 3.2.20”, transit and arrival canc.
on back. The cover lightly worn due to the contents, adhesion marks
on back. VERY SCARCE FRANKING.

150

Two Kings

P

485
485 76+80 

486
487
4 aur grey/red and 6 aur grey Two Kings perf. 12 in pairs on WWI censored letter from ”HUSAVIK 16.IV.16” through ”s.s. Flora” of Esbjerg to
Copenhagen. Noted ”s/s Bergen v/Bergen”. Arr. mark on the reverse
”30.5.16”. RARE & VERY INTERESTING.

200

P

486 81 

Beautiful postcard to Germany with an exceptional, upright ”ARDROSSAN JY 20 09” transit canc.

200

P

487 81 

Two kings 10 aur red on postcard to Belgium with scarce transit date
stamp ”PAQUEBOT HULL FE 19 12” and arrival mark ”BRUSSELES
20.2.1912”. VERY FINE.

100

5 aur green perf. 14 & 10 aur red perf. 12 Two Kings issue as 20 aur
franking on ship letter from Reykjavik via ”LONDON OF. S. G2 / 9 NO
15”. Violet single line ”PAQUEBOT” sent to Manchester. Envelope
torn at opening. Sign. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.

200

P

488 81+94 

Surcharges on Kings Issues
µ 489 107 
108

10 kr. surcharge on 2 kr. Christian IX in a postally used block of 33 on a
piece of paper from the outside of a parcel containing banknotes, canc.
”REYKJAVIK 4.5.43”. SCARCE UNIT.

Bid

€uro

490
P

490 122 

491

492

Strip of three of 10 kr. on 50 aur correctly used on a rare piece of a parcel
letter ”FASKRUDSFJÖRDUR 24.4 1928”. F=11.400++.

150

Christian X
P

491 124 

Unusual postcard franked with five copies 1 Eyr canc. on Christmas
Eve ”REYKJAVIK 24.12.1920” sent at the printed matter rate as the message was under 5 words.

Bid

P

492 128 

Numeral canc. ”190” Ossabær on cover franked four copies 5 aur, arrival canc. ”REYKJAVIK 13.7.1927”. The cover is somewhat worn.
SCARCE.

200

493
P

493



494

Unpaid local postcard canc. ”REYKJAVIK 23.12.1922” with postage
due marking ”T” as well as ”16” in blue crayon. Unusual.

100

Later Issues
P

494 168 

Printed matter ship letter to USA with 7 aur landscape canc. in transit
”EDINBURGH 16 FE 31” and one line ”PAQUEBOT”.

495

100

496

P

495 169 

Beautiful ”SANDNES 29.1.31” bridge canc. upside down on pair of 10
aur on piece. F=1.500. SCARCE.

Bid

P

496 173 **

3 aur violet with set-off on back in margin block of four. SCARCE.

Bid
109

White Sunrays and Waves

Lot # 497
174v1 **
Parliament 1930. Very clear variety in a complete sheet of 120
stamps. A normal corner block enclosed for comparison. Facit
240.000. Cert. Grønlund.
EXCEPTIONAL RARITY
€uro 3.000

P

110

498 195 

Beautiful postcard sent to Iraq franked with 20 aur and canc. in transit ”EDINBURGH 6 SP 34”, Paquebot handstamp alongside. PRESUMABLY UNIQUE DESTINATION.

300

€uro

P

499 240P (*)

P µ 500 251C **
4

P

499
Ex 500
Imperf. die proof of 1 Eyr blue green on carton paper. VERY RARE.

250

50 aur blue green in a very scarce line perf. block of 12. F=10.000.

100

Ex 501
Ex 502
501 268-73 ** Complete set 10 aur to 10 kr in margin blocks of 4.

P µ 502 326v3 **

Ex 503
P µ 503 1021 **

Bid

HANDSTAMPED BARS on 5/35 aur Hekla provisional. The variety is
recorded in pos. 28 in the sheet; this sheet however has the variety in pos.
41. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE.

150

504
506
Bréf 50 g overprint on 35 kr stamp of 2001, two cpl. sheets, one with
two stamps dramatically damaged by a solvent prior to being overprinted
and the other with shifted vertical perf. rows. Such modern varieties
are rare.

100

Official Issues
P

504 Tj 3 

Beautiful and fresh 4 sk. canc. ”REYKJAVIK 27.7”.

Bid

505 Tj 25 **

20 aur Í Gildi in cpl. sheet with the overprints on the lower half slanting severely. Also half a sheet of the same stamp with shifted overprint so that the ”I” shifts on to the next stamp.

Bid

P µ 506 Tj 45-49


Telegraphic money order form from ”SEYDISFJÖRDUR 4.X.33” franked
with 3x 10 aur and 50 aur Christian X. Rare. Cert. Beskow.

100
111

€uro

Ex 507
508
P µ 507 Tj 59-74 ** Parliament officials 1930 in cpl. set (16). Very fresh and fine. F=19.000.
P

508 Tj 62 

Extremely beautiful ”BREKKA AR 15.3.30” bridge canc. on 10 aur
Official. F=5.000. RARE.

300
100

Booklets

P

509 H5
510 H6

Very fresh booklet with 4 x 5 + 10 + 25 aur Fish. Perfect condition.
F=18.000.

500

2 kr stamp booklet not complete but with 3 copies 5 aur, 3 copies 25 aur
and 1 copy 10 aur Sigurdsson still remaining. Somewhat worn condition. Please inspect.

150

Postal Stationery

511
P

112

511

EB3 

512

10 aur stationery card from ”Reykjavik 20.7.1891” per S/S Magnetic
via England to Copenhagen. Two different ship cancs ”LEITH SHIP
LETTER JY 24 91” and in red ”LONDON SHIP LETTER JY 25 91”.
Arr. mark ”K.OMK 1 27.7.91”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

500

€uro
P µ 512 EB10 

10 aur red stationery card with opt. ”Í GILDI” dated ”Reykjavik
31.12.03” = LAST DAY OF USE for Í Gildi stamps & stationeries,
sent unconcealed via ”TROON JA 14 01” and with framed ”SHIP
LETTER / TROON” to ”KJØBENHAVN K 15.1.04”. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

600

Collections

P

513 **/ *

A rather cpl. collection in two SAFE albums incl. 10 skilling stamps,
e.g. 16 skilling perf. 14 and an imperf. 4 skilling with gum cert. Kaiser.
Many fine oval stamps, Christian IX, Two Kings and Fr.VIII cpl.
with both 5 kr. **. Better Christian X */**. Later issues cpl. and mainly **. Official stamps with three proofs and provisionals etc. Modern
section with many minisheets, booklets etc.
A VERY FINE COLLECTION.
1.000

514 **/ *

Well filled collection 1873-2012 in 2 albums with many good ** stamps
and sets in the early part. Also a collection of ** blocks of four to 2011,
booklet collection, stockbooks and glassines with duplicates etc. Very
high cat. as well as face value.

750

515 **/ */ 

Basic collection 1876 to 1993 in album nearly complete from 1944 except
minisheets/ ** ca from 1981. Facit cat. value 15.800 according to vendor.

100

516 **/ *

Collection in a Leuctturm album with e.g. 1944-1999 cpl. **. Also Two
stockbooks and a folder with various mostly ** modern duplicates and
blocks of 4.

250

517 

Small collection in Stender album incl. a few nice oval stamps and
some officials.

100

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
518 326v ** HEKLA Surcharge 1954. Variety ”missing bars” in
pos. 28. 232 complete sheets. F=394.400 for the varieties only.
2

P µ 519 */ 

2.000

Stockbook with some early issues 1873-95 with a page from an old
album incl. 11 skilling stamps used and *, e.g. 4 & 16 skilling line
perf. (small flaws) and 8 skilling brown correctly cancelled. Officials
with 4 & 8 skilling c.t.o. and a fine 8 skilling postally used with cert.
Witschi. Also better oval issues and a section with eight defective
skilling stamps, e.g. a nice 16 skilling perf. 14 postally used. Very
high cat. value.
1.500
113

€uro

Ex 520
P µ 520 

Selection of Aur Oval stamps and a few Officials with nice cancellations of various types on a stock card. Please view the entire lot on our
website.

150

µ 521 **

Í GILDI Officials 3 aur inverted overprint in corner block of 32, F. No. Tj
21bv1 and 10 aur inverted wmk in a block of 4, No. Tj 24v9. F=12.200 as
single stamps *.

100

522 **/ *

Lot with only complete better sets 1924-56 (nearly all **) incl. F. Nos
122-23, Tj. 59-74 */** etc. Facit cat. value 44.825 kr according to vendor.

400

523 **/ */ 

Stockbook with e.g. three skilling stamps with imperfections, some
nice oval stamps and better kings issues and provisionals. Also officials. Please inspect.

200

Ex 524
P µ 524 

CANCELLATIONS. Selection of Oval aur stamps and pairs with nice
cancellations of various types, mostly on sound stamps. Please see picture of the entire lot on our website.

250

525 

Beautiful selection of better sets and singles 1902-1940 incl. many
expensive sets in very good quality e.g. F. Nos 9, 14b with cert, 63-75,
76-90, 121-22, 173-88, 252-59 etc. Also a beautiful postally used 16 skilling perf 14 but with a small tear not counted. F=54.025.

500

µ 526 

Lot with various bridge type cancellations on 20 aur red Building stamp
of 1925 incl. some scarce ones on two stock pages. Please see pictures
on our website.

200

µ 527 

Lot with numeral canc. on stock sheets incl. some nice ones. Mixed
quality.

100

Ex 528
P µ 528 

µ 529 

114

Very interesting selection of beautiful cancellations on aur Officials incl.
Antiqua, Lapidar, bridge, crown & posthorn, foreign and manuscript.
Mostly on sound stamps. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our
website.

250

Cancellations on Christian IX. Selection of 200-300 stamps on stock
pages sorted by value and cancellations incl. numeral, foreign,
Antiqua, bridge cancs with legible dates etc. incl. many nice ones.
Please view the entire lot on our website.

200

€uro
µ 530 **/ 

Lot with 62 fish stamps with ORLOF overprints incl. a block of 15 and a
block of 4, mostly ** but also some used ones as well. Please see pictures on our website.

250

µ 531 **

The scarce 5000 kr. Sparimerki savings stamp in a complete ** sheet of 50.
Folded and some perf. seperation in places.
Possibly unique as a sheet.

250

Ex 532
Ex 533
Four different scarce SPARIMERKI savings stamp high values in **
margin blocks of 4.

150

Extremely rare group of 5 different values of the 1980s rouletted
Stimpilmerki revenues, 1, 2, 5, 50 & 100 kr.

150

P µ 532 **
P µ 533 **
•

534

Mixed lot in two cartons with substantial collections of various cinderella material incl. an extensive section of Christmas seals with many
better early seals and sheets, varieties etc. Also a very interesting collection of aviation related postal items and other ephemera. Please inspect.

400

•

535 **/ */ 

Stockbook from an old estate with many better stamps and sets mostly
unused incl. expensive skillings, all 5 kr. kings, 10/5 kr Two Kings,
some foreign canc. incl. London etc. High cat. value. Please inspect.

200

µ 536 

Album with over 200 covers 1903-1957 incl. very many interesting
ones e.g. many ship mail items, some nice cancellations, two OAT
covers, one cover with ”DAMAGED BY SEA WATER”, Official parcel card, many expensive old FDCs etc. Unusually good overall quality. Please view the entire lot on our website.
1.000

Ex 537
P

537 

Large bundle of covers and cards incl. many very interesting items both
sent to and from Iceland incl. a 1944 moneyletter with bridge canc.
MARTEINSTUNGA (slightly worn due to contents), 1920s parcel
cards from Denmark to Iceland, three parcel cards with inflation frankings from Germany, many censored items etc.

500

µ 538 

Lot with 19 shipletters. Mostly Icelandic items canc. in Great Britain
and Denmark but also a couple of Paquebot items sent from England
etc. The entire lot can be viewed on our website.

400

µ 539

Lot with some very interesting revenue and savings stamp items incl.
a very rare 1912 Landsbanki savings book etc. Please see pictures of the
entire lot on our website.

250
115

€uro

•

•

540 

Bundle of mostly older covers and cards incl. many interesting items
such as better frankings, censored items etc.

250

541 

Box with ca. 1.000 parcel cards from the late 1950s to early 1960s incl.
many with better frankings.

750

µ 542 

Lot with two registered covers with better Christian X frankings and
an uprated postal stationery card all sent to Sweden in 1937, one of the
covers with an interesting seal of the Icelandic Postal Administration
on back. Please see pictures on our website.

Bid

543 

Group of ca. 40 covers of which the larger part is US military mail of all
sorts to and from Iceland mostly from the 1940’s-50’s, some censored
covers etc. Please inspect.

100

544 

Lot with older and more recent covers mostly sent to Iceland from
Denmark and Norway incl. some with tied Christmas seals.

Bid

545 

Lot with 50 FDC’s with cpl. sets of the Jon Sigurdsson issue canc.
17.6.1944.

500

546

Lot with ca 250 documents with Stimpilmerki incl. many in combination with foreign revenues from e.g. Germany, Denmark and Great
Britain. A considerable part of the documents are scarcer invoices where the stimpilmerki have been used to pay import fees.

200

Norway

547

548

549

Postal History
P

547 

Cover dated Christiania 11.9.1841 sent to France canc. with Swedish
”STRÖMSTAD 11.9.1841” sent via Hamburg with transit and arrival
canc. on front as well as on back and some rate notations.

100

• P

548 

Postal stationery card from Hawaii sent to Norway canc. ”AMARKUAPOKO, MAUI JUN.30.1888”. Small imperfections.

Bid

4 Skilling 1855
P

549 1 

Beautiful strike of 11 bar grid canc. in blue ink on 4 sk. blue. SUPERB.

P µ 550 115-25  Very clear strike upside down of the rare numeral ”13” AREMARK.
R 6. Cert. Aune & sign. Moldenhauer.
116

200

600

€uro

551

552

553

• P µ 551 1 

Beautiful 4 skilling with wide margins canc. with excellent numeral
”117” (Hjertdal). Light horizontal fold at right. Cert. Aune. RARE.

Bid

P µ 552 1 

Exceptional copy of 4 sk. with an excellent numeral ”121” HOLDEN. R
3. Cert. Aune. SUPERB.

200

• P µ 553 1 

4 skilling with wide margins canc. with a nice strike of numeral ”169”
(Langesund). Cert. Aune.

Bid

Extremely rare numeral ”174” LEGANGER. R 6. Upside down otherwise perfectly placed and absolutely clear and fresh.

750

P

554 1 

555
• P

555 1 

P µ 556 1 
P

557 1 

556

557

Perfectly placed numeral ”247” Røraas on 4 sk. blue. SUPERB.

100

Well placed numeral ”314” TRØGSTAD RAILWAY STATION. R 5.
Cert. Aune. VERY RARE.

400

French due canc. ”12” on 4 skilling. RARE.

150

117

Unique Domestic Rate

Lot # 558 µ
An exceptional cover with a block of 5 of 4 sk. paying the
5-fold domestic rate. Unique for the rate as well as for
the block. The envelope has been restored and strengthened on the inside, canc. ”282” Stavanger and sent to
Moss. Cert. Aune.
EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 15.000
118

€uro

Oscar

559

560

561

562

563

• P

559 4 

4 sk. blue Oscar with beautiful manuscript ”Stordøe 13/9-64”. SCARCE.

• P

560 6 

Beautiful 3 sk yellow with a nicely placed canc. ”PORSGRUND
16.9.1867”. F=3.500. SUPERB.

Bid

P

561 7 

A well placed British canc. ”383” Hull on 3 skilling lilac grey.

150

• P

562 41 

Beautiful 12 øre olive green with a superb canc. ”BOGØEN 8.6.1886”.
Sign. Brun.

100

P

563 41 

Beautiful 12 öre with Danish ship canc. ”FRA NORGE” used in
Fredrikshavn. Rare on this stamp. SUPERB.

Bid

100

Coat of Arms 1863

Posthorn Øre

Early First Day Covers

564

565

564 116 

30 øre dull blue Posthorn on a scarce first day cover canc. ”OSLO
13.1.1927”. SCARCE.

200

• P µ 565 127 

20 øre violet Lion Type I on a first day cover sent from ”HANDELSDEPARTEMENTET, POSTSTYRELSEN” canc. ”KRISTIANIA 6.10.1922”.
NK=12.500. RARE

200

35 øre olive brown Lion Type II in pair on a first day cover canc. ”OSLO
GRÜNERLØKKEN 13.6.1927” sent by airmail to England. NK=15.000.
RARE.

250

• P

• P

566 142 

119

€uro

567

568

569

• P

567 144 

40 øre light blue Lion Type II on a first day cover canc. ”OSLO
11.12.1926”. NK=4.200. SCARCE.

100

• P

568 145 

40 øre grey Lion Type II on a first day cover canc. ”OSLO GRÜNERLØKKEN 13.6.1927” sent by airmail to England. NK=15.000. RARE.

250

• P µ 569 146 

50 øre carmine brown Lion Type II on a registered cover canc. 3 days prior to the first day ”10.6.1927”. According to a declaration on back only
4 such covers were prepared with this stamp. NK for a normal FDC is
15.000 NOK. Two faint horizontal folds at bottom. VERY RARE.

250

570
• P µ 570 147 

571
572
60 øre green blue Lion Type II on a registered cover canc. 3 days prior to
the first day ”10.6.1927”. According to a declaration on back only 4 such
covers were prepared with this stamp. NK for a normal FDC is 12.000
NOK. Faint horizontal fold at bottom and somewhat roughly opened
at top VERY RARE.

250

571 147 

60 øre green blue Lion Type II on a first day cover canc. ”OSLO GRÜNERLØKKEN 13.6.1927” sent by airmail to England. NK=15.000. RARE.

250

• P µ 572 150 

30/45 øre blue Svalbard on a registered cover canc. 3 days prior to the
first day ”10.6.1927”. According to a declaration on back only 4 such
covers were prepared with this stamp. NK for a normal FDC is 12.000
NOK. Faint horizontal fold at bottom. VERY RARE.

250

• P

573
• P

573 150 

574

575

30/45 øre blue Svalbard in pair on a first day cover canc. ”OSLO GRÜNERLØKKEN 13.6.1927” sent by airmail to England. NK=12.000. RARE.

250

Later Issues
• P µ 574 335-40B ** Beautiful cpl. set of LONDON overprints (6). F=12.000.

300

Postal Stationery
• P µ 575 BK12IIa

120

Beautiful 5 øre stationery card with manuscript canc. ”Bryggen 9/12 82”.
One corner slightly bent. Cert. Aune. VERY RARE.

200

€uro

Collections

Ex 576
• P µ 576 **/ */ / Strong collection 1855 to 1980 in a Schaubek album often with several
(*)
copies of each of the early stamps mostly used. Many good stamps
incl. some with beautiful canc. Slightly mixed condition in the early
part, the later part mainly unused. Very high cat. value. Please see pictures of the early part on our website.

750

Ex 577
Very clean collection 1855-1986 cpl. according to album pages incl.
Officials, Postage Due and Returned Letter stamps. Early part mostly
used but mostly ** thereafter. Please see pictures of the early part on
our website.

500

578 

A fine and rather cpl. collection 1855-1999 in Stender album incl. a total
of 35 skilling stamp with a fine No. 1 etc, 12 øre dull green and a 21 mm
1 ½ kr. Haakon VII with cert. Nielsen.

200

579 **/ */ 

Small collection in a stockbook with e.g. some skilling stamps with
beautiful canc. incl. F. No. 1 with dated manuscript canc.

150

580 **/ */ 

Collection with some used stamps to 1930 and */** thereafter to 1981
incl. some Officials. F=13.600 according to the vendor.

150

P µ 577 */ 

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

Ex 581
• P µ 581 **/*// (*) Carton from an old estate with a wide variety of interesting material on
stock sheets, in albums, circulation booklets etc. Includes e.g. No. 1
with ca 40 copies incl. many nice ones, skilling stamps with many
expensive unused ones (some re-gummed) and many used ones with
beautiful cancellations, better Posthorn stamps, rare manuscript ”Espe”
on 10 øre but with thin, over 200 essays ca 1930s, collection of local stamps
1.500
and revenues etc. Also some more modern material added later.
121

€uro
µ 582 

•

OSCAR I. Interesting selection of 3 sk (53 copies), 4 sk (141 copies) and
8 sk (140 copies) on stock cards in various shades incl. some with nice
cancellations. Slightly mixed but mostly good condition. The entire lot
is pictured on our website.

500

583 

Three stockbooks with used duplicates. Please inspect.

Bid

584 

Lot with a few hundred older covers and cards from an old estate in a
carton. Many good usages incl. registered, parcel cards, prephilately,
advertising covers, good older FDC’s such as 30/45 øre blue Svalbard
(NK=12.000) etc. Interesting lot that needs close inspection.

500

Old correspondence with ca 600 covers mostly 1850s to ca 1870 of which
nearly half is stampless and the rest mostly with various 4 skilling
stamps incl. several with F. No. 1. Also ca 250 used postal stationery cards
ca 1880-1910. Very mixed condition so viewing is recommended.

500

585 

•

Ex 586
P

586 

Ex 587

Collection of ca 260 covers in two very thick albums from an estate
mostly 1900-45 arranged by issue but also incl. an 1867 36 skilling
registered cover to France (slightly cleaned). Some better usages with
well over half of the covers being censored.

250

• P

587 

Interesting lot with covers and various papers relating to well known
Norwegian photographer and cameraman Erling Johan Schjerven much
relating to his cooperation with Thor Heyerdahl incl. a 1947 Kon-Tiki
cover with autographs of the crew members incl. Heyerdahl sent to
Norway. Also a folded letter home to Norway from Schjerven during
his internment in Sachsenhausen canc. ”ORANIENBURG 27.1.45”.

Bid

•

588 

Lot with ca 90 old covers from an estate, all sent to Norway mostly before
1900 but also a few ca 1950 incl. many from the USA, Russia etc. incl.
one early one from Hawaii.

Bid

•

589 

Two albums with old covers on pages incl. some 1820s-30s prephilatelic, some 1860s 4 Sk. Oskar incl. two with manuscript canc. LEREIM and
some with varieties, some 1880s 10 øre Posthorn etc.

100

590 

Small but interesting group of 13 covers incl. a 1928 airmail cover to
France, some censored covers, US military mail from Norway etc.
Please inspect.

Bid

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
122

€uro

Mixed Scandinavian Lots

•P

• P

•

591 */ 

592 */ 

593 */ 

Extremely well filled Borek album from an old
estate to about 1940. Good Denmark, very good
Iceland with e.g. many used skilling stamps (of
which some with faults) incl. 2 sk. (small faults)
and 8 sk. Official both canc. "HJARDARHOLT", 4
used Prir stamps, 5 kr. kings and 10 kr. overprints
on kings cpl. used, all 3 Alting sets cpl. incl.
Officials etc, strong Norway incl. many with beautiful canc, very strong almost complete section
Sweden incl. many beautiful canc., 6 & 8 Sk. Bco
signed Strandell, some other Sk. Bco with small
faults and finally a good section Finland. Somewhat mixed condition. Very high cat. value.

2.000

Interesting collection from an old estate in an old Imperial album
(9th edition) in good condition with many good stamps to ca 1900
from Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and even some good stamps
from other European countries e.g. many with beautiful cancellations. Condition is somewhat mixed.

750

Collection in an old Scott album with Denmark, DWI, Greenland,
Iceland and Finland incl. better stamps and sets. Please inspect.

500
123

€uro
594 */ 

Collection of the Scandinavian countries except Sweden in 8 Estett
albums with classics to 1988. The early part mostly used but the later
part mostly unused.

300

595 **/ */ 

Basic collections of Greenland, Faroe Islands, Iceland and Åland in 3
albums. Total Facit cat. value ca 40.000 according to vendor.

150

596 

Used collection in an old album to 1940s. Facit cat. value ca 21.000 kr
according to the vendor.

150

597 **/ */ 

Album containing a collection of Iceland as well as a selection of stamps
from other Nordic countries and some foreign.

100

598 **/ */ 

Basic collection mostly used Nordic countries (except Finland) in an
album. Total Facit cat. value ca 35.000 according to vendor.

150

599 **/ */ 

Mostly ** collections Greenland, Faroe Islands and Iceland in 3 albums
to 1994.

Bid

P µ 600 **/*// Scandinavia accumulation of mostly medium to
(*)
better stamps to ca 1940 in two small stockbooks
incl. good Sweden with e.g. a very well centered 17
öre violet Lying Lion (*), early reprints incl. Sk. Bco
and Locals, unused Officials and Postage Dues incl.
blocks, 1924 UPU high values etc. Most other
Scandinavian areas represented with better issues,
some beautiful cancellations etc. Condition is
somewhat mixed in places. Very high cat. value.

1.000

P µ 601 **/ */ / Two stockbooks with an accumulation of various
(*)
Scandinavian issues to ca 1930s with very many
medium and better priced stamps. Sweden with
unused early issues, many Circle Type with beautiful canc, 1924 UPU high values incl. some ** etc.
Finland with e.g. two used copies 32 penni
Copenhagen print, Norway with two used copies 12
øre unshaded posthorn etc. High cat. value.

1.000

124

€uro

P

•

602 

Old remainder lot from an estate incl. collections of Denmark and
Iceland in 2 albums 1850’s-1950’s incl. better stamps e.g. Denmark 2
RBS Thiele, Iceland F. Nos 14a & 14b with certs Grønlund, some
Norway skilling issues etc, Finland 1940’s Tuberculosis and Red
Cross sets ** in quantities etc. Please inspect.

300

603

A mixed remainder lot with e.g. Danmark skilling issues in quantities
incl. covers, very interesting Chr. X covers etc. Some DWI duplicates in
mixed condition. Sweden incl. better covers and Finland with some
rouletted stamps. Rather mixed condition, please inspect.

250

604

Lot in several cartons from an estate with various Scandinavian collections in albums, stockbooks with duplicates, various covers loose as
well as in albums etc. PLEASE INSPECT.

400

An interesting remainder lot with small collections from Denmark,
Iceland and Sweden. Also some stock pages with e.g. 19 copies 4 RBS
and three copies 8 skilling 1857 (dotted) etc.

200

606 **/ /  Small remainder lot from an estate in an envelope incl. some early
Sweden with perfect cancellations etc.

Bid

605

607 **/ */ 

Small lot from an estate with several small stockbooks, circulation
booklets and glassines. Much unused 1930s-40s Finland and Karelia
but also Norway and some early mostly used Finland in glassines etc.
Must be inspected.

Bid

608 

Lot with six interesting ship letters from Denmark or Sweden and one
from GB.

Bid

609 **/ 

Box with realization containing two Leuchtturm albums with Faroe and
Greenland collections. Also an old Denmark collection in Stender album.
Stockbook and a bundle of DK year sets 1969-1982, two of each year.

200

610

Carton with a collection of ** Greenland margin blocks of 4 up to the
mid-1990s as well as various sets, minisheets and FDCs from subscription. Also a bundle of year sets and year books from the Faroe Islands
etc.

Bid

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
125

€uro

Sweden
Saturday 28 March
11.00.hrs

Prephilately

611

612

613

P

611



Fine cover with a nice strike of ”STOCKHOLM” Ribbon postmark
type 3. The year 1735 noted in pencil on back.

100

P

612 

Beautiful little cover from 1831 sent from England to Gothenburg with
”Frco. Ystad” handstamp. with 24 Skilling postage due notation.

200

P

613 

MARIESTAD. Beautiful cover with arc canc. in the scarce type 3
”MARIESTAD 24.1 1836”. Facit Postal=1.200. SUPERB.

Bid

615
616
Interesting cover from ”STOCKHOLM 17.10.1837” to France with
annotation ”Bet. Ystad” and handstamp ”Frco. Stralsund”, various other
transit and arrival marks on front and back.

100

P

614
614 

P

615 

Cover sent to France canc. with boxed ”CARLSHAMN 26.1.1847” and
”FRANCO HAMBURG” type II handstamp. Various transit and arrival
markings on front and back.

100

P

616 

Very beautiful cover dated Göteborg August 30th sent to Uddevalla
with a superb ”MED ÅNGBÅT UDDEVALLA 1856 LÖSEN 4 Sk. Bco”
type II steamship postage due canc.

200

Unfranked registered cover with ”REGISTR.” (Göteborg type I) upside
down and ”GÖTHEBORG 20.7.1863”. Postal=1.500.

Bid

P
126

617 

€uro

Dominions of Sweden in Germany

P

618 

P

619 

618
619
Beautiful cover sent to Stralsund from Darmstadt dated December 15th
1651. A transcript of the contents in German and an English translation
are available on our website.

200

Extremely beautiful cover with contents to the Mayor and Council of
Stralsund sent by David Mevius at the Swedish Tribunal in Wismar
dated August 18th 1656 by courier post. A transcript of the contents is
available on our website.

200

620

621

P

620 

Beautiful official folded letter from ”licentkammaren” in Stettin to the
mayor of Stralsund, dated Oct. 20th 1658.

150

P

621 

Extremely fresh charted letter from Stockholm dated September 11th
1703 sent to Stettin with very interesting contents regarding the Great
Nordic War.

400

622
623
Cover with contents from Stade (Hannover) to Vehrden (in the
Swedish Dominion of Bremen-Verden) dated February 11th 1708. With
notations ”FRANCO CITO CITO”. RARE ITEM.

300

Very beautiful and fresh cover with full contents from Hamburg dated
7.8.1722 sent to Count Meyerfeldt Swedish Senator, Infantrygeneral
and Generalgovernor of Pomerania. Noted ”Franco Rostock”.

400

P

622 

P

623 

127

€uro

P

624 

625 

624
627
Cover from Bergen (auf Rügen) to Superintendent General Stenkler in
Greifswald dated June 30th 1785. Ledger number 3 and ”Franco” notation.

100

625
626
Cover with contents from Stralsund to Elberfeld bei Düsseldorf via
Hamburg during the Napoleanic wars dated April 13th 1811. French military canc. and annotation ”Franco Hamburg” and rates ”8” & ”16”
crossed out.

200

P

626 

Exceptional cover from ”GREIFSWALD 15 JULI” to Portugal 1822
with Hamburg transit pmk and arr. pmk ”LISBOA”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

627 

Extremely rare receipt for a registered letter from the Royal Swedish &
Norwegian Post Office in Hamburg dated August 6th 1862. Slightly
aged.

100

Covers Sent abroad

P

628 

P

629 

628
629
Beautiful cover to England, readdressed to Portugal with arc canc.
”STOCKHOLM 20.8 1841”. Transit and arr. pmks on back.

100

Interesting 10 öre postal stationery card sent to Brazil canc. ”HELSINGBORG L br 26.5.1910” with various transit, arrival and return markings on front.

100

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
128

€uro

630

631

P µ 630 

SS HEIMDALLS SHIPWRECK. Cover 1929 from Denmark to Finland.
Label re. the accident tied by Stockholm canc. on back.

100

631 

Beautiful crash cover to England with a typed notation from the post
dated Malmö July 7th 1934. UNUSUAL.

150

P

Covers Sent to Sweden

632
P

632 

633

634

10 penni postal stationery card canc. Swedish ”SUNDSVALL
10.10.1879” and boxed ”FRÅN FINLAND”. Two very small tears in
the right margin. UNUSUAL.

200

P

633 GR21 

A very beautiful cover from German Reich with 2½ gr. large shields
”HAMBURG 16 MAI 74”. SUPERB.

100

P

634 KAM10


Beautiful cover from German Kamerun with 20 pf. ”RIO DEL REY 20.8
01”. SUPERB.

Bid

635 

Registered 1898 cover from Morocco Agencies to Sweden canc. ”TANGIER REGISTERED 4 JU 98” and arrival canc. ”STOCKHOLM N. ANK
AFD 11.6.1898” on back. Light vertical fold away from the stamps of
little importance . SCARCE ITEM.

Bid

P

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på WERNAMO 2015
13-15 mars samt på Postmuseum 18 mars. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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€uro

Skilling Banco

P µ 636 1a 

P µ 637 2a 

P µ 638 2b 

130

Beautiful 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green ”STOCKHOLM 10.12 1856”. Some ink on back lightly shining through. Variety ”white line under LL”.
F=45.000+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

1.000

A wonderful 4 Sk. Bco in the first shade ”BIÄSTA
22.11 1855”, absolutely perfect. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT COPY. 5,5,5

1.000

FIRST DAY. Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco light blue with a
very clear First Day Canc. ”ESKILSTUNA 1.7 1855,
some faults. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXHIBITION ITEM.

1.000

€uro

639
P µ 639 2e 
P µ 640 2e 

641

640

647

An exceptional 4 Sk. Bco blue ”WADSTENA 7.5 1857”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 4-5,4,5

400

Exceptional 4 Sk. Bco blue with excellent canc. ”STOCKHOLM 20.2
1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade. SUPERB
4, 3, 5

250

642

643

P µ 641 2e 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue ”SÖDERHAMN 15.9 1857”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4, 5

100

P µ 642 2f 

Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue with excellent canc. ”STOCKHOLM 31.7
1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

100

P µ 643 2f 

Very beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco blue, delivery 9 ”STOCKHOLM
24.4 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

150

645
646
648
Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce bright blue shade ”STOCKHOLM 15.9
1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

200

Well centered 4 Sk. Bco bright blue with dense background with boxed ”MÖNSTERÅS 14.12.1856”. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade.
VERY FINE.

100

P µ 646 2h1 

An extremely fresh 4 Sk. Bco light blue with clear ”STOCKHOLM 10.9
1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

200

P µ 647 2h2 

A very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco pale blue ”CARLSHAMN 19.4 1857”. One
lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 5, 4

400

644
P µ 644 2g 
P

645 2g 

P µ 648 2i 

Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco ultramarine grey with superb canc. ”TRELLEBORG
7.11 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

150
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€uro

649
P µ 649 2j2 

P µ 650 2j2 

651

650

655

A wonderful piece with 4 Sk. Bco ultramarine grey with an excellent
canc. STRENGNÄS 2.11 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.
4, 4, 5

500

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the rare grey ultramarine shade
”Oscarshamn 23.10 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4-5

400

652

653

654

651 2j 

4 Sk. Bco pale grey ultramarine with boxed ”LULEÅ 24.12.1857”. Sign.
O. Pettersson for shade.

100

P µ 652 2l 

Exceptional 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce greenish blue shade with an excellent canc. ”STOCKHOLM 15.12 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 3, 5

200

Fresh copy 4 Sk. Bco greenish blue, one lightly bent corner perf.
F=14.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

250

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco greenish blue with perfectly placed scarce
canc. ”GAMLEBY 27.1 1858”. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade. SUPERB.

150

A wonderful copy of 4 Sk. Bco dark blue with a perfect ”STOCKHOLM 29.6 1858”, the day before the last day! Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 4-5, 4-5, 5

300

Cover with the scarce dark blue shade ”CARLSHAMN 22.5 1858”.

150

P

2

P µ 653 2l (*)
P

654 2l 

P µ 655 2m 

P
132

656 2n1 

€uro

657
P
P

657 2 
658 2 

658

Rare shade variety greenish blue from delivery 9 on cover with
superb ”WEXIÖ 6.6 1851”.

200

Beautiful cover with 4 Sk. bco with light canc. ”CARLSTAD 18.4 1857”.
VERY FINE.

100

P µ 659 2e+4a  Beautiful cover to Finland via Haparanda with 4
and 2 x 8 Sk. Bco with excellent canc. ”PITEÅ 24.4
1857”. Minor faults and cover slightly aged.
F=50.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE - VERY
FINE and the cancellations are 5, 5, 5

660
P µ 660 3a1 

1.500

661
662
Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey with excellent canc. ”STOCKHOLM 1.7 1856”,
exactly one year after the issue date! Cert. Obermüller Wilén mentioning 1-2 short perf. tips. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 3-4, 3, 5

.

300
661 3c 

6 Sk. Bco brownish grey on small piece canc. ”STOCKHOLM
28.9.1857”. One short perf.

P µ 662 3f 

Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco greybrown ”STOCKHOLM 22.6 1858”. F=13.000.
Cert. Sjöman, who is pointing out that ”the shade is almost brown,
which is rare”. Faint vertical fold. Shade verified by O. Pettersson.

P

200

150
133

€uro

P µ 663 3f 

P µ 664 4f 

Beautiful reconstructed pair of 6 Sk. Bco grey brown. Large perf,
hole in lower margin could be from a misplaced needle in the perf.
tool ”STOCKHOLM 10.4 1858”. Scarce shade in pair, only 6.000 issued.
F=39.000. Cert. Nils Strandell.

750

An exceptional copy of 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange with a beautiful
”GEFLE 16.7.1857”. Cert. Sjöman. SUPERB.

400

665
P µ 665 4f 

666

667

Colourful and fresh 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange with perfect
”STOCKHOLM 1.5.1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

250

P

666 4f 

8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange ”STOCKHOLM 21.7 1857”.

100

P

667 4E4 **

A very beautiful reprint 1885 of 8 Sk. Bco. EXCELLENT.

200

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
134

€uro
First Day Cancellation 1.7 1855

P µ 668 5a 

24 Sk. Bco dull red canc. ”STOCKHOLM 1.7 1855”.
Some small repairs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. Very
rare, only 3 copies recorded.

669

670
671
Beautiful 24 Sk. Bco orange red in superb centering canc. ”STOCKHOLM 20.2.1857”. Cert. Harbrecht. VERY FINE COPY.

500

Beautiful 24 Sk. Bco orangish red with superb canc. ”SÖDERHAMN
5.6 1858”, one short perf. Certs Obermüller Wilén & BPA.
VERY FINE.

500

Very beautiful 24 Sk. Bco red canc. ”CARLSKRONA 11.5.1858”.
Heavily repaired.

400

FORGERIES. Skilling Banco complete (6) incl 6 sk. in two shades. All
with ”Replik” on back.

Bid

673

Literature. ”Swedish Letter Rates to Foreign Destinations” by Billgren,
Bjäringer and Stone. Number 27. Good condition.

300

674

Literature. ”Swedish Letter Rates to Foreign Destinations” by Billgren,
Bjäringer and Stone. Number 19 (Hugo Josefsson). Good condition
with minor scratching on spine.

P µ 669 5b 
P µ 670 5c 

P

671 5 
µ 672 1-5F

P

750

300
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€uro

Local Issues

675

676

P µ 675 6a1 
676 6a 

677

678

1 Sk. Bco grey black on thin paper with a very clear star canc. and a
small part of another canc. One short perf. Cert. Sjöman.

150

Well centered 1 Sk. Bco black with a beautiful star canc.

100

P µ 677 6a3 

A wonderful 3 öre black with a light and clear star canc. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4, 4

300

P µ 678 6N1P

Proof for the reprint of 1871 imperf. with large margins. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT & SCARCE. 5, 5, (-)

100

2

Coat of Arms

679
P

679 7a2 

P µ 680 7b2v4 

680

5 öre in the scarce dark green shade with a sideways canc. ”STOCKHOLM 12.6.1867”. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade.

150

Beautiful 5 öre green with 2 varieties. ”FF.M” instead of ”FEM” and a
pre-printing paper fold (dragspel). Superb canc. ”KALMAR 23.12
1869”. Cert. Franz Obermüller & sign. O. Pettersson for shade.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

200

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på WERNAMO 2015
13-15 mars samt på Postmuseum 18 mars. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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Double Print

Lot # 681 µ
7c2 
A very fresh and fine 5 öre yellow green with a clear double
print. Only 4 copies recorded, all canc. in Herrljunga. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE
€uro 6.000

P

682 7d 

P µ 683 7d 

Very well centered 5 öre light green with an absolutely perfect ”FALKÖPING 29.10.1865”. One bent corner perf. and two slightly shorter perf.
tips due to use of the 1855 perforation tool. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade.

A wonderful strip of 4 of 5 öre light green, perf.
with the tool of 1855. Very rare, the better of only
two such recorded. Superb canc. ”MALMÖ 14.10
1865”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY. 4 (4,4,5,5) 4

Bid

2.000
137

€uro

684
P µ 684 7f1 
P

685 7 

685

Exceptional 5 öre light yellow green ”ÖDESHÖG 25.8 1872”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4, 5

300

Beautiful and very fresh copy of 5 öre green with a perfect canc.
”EKSJÖ 7.3.1873”. SUPERB.

100

Rare Telegram Envelope

Lot # 686 µ
7b1+11e1 
A very beautiful telegram envelope to England with 3 x 5 öre and 30
öre with a few minor perf. faults. Superb canc. ”MALMÖ 11.11
1865” and a beautiful red arr. pmk on front. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE
€uro 4.000
138

Unique Combination

Lot # 687 µ
7b2+16b2 
An absolutely spectacular cover to London with 2 x 5 öre and 4 x
20 öre (one pair) Lion with five perfect cancellations ”ESLÖF 15.10
1867”. Extremely strong and clear colours, one 20 öre with two
short corner perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 5, 5

€uro 3.000

P µ 688 8d 

Very beautiful piece with 9 öre red lilac single and a strip of 3. Two
superb canc. ”CIMBRITSHAMN 16.4 1860”. Cert. Obermüller
1.000
Wilén. VERY FINE.
139

€uro

689
P µ 689 9b1 

690
691
Perfectly centered 12 öre in the rare dark blue shade ”PHILIPSTAD 10.11
185X”. One short perf. at right. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

690 9c3 

An exceptional 12 öre blue in perfect centering ”WESTERVIK 25.5
1867”. EXCELLLENT.

100

P

691 9i 

Exceptional 12 öre ultramarine ”STOCKHOLM 8.10 1861”. Sign. O.
Pettersson for shade. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P µ 692 10a 

FIRST DAY. A complete and very clear ”STOCKHOLM 1.7 1858” on 24 öre dark orange. A few very
minor faults in the stamp picture. Certs Sjöman &
Obermüller Wilen. VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

3.000

The Mayfair Find

Lot # 693 µ
10b1 **/ *
A very fresh strip of 5 of 24 öre brown yellow, perf. with the tool of
1855. As such the largest known multiple. A unique item from this
famous find dating back to 1924 with two stamps **. Not quoted in
Facit, but the value for just a strip of 4 in * condition is 60.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM
140

€uro 3.000

€uro

694

695

697

698

P

694 10d2 

Perfectly centered and extremely fresh 24 öre orange with perfect
”FALUN 12.7.1870”. One slightly shorter perf tip. Sign. O. Pettersson
for shade.

250

P

695 10f1 

Very beautiful 24 öre red orange with extremely clear ”NORRTELJE
27.5 1864”. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade. SUPERB.

100

P µ 696 10g1-g2  Double rate 24 öre cover. Beautiful and fresh cover with a stamp in
an interesting colour going towards lemon yellow”, one lightly bent
corner perf. No other covers are known with the lemon yellow shade.
Canc. ”GÖTEBORG 28.4.1865” which is correct for this shade. Sold
in the Per Sjöman sale as the only known cover with this shade. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM.

500

P

697 10 

Very fresh 24 öre orange with an extremely beautiful ”FALKÖPING`25.11.1867”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

698 10 

24 öre orange with beautiful ”EKSJÖ 16.3.1867”. One lightly bent corner perf. SUPERB.

100

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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One of Two Unused Known

Lot # 699 µ
11c *
A very fresh 30 öre in the extremely rare light rose-tinged red
brown shade, only two unused copies recorded. One lightly
bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE 3, 3, 4
€uro 7.500

700

701

702

703

30 öre brown in very fine centering. F=4.000.

100

Very beautiful 30 öre brown. Well centered and perfect canc.
”WESTERÅS 13.6 1871”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

200

702 11f 

Very well centered 30 öre light brown with an extremely fine ”WADSTENA 28.12.1874”. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade. SUPERB.

100

P µ 703 11g 

Perfectly centered 30 öre rose brown with a beautiful canc. ”MELLERUD 18.4 1872”. Minimal oxidation of no importance. One lightly bent
corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4, 5

150

P

700 11e1 *

P µ 701 11e 
2

P

142

€uro

P µ 704 11h+
21b 

A wonderful little cover to USA with 30 öre in mixed franking with 12 öre Numeral Type. Beautiful
canc. ”UGGELBO 16.10 1872” (Owls’ home) and red
”FRANCO” on the 12 öre. Only two covers recorded with this combination. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM.

705

P µ 705 12a 

P µ 706 12f1 

P

707 12h 

2.000

706

An exceptional copy of the first shade violet-tinged
dark carmine in extremely strong colour and
superb canc. ”GEFLE 25.3 1860”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4, 4
Very beautiful and well centered 50 öre carmine rose ”ÖSTERSUND
23.10 1865”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén and Sign. O. Pettersson for shade. SUPERB. 4, 4, 5

Fresh 50 öre rose with a beautiful ”KALMAR 26.11.1872”. Sign. O.
Pettersson for shade. VERY FINE.

500

400

100
143

Unique Combination to Canada

Lot # 708 µ
12g2+16c 
A very beautiful cover to Canada with 50 öre and two copies 20 öre
Lion with superb canc. ”STOCKHOLM NORR 1.12 1869”. Few minor
imperfections of little importance. Only two 90 öre rate covers recorded, each in a unique combination. F=90.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 2.500

P µ 709 12g2+
14Bd+
16e 
144

Unique double rate 146 öre to France on cover front with pairs of 50
öre and Lion 3 öre and two copies 20 öre ”STOCKHOLM 12.8 1870”.
One short corner perf. and a small tear of little imortance. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.
1.000

€uro

Lion Type

P µ 710 14Bc **/ * A rare rather off centered block of eight 3 öre orange brown demonstrating very uneven assembly of the plate. Six stamps are ** and one
stamp with a brownish spot in the gum. Very high cat. value.
Opinion Åkerstedt.

711

300

712

P

711

14Bd 

Beautiful 3 öre orange brown type II with perfect ”FALUN
10.10.1868”. One slightly shorter perf tip. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade.

100

P

712 14Be 

Very fresh 3 öre yellowish light brown type II with beautiful ”HERNÖSAND 6.5.1876”. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 713 15b1  A wonderful reconstructed pair of 17 öre bluish
lilac in perfect centering canc. ”HÖGANÄS 2.8
1866”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION ITEM 5 (5,5) 5

500
145

Unique Franking

Lot # 714 µ
15b2+11d+9c 
A wonderful brown envelope to Switzerland with a unique combination, not recorded in Facit; 17 öre together with 12 & 30 öre Coat
of Arms. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 3.000

Single Franking 17 öre Grey

Lot # 715 µ
15c 
Exceptional cover to Denmark with 17 öre grey ”WALDEMARSVIK 7.6
1869”, slightly cleaned. F=160.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén and sign.
Sjöman.
SUPERB & RARE
€uro 8.000
146

€uro

716

717

718

719

720

P

716 16e 

Wonderful 20 öre red ”NYKÖPING 26.7 1871”. Sign. O. Pettersson for
shade. EXCELLENT.

100

P

717 16e 

Very well centered and fresh 20 öre red canc. ”WISBY 16.12.1874”.
Sign. O. Pettersson for shade. SUPERB.

100

P

718 16g *

20 öre red in nearly perfect centering with about two thirds of the original gum remaining.

100

P

719 16 

Very beautiful and well centered 20 öre red with perfect ”KARLSHAMN 15.6.1871”. SUPERB.

100

Circle Type perf. 14
P µ 720 17e 

721
P

721 17g 

P µ 722 17e+
21m 

Very well centered 3 öre orange brown canc. ”NORA 5.9.1874”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 4-5, 5, 4-5.

722

723

100

724

Extremely off centered 3 öre dull orange brown.

100

Beautiful cover to Finland with two copies each of 3 öre orange brown
and 12 öre blue canc. ”STOCKHOLM 7.10.1873” and ”ANK 9.10”.
Some worn perfs due to placement. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

150

P

723 19c 

Extremely fresh and beautiful 5 öre blue green with an exceptional
”WISBY 22.10.1873”. One slightly short perf tip. Sign. O. Pettersson for
shade.

150

P

724 19e 

Large paper fold ”dragspel” on 5 öre in the rare dark bluish green shade.
Scarce.

100

Beautiful cover to Portugal with 5 öre and a pair of 20 öre. Archive
fold through 5 öre. Rare destination. F=20.000. VERY FINE.

500

P

725 19+22 

147

€uro

726
P

726 20f 

729

731

Fresh 6 öre in the scarce brownish olive grey shade with beautiful
”TOREBODA 16.9.1874”. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade.

727

728

100

730

727 20 

Printed matter to Finland with 6 öre violet canc. ”STOCKHOLM
28.9.1876” and ”ANK” arrival canc. F=5.000. SCARCE.

P µ 728 20 

Wrapper franked with 6 öre in a light shade canc. ”GÖTEBORG
31.8.1875” with an interesting pictorial advertisement on back.

150

Large part of corner watermark on 12 öre. Very scarce.

200

Exceptional cover with 12 öre in the scarce ultramarine blue shade
with a superb railway canc. ”PKXP NR 1 13.12 1872”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 5, 4, 4

Bid

P

P

729 21 

P µ 730 21d 

732

733

200

734

P µ 731 22a 

Beautiful 20 öre orangish red with perfect canc. ”KARLSBORG 4.4
1873”. One short perf. tip at top. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 3, 4, 5

Bid

P µ 732 22d 

Perfectly centered 20 öre pale red with an extremely beautiful
”SÖDERTELJE 19.8.1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB-EXCELLENT. 4-5, 5, 4-5.

100

P

733 22e 

20 öre brown red canc. ”SKENINGE 5.11.1875”. Sign. O. Pettersson for
shade. SUPERB.

100

P

734 22g 

Beautiful 20 öre dull red canc. ”KÖPING 1.9.1876”. A couple of slightly
shorter perf tips. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade.

100

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på WERNAMO 2015
13-15 mars samt på Postmuseum 18 mars. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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€uro

735
P µ 735 22h 
P

736 23a 

P µ 737 23c 

738
736
737
739
Very fresh 20 öre brownish red in nearly perfect centering with a beautiful ”ÖREBRO 24.8.1876”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4, 5.

100

Exceptional 20/20 öre ”MALMÖ 9.4 1877”. EXCELLENT.

150

Fresh 20 öre red on 20 öre pale orange with a perfect canc. ”LINKÖPING 4.10.1877”. SUPERB.

100

P

738 24g 

24 öre dull yellowish orange with a superb ”ÅNGBÅTS PXP N. 60
11.8.1876”. Owner mark on reverse slightly showing through. Facit
Postal = +600. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade.

100

P

739 24g 

Large paper fold ”dragspel” on 24 öre dull yellowish orange. Scarce.

100

Largest Multiple - Block of 5

Lot # 740
24 
From a find in an old estate we can offer this 24 öre in a block of 5, nicely
canc. ”GÖTEBORG 19.10 1877”, slightly creased. The perforation
between the horizontal pairs is broken, but the block is confirmed by
the cancellations.
UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 1.000
149

€uro

741
P

741 25e2 

742

744

743

The scarce brown shade of 30 öre with an absolutely perfect canc.
”FALKÖPING 13.4 1874”. SUPERB.

100

P

742 25e 

30 öre brown with perfect ”SUNDSVALL 27.11.1873”. Sign. O.
Pettersson for shade. SUPERB.

100

P

743 25e2 

30 öre brown with a beautiful ”STOCKHOLM SÖDER 7.4.1874”. Sign.
O. Pettersson for shade. SUPERB.

100

Well centered 30 öre blackish brown with a beautiful canc. ”ÖREBRO
28.12.1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4, 4, 4

100

P µ 745 25c+17+ A very beautiful cover to Spain with 30 öre in the scarce red brown
21g 
shade together with 3 & 12 öre. All with superb canc. ”GÖTEBORG
19.4 1873”. F=17.000+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

500

P µ 744 25f 

746
P µ 746 26a 

747

748

749

750

Very beautiful 50 öre rose ”MALUNG 21.11 1872”. Tiny spot from a fallen out grain of sand. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4-5, 5

150

P

747 26 

50 öre red with perfect ”SÖDERTELJE 23.9.1878”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

748 27c 

Two diagonal paper folds ”dragspel” on a beautiful 1 rd. ”GEFLE 3.8
1877”.

100

Circle Type perf. 13
P µ 749 28f 

P
150

750 29d 

A fantastic 3 öre yellow brown with an excellent red canc. ”STOCKHOLM 9.2 1885”. A minor tear, 1/2 mm only. Very rare. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 2, 3-4, 5

150

Extremely off centered 4 öre ”STOCKHOLM 12.3 1884”. Scarce.

100

€uro

P

751 29+35 

P µ 752 30b 

An exceptional reg. envelope to England with 2 x 4 and 30 öre ”GÖTEBORG 26.4 1882”. SUPERB.

150

752
753
754
Extremely beautiful 5 öre dull bluish green with perfect ”GAMLEBY
28.12.1880”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT. 5, 5, 5.

150

P

753 30b 

Beautiful 5 öre dull bluish green canc. ”LINKÖPING 12.4.1882”.
SUPERB.

100

P

754 31e 

Extremely off centered 6 öre greyish lilac ”HJO 8.7 1883”.

Bid

P

755 31f 

A wonderful 6 öre in the scarce carminish lilac shade ”STOCKHOLM
30.8 1882”. EXCELLENT.

300

756

757

758

P

756 33a 

Three paper folds ”dragspel” in different places (!) on 20 öre.

Bid

P

757 33a 

Extremely off centered 20 öre ”LUND 8.3 1878”. Parts of 4 stamps are
visible! Very scarce.

150

P µ 758 33f+DK  Interesting piece with 20 öre together with Denmark 5 öre Coat of
Arms. The latter has been taken off and put back, some small faults.
Two superb canc. ”RAMFALL 26.6 1884”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

Bid
151

€uro

P µ 759 33cv1+ 20/TRETIO error on a very beautiful piece together
30b  with 5 öre with superb canc. ”NYKÖPING 1.12
1880”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB & RARE. 4, (3,4) (4,4)

760

761

762

4.000

764

P

760 33f 

Extremely beautiful 20 öre orange red with beautiful ”WADSTENA
7.11.1885”. Sign. O. Pettersson for shade. EXCELLENT.

100

P

761 34c 

A well centered copy 24 öre orange yellow with very clear ”HÖÖR
23.8 1881”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

762 34 

Very beautiful 24 öre orange yellow ”GISLAVED 5.3 1885”.
EXCELLENT.

100

Very beautiful 30 öre yellow brown. F=15.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

500

Very well centered 50 öre red with beautiful ”UPSALA 26.3.1883”.
Sign. O. Pettersson for shade. SUPERB.

100

Strip of 3 of 50 öre, all with clear set-off. Scarce.

100

P µ 763 35j **
P

P
152

764 36f 

765 36hv2 

€uro

P µ 766 37a 

767

Earliest known usage of 1 Riksdaler with an extremely beautiful canc. ”UDDEVALLA 18.9 1877”.
Facit 2015 records earliest 19.9! Cert. Harbrecht.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 4, 4, 4-5.

768

769

2.000

770

P µ 767 38a 

An exceptional paper fold (dragspel) on 1 kr. with an excellent canc.
”STABY 1.6 1879”. One lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 3, 5

150

768 38e 

Fresh 1 kr yellowish orange brown with shifted center. One short perf.
UNUSUAL.

100

Very well centered 1 Kr. brown & blue with perfect ”STOCKHOLM
NORR 30.3.1887”. SUPERB.

Bid

P
P

769 38 

Circle Type with Posthorn
P

770 40 

Very beautiful and well centered 2 öre orange with perfect ”ROSERSBERG 1.9.1891”. SUPERB.

100

P

771
771 41+42 

772
773
Beautiful 10 öre lettercard with two copies 3 öre and one copy 4 öre as
added franking canc. ”HELSINGBORG 27.6.1892” sent to Denmark
with arrival canc. on front.

100

P

772 42+44 

10 öre postal stationery envelope sent to Germany with an added franking of 4 öre and 6 öre canc. ”PKXP No. 2 B INR. N. 6.6.1889”. Arrival
canc. on back.

150

P

773 43+46 

5 öre postal stationery card sent as COD with added franking of two
copies of 5 öre and 20 öre canc. ”ESKILSTUNA 18.4.1889”.

100
153

€uro

774

775

P µ 774 47e 

776

778

779

Very beautiful 30 öre yellowish brown ”UDDEHOLM 5.8 1888”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200
100

P

775 49 **

Extremely well centered and fresh copy of 1 Kr. brown & blue with posthorn.

P

776 45 **

Very fresh copy 10 öre in nearly perfect centering. F=3.300. SUPERB.

Oscar II

777

100

780

P

777 45 

Underfranked cover to Germany with two copies 10 öre with posthorn
canc. ”PKXP. No 2 C. INR. N 11.8.1887” with ”45” in blue crayon and
boxed ”T” postage due markings. Arrival canc. on back.

100

P

778 *

PLATE PROOF. 5 öre green type K, perforated with blue posthorn on
the back. Miscoloured spot at top right. SCARCE.

150

P

779 52b1 *

5 öre deep green with pale head in very fine centering.

100

P

780 52 

Very unusual and interesting postcard made from a folded out matchbox
franked with two copies 5 öre canc. ”STOCKHOLM 26.7.1897” sent to
Germany with an arrival canc. on front.

200

781

782

783

P

781 52 

Very beautiful 5 aur stationery card with 5 aur Oscar as added franking canc. ”PLK.160 17.11.1903” sent to LUXEMBURG with ”TRELLEBORG-SASSNITZ 18.11.03” transit canc. and ”LUXEMBOURG-GARE
19.11.03” arrival canc. on front. SCARCE.

150

P

782 52 

Postcard sent to New Zealand franked with two copies 5 öre canc.
”STOCKHOLM 12.7.07” and arrival canc. ”WELLINGTON 25.1.08”.
SCARCE DESTINATION.

100

P

783 52 

Postcard sent to China franked with a pair of 5 öre canc. ”PKXP No 40
B 27.4.1909”. Sent via TPO ”SINGAPORE TO HONG KONG” with
Pakhoi arrival canc. on back. SCARCE DESTINATION.

100

154

€uro

784
P

784 54 *

785

786

10 öre red in pair with diagonal set-off on back. The side showing the
set-off is never hinged.

100

P

785 54 

Very unusual postcard made from tree barc franked with 10 öre Oscar II
canc. ”BACKAMO 30.9.1907” sent to Göteborg.

100

P

786 54 

Postcard franked with 10 öre sent to Trinidad canc. ”BORRBY
25.11.1907. Arrival canc. on front. F=R5. RARE DESTINATION.

150

µ 787 54+64 

International postal money order for newspaper subscription, postal
formular with 10 öre and pair of 4 öre Numeral Type to France 1909.
Very scarce.

Bid

Colour proof. 1 Kr type N, brown & blue in a pair with slightly misplaced head. SCARCE.

100

P

788 (*)

Later Issues

P

789 78vm2 ** Medallion 5 kr, in block of 4, perforation somewhat separated. The two
lower stamps with 3 clear parts of inverted wmk crown. Very rare.

Bid

155

€uro

790
P µ 790 68+77+
88 

P µ 791 92 **

792

P µ 792 94 **
P

793 94 **

793

Very beautiful parcel card sent to Australia franked with 9,32 kr incl. 9
copies of 1 kr Gustaf V in Medallion canc. ”MALMÖ 1 PAK. R 25.5.12”
sent via Germany with transit canc. ”BERLIN N 26.5.12”. VERY SCARCE.

VÄRNAMO 55 öre in exceptional quality and perfectly centered. Very rare as such. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

2.000

794

Värnamo 80 öre very fresh copy in almost perfect
centering. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4,4,5
Fresh 80 öre black, never hinged copy. Signed Bo Grenstedt. F=25.000.

P µ 794 92+94 * An exceptional set of the Värnamo issue, very light
first hinge marks. Very difficult to find in this centering. 80 öre in quality 5, 5, 4. Certs Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB & EXCELLENT.
156

250

1.000
500

1.250

€uro

Ex 795
796
P µ 795 115-25 ** Landstormen II in a complete very fresh ** set of margin blocks of four.
The highest value with a small hingemark in margin only. F=31.600.
Please see a picture of the entire set on our website.

P

796 138 **

Exceptional block of 9 of Airmail 50 öre 1920. A corner of the sheet has been folded during the overprinting, resulting in a large part of the overprint
on the back. Probably a unique variety.

P

797 140cx **

P

798 141bz **

797
798
Lion Type 5 öre type I in a beautiful and fresh strip of 5. F=9.000.
Exceptional strip of 5 of 5 öre brown type I with large and clear wmk
KPV. F=13.000.

799
801
Gustaf V en face 10 öre in strip of 5. F=4.000+. SUPERB.

300

500

150
200

P

799 149A **

100

P

800 150P

800
802
Gustaf V en face 15 öre in red colour proof. Scarce.

300

P

801 151A **

Gustaf V en face 20 öre in a beautiful strip of 5. F=5.000+. SUPERB.

100

P

802 151bz **

Gustaf V en face 20 öre wmk KPV in a well centered block of 4.
F=6.800+. SUPERB.

150
157

€uro

P

P

P

803 153 

FIRST DAY CANCEL. 20 öre violet Gustav Vasa on a picture postcard
of Åre canc. ”ÅRE 6.6.1921”. the stamp has a small tear in the lower
margin. VERY RARE.

100

804
805
804 155bz ** Gustav Vasa 140 öre with wmk KPV in an exceptional strip of 5 with
colured dividing line. The two stamps at right of this line in much
stronger black colour. Also control figure ”6” on the back of the 4th
stamp. Very interesting for the specialist. SUPERB.

200

805 155bz **

Gustav Vasa 140 öre in an extremely beautiful strip of 5 with large and
clear wmk KPV. F=7.500+. SUPERB.

806

150

807

P

806 156 **

Crown & Posthorn 35 öre type I in a very beautiful strip of 5. F=5.000+.
SUPERB.

100

P

807 156 **

Crown & Posthorn 35 öre in strip of 5. The two left stamps with parts
of margin figures in the upper margin. F=5.000+. Scarce.

100

808
P

808 159a **

809

Very beautiful strip of 5 of 40 öre light olive green, type II. F=4.500+.
EXCELLENT.

100

Beautiful strip of 5 of 60 öre type II. F=9.000+. SUPERB.

200

P

809 163a **

P

810 167a **

Beautiful and fresh strip of 5 of 90 öre blue. F=9.500.

150

P

811

A very fresh strip of 5 of 120 öre black. F=10.000.

150

810

158

171 **

811

€uro

812

813

P

812 180b **

Gustaf V 20 öre red, white paper in an exceptional strip of 5. F=4.000+.
EXCELLENT.

100

P

813 183b **

An exceptional strip of 5 of 25 öre blue, white paper with coloured
dividing line. F=2.250+. EXCELLENT.

Bid

814

815

P

814 184 **

Very fresh strip of 5 of 25 öre orange. F=4.000+.

100

P

815 187a **

An exceptional strip of 5 of 35 öre carmine violet. F=6.000+. SUPERB.

100

816

817

P

816 191a **

An exceptional strip of 5 of 45 öre dark brown. F=4.500. EXCELLENT.

100

P

817 192b **

Very beautiful strip of 5 of 50 öre olivish grey. F =6.500.

100

P

818 192 

Uprated 20 öre postal stationery card with 50 öre grey sent to Sumatra,
Netherlands Indies canc. ”LINKÖPING 27.11.40”, with various censor
markings on front. SCARCE DESTINATION.

100

Gustaf V 85 öre in an exceptional strip of 5. F=2.500+. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

819 193 **

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
159

€uro

Ex 820

Ex 822

P µ 820 211-25 ** Complete set 1924 UPU in ** blocks of 4 incl. also F. Nos 212cx & 216b
greenish blue. F=61.200. Please see pictures of the entire set on our
website.

500

P

Bid

821 233a **

Royal palace 1931 5 kr. F=2.500+. EXCELLENT COPY.

P µ 822 471-75BL Unusual complete set of 5 minisheets complete with margins on a large

size first day cover. SCARCE. Please see enlarged picture on our website.

823
P

823 276A 

160

826

CENSORED MAIL WW II. Cover to Iceland via Portugal 1943 with
both German and English censor. On back transit ”LISBOA-CENTRAL
24 JUL 43”.

100

µ 824 731-32  Unlisted cachet on a larger size FDC for the 200th Anniversary of the
Academy of music from 27.8.1971 made to fit a record of ”Stamp
Music by Ingvar Lidholm” which is also included.

Bid

µ 825 1937+
2169 
P

100

Two interesting postcards, one with F. No 1937 canc. 10 days before the
issue date in Malmö and the other one with No. 2169 canc. 6 days before
the issue date in Laholm.

Bid

826 BL38v  Rare Beijing variety with the Chinese and Swedish flags in the background on an oversized cover canc. on the Day of the Postage Stamp
in Östersund 28.09.2013. F=2.000.

Bid

€uro

Official Issues

827

828

829

P

827 Tj 2 

Beautiful and well centered 4 öre grey with perfect ”KARLSTAD
16.4.1881”. One slightly short perf tip.

100

P

828 Tj 4a 

Beautiful 6 öre reddish violet on blue greyish paper ”WISBY 10.10
1874”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

829 Tj 5c 

Very beautiful 12 öre light blue on bluish grey paper with perfect canc.
”NORDMALING 27.4 1874”. EXCELLENT.

Bid

830

831

832

P

830 Tj 5 

Interesting copy 12 öre blue with an unusual frayed upper frame line with
beautiful ”GAGNEF 5.9.1879”.

Bid

P

831 Tj 7b 

Very beautiful 24 öre yellow orange canc. ”ÅMOT 25.4 1877”.
EXCELLENT.

150

P

832 Tj 15 

Extremely beautiful and well centered 6 öre violet with perfect
”HALMSTAD 10.5.1894”. EXCELLENT.

100

833

834

835

833 Tj 16B 

Extremely beautiful and well centered 10 red type II with an excellent
”ROSERSBERG 6.2.1900”.

Bid

P µ 834 Tj 19b 

Perfectly centered 20 öre deep blue with a beautiful canc. ”ADOLFSFORS 11.10.1901”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT. 5.5.5

150

P

P

835 Tj 22B ** Well centered 50 öre red type II. F=6.500. SUPERB.

100

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på WERNAMO 2015
13-15 mars samt på Postmuseum 18 mars. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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€uro

P

P
P

836
838
836 Tj 22B ** Beautiful 50 öre type II in very good centering. F=6.500.
SUPERB.

150

837 Tj 22B ** Beautiful block of 4 of 50 öre red type II perf. 13. Facit as singles
26.000. SUPERB.

500

838 Tj 22B 

P

839 Tj 24A *

P

840 Tj 26 

Beautiful and well centered 50 öre red type II canc. ”ROGSLÖSA
9.4.1895”. SUPERB.

200

839
840
1 kr blue and brown type I. F=4.500. VERY FINE.

100

Beautiful and fresh 10 öre overprint on yellow with perfect ”LUND
9.11.1889”. SUPERB.

100

Postage Due Issues

P
162

841 L 4+9+
10 

A wonderful parcel letter envelope with postage due on back 6 & 50
öre together with a strip of 4 of 1 kr. in exceptional centering ”CARLSKRONA 23.2 1876”. SUPERB & RARE.

200

€uro

842
• P µ 842 L 6c 

843

844

845

Very beautiful 20 öre greyish blue with perfect ”ÅTVIDABERG
24.2.1879”. One lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB. 4, 4, 5.

100

• P

843 L 8 

Very well centered 30 öre green with beautiful ”ÅTVIDABERG
22.5.1879”.

Bid

P

844 L 8 

Well centered 30 öre green with beautiful ”ÅTVIDABERG 6.7.1879”.
SUPERB.

100

Beautiful and well centered 1 kr light blue and orange brown with perfect ”GAGNEF 1.10.1878”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4, 5.

100

846
851
P µ 846 L 12+13+ Very decorative 1882 parcel letter from France via Helsingør with
20 
10,08 kr in postage due stamps applied on arrival canc. ”HELSINGBORG 18.11.1882”. SCARCE.

200

• P µ 845 L 10a 

P

847
847 L 14 

848
849
850
852
Very fresh and well centered 6 öre yellow with beautiful ”ÅRJENG
26.3.1888”. SUPERB.

100

P

848 L 15 

12 öre red in good centering with perfect ”WESTERÅS 30.3.1883”.
SUPERB.

100

P

849 L 17a 

Well centered 24 öre grey lilac with a very beautiful ”ALMVIK
28.8.1884”. A couple of slightly shorter perf tips.

150

P

850 L 18 

30 öre green with very beautiful ”ÖREGRUND 19.2.1890”. SUPERB.

100

P

851 L 13+16+ Very beautiful unfranked parcel letter from Denmark with 1,30 kr in
19 
postage due stamps applied on arrival and canc. ”LJUSNE
26.7.1890”. Malmö transit on back. SCARCE.

P

852 L 20 

1 kr blue and brown with an extremely beautiful canc. ”BACKE
27.11.1888”. SUPERB.

250
100
163

€uro

Full Sheets

Ex 853
P µ 853 151C **
P µ 854 152C **

Ex 854

Gustaf V en face 20 öre in full sheet of 100. 20 with wmk KPV.
F=88.000.

800

Gustaf II Adolf 20 öre in full sheet of 100. 30 with wmk KPV. F=26.200.

250

Coil Rolls of 100

P

855 140cx
**

Standing Lion 5 öre type I with wmk lines. Complete
roll of 100, the end stamp is there but the end banderole is missing. One of the stamp has a complete
plate No. ”0” in the margin. F=180.000.

1.500

856 144Abz Standing Lion 10 öre with large part and clear wmk
**
KPV. Complete roll, but it has been opened. Many
in very good centering. F=200.000.

1.500

857 147 **

Standing Lion 25 öre centering looks very fine. F=35.000.

300

858 151 **

Gustaf V en face 20 öre in a very fresh roll of 100. F=100.000.

750

859 157 **

Crown & Posthorn 35 öre type II in a very fresh roll. F=100.000.

750

860 158 **

Crown & Posthorn 40 öre type I. F=120.000.

800

861 159 **

Crown & Posthorn 40 öre type II. Complete roll of 100, but has been
opened. F=90.000.

600

862 163a ** Crown & Posthorn 60 öre type II in a very fresh roll,
centering looks very fine. F=180.000.
164

1.500

€uro

P

863 167 **

Crown & Posthorn 90 öre blue in complete roll of 100. F=180.000.

1.500

864 169a **

Crown & Posthorn 110 öre greyish ultramarine blue in fresh roll of 100.
F=40.000.

300

865 170 **

Crown & Posthorn 115 öre in a very fresh roll. F=25.000.

200

866 171 **

Crown & Posthorn 120 öre black in a very fresh and
fine roll. F=200.000.

1.500

867 172 **

Crown & Posthorn 120 öre rose. Very fresh and fine. F=33.000.

250

868 176 **

Gustaf V 15 öre red type I in roll of 100. F=65.000.

500

869 180b **

Gustaf V 20 öre red, white paper. Centering looks very fine.
F=80.000.

750

870 181a **

Gustav V 20 öre orange on toned paper in a roll of 100. F=45.000.

300

871 183a **

Gustaf V 25 öre blue, toned paper. Very fresh and fine roll. F=45.000.

300

872 183b **

Gutstaf V 25 öre blue, white paper in a very fresh and fine roll.
F=45.000.

300

873 184 **

Gutaf V 25 öre orange, centering looks very fine. F=80.000.

750

874 186 **

Gustaf V 30 öre brown in roll of 100. F=55.000.

400

875 187a **

Gustaf V 35 öre carmine violet, toned paper, centering looks very
1.000
fine. F=120.000.

876 189 **

Gustaf V 40 öre type I in very fresh roll of 100. F=140.000.

877 191a **

Gustaf V 45 öre on toned paper in roll of 100, centering looks fine.
F=90.000.

1.000
750

878 192b **

Gustaf V 50 öre toned paper in roll of 100. F=130.000.

879 193 **

Gustaf V 85 öre in complete roll. F=50.000.

400

880 194 **

Gustaf V 115 öre, centering looks very fine. F=35.000.

250

881 195 **

Gustaf V 145 öre in a fresh and fine roll of 100. F=20.000.

150

882 246-57APost Office Jubilee 1936 cpl. (12) in very fresh rolls
**
of 100. F=280.000. Very unusual to find in this
quality.

1.000

2.500
165

€uro
883 268 **

Gustaf V 80 år 1938, 30 öre in full roll of 100. F=24.500.

200

884 322 **

Berzelius 1939, 30 öre in full roll of 100. F=27.000.

200

885 323 **

Linné 1939, 50 öre in full roll of 100. F=27.000.

200

Booklets
This exceptional offer of rare and unusual booklets in extraordinary quality
also contains many scarce varieties. They are more or less all “handpicked”
for the quality of the covers as well as the stamps.

886
P

886 H1 R

888

30 x 5 öre Oscar, normal mounting. Control letter ”L” on back.
F=12.000. Very good quality.

250

P

887 H2 R

30 x 10 öre Oscar, normal mounting. Control letter ”N” on back.
F=18.000. Very good quality.

500

P

888 H3 R

30 x 5 öre Oscar, normal mounting. Control letter ”L” on back. F=5.000.
Good quality.

100

889
P

P
166

889 H4

890 H4

890

Oscar II 10 öre ”Pris 3 kronor”. Extremely fresh and in perfect condition. Controle letter ”K” on back. F=17.000.

500

Oscar II 10 öre ”Pris 3 kronor”. Extremely fresh and in perfect condition. Controle letter ”N” on back.

500

€uro

891

892

P

891 H5A1 O Medallion 5 öre inverted mounting ”Malmö 1914”. F=20.000.

800

P

892 HA5B2 O Medallion 5 öre inverted mounting. ”Postverkets Tryckeri Malmö
1916”. F=20.000.

800

893

894

P

893 H6A1 O Medallion 10 öre inverted mounting. ”Malmö 1914”. Red cover.
F=23.000.
1.000

P

894 H6A3

Medallion 10 öre upright mounting. ”Malmö 1916”. Dark carmine
1.000
cover. F=23.000.

895

896

P

895 H6B2
R/O

Medallion 10 öre. The first block upright mounting and the four
blocks behind inverted. ”Postverkets Tryckeri Malmö 1916”. Rare and
1.000
interesting. F=23.000++.

P

896 H6B2 O

Medallion 10 öre inverted mounting. ”Postverkets Tryckeri 1916”.
F=23.000.

800
167

€uro

897
P

P

897 H7 R

898 H7 O

Medallion 20 x 5 öre upright mounting. 10 stamps with watermark
letters (KPV). F=17.000+.

750

Medallion 20 x 5 öre inverted mounting. 5 stamps with watermark
letters (KPV). F=17.000+.

750

899
P

P

899 H8 R

900 H8 O

P
168

901 H11A R

900

Medallion 20 x 10 öre upright mounting. The upper block with a cross
(riktkors) in the margin Very unusual. F=16.000++.

750

Medallion 20 x 10 öre inverted mounting. 5 stamps with watermark
letters (KPV). F=16.000+.

600

901
P

898

902

Medallion 15 öre horizontal upright mounting. Brown cover. 10
stamps with wmk letters (KPV). F=20.000+.

902 H11A O Medallion 20 öre horizontal inverted mounting. F=20.000.

800
750

€uro

903
P

P

903 H11B1 R Medallion 15 öre horizontal mounting. Grey violet cover. 10 stamps
with wmk letters (KPV). F=16.000+.
904 H12B R

Medallion 20 öre uppright mounting. Format 75 x 50 mm. 5 stamps
with watermark letters (KPV). F=20.000+.

905
P

P

904

905 H12B O

750

906

Medallion 20 öre inverted mounting. Format 75 x 50 mm. Stamps in
extremely light blue shade. F=20.000.

906 H12C O Medallion 20 öre inverted mounting. Format 82 x 50 mm. F=19.000.

907

750

750
800

908

P

907 H14B O

20 x 20 öre Gustaf V en face, without watermark, inverted mounting.
F=13.000. Very good quality.

300

P

908 H14bz R 20 x 20 öre Gustaf V en face, watermark KPV, normal mounting.
F=36.000 for stamps alone. Very good quality except for a very small
hole in the booklet cover. RARE.

400

909 H19I R

Gustaf V 15 öre red type I 1922, upright mounting. F=13.000.

200

910 H19I O

Gustaf V 15 öre red type I, inverted mounting. F=13.000.

200
169

The Royal Palace 1931

Lot # 911
H22a R
Booklet 40 x 5 kr. in upright mounting. Very fresh with all stamps in very fine superb centering. F=100.000.
€uro 3.000

Lot # 912
H22b R
Booklet 40 x 5 kr. on white paper. Extremely fresh and fine. More or less all
stamps in superb or excellent centering. Very rare in this quality. F=145.000+.
€uro 7.500
913 H39BC O Gustaf V 10 öre small figures 1939 perf. 3+4 sides, 10 pairs in inverted
mounting. F=11.000.

200

914 H39CB O Gustaf V 10 öre small figures 1939 perf. 4+3 sides, 10 pairs in inverted
mounting. F=11.000.

200

915 H40C O
170

Berzelius 10 öre, 2 booklets inverted mounting. Controle number 2+3
figures and at right half cyls II ”äkta par”. F=3.000++. Scarce.

100

€uro

P

P

P

916 H40CB+ Berzelius 10 öre, 2 booklets inverted mounting. CB with 4 control
CO
numbers and C with the matching fifth control number. ”Äkta par”.
F=18.500++.

400

917 H40BC R Berzelius 10 öre perf. 3+4 sides. 10 pairs in upright mounting. Cylinder
number ”1”. F=17.000+.

300

918 H40BC O Berzelius 10 öre perf. 3+4 sides, 10 pairs in inverted mounting. With
control number. F=17.000+.

300

919 H40CB R 20 x 10 öre Berzelius with 4+3 sides perf, normal mounting. F=17.000.
Good quality.

250

920 H40CB R Berzelius 10 öre perf. 4+3 sides, 10 pairs in upright mounting. Very
fresh and fine. F=17.000.

300

921 H41A
CB R

Linné 1939 perf. 4+3 sides, 10 pairs in upright mounting. Cylinder
number ”1”. F=17.000+.

300

922 H44C
CC

The Royal Palace 40 x 5 kr, perf. 4 sides in upright mounting. The
first and the last blocks with cylinder number ”1”. F=26.000+.

800

923 H44C
BC R

The Royal Palace 5 kr. perf. 3+4 sides in upright
mounting. Very fresh booklet with 20 pairs, all with
good margins. The first and the last blocks with
cylinder number ”2”. F=66.000+.

2.000
171

€uro

P

924 H44C
CB R
925 H45

P

P
172

926 H49

927 H50

The Royal Palace 5 kr. perf. 4+3 sides in upright
mounting. Very fresh booklet with 20 pairs, all with
good margins. F=66.000.
Flying Swans 20 x 20 kr canc. ”STOCKHOLM 31.3.48”. The panes partly stuck together. RARE BOOKLET.

1.500
Bid

”Landstorm” 1916 10 x 5 öre & 10 x 10 öre. Exceptional
in quality and rarity. F=35.000.

1.750

”Landstorm” 1916 30 x 5 öre & 10 x 10 öre. Exceptional
in quality and rarity.

2.000

€uro

P

P

928 H99A R

929 H444

The Royal Palace 20 x 5 kr. 1957 with black print on the cover in perfect quality. F=22.000.

750

UNISSUED VALUE. 1994 Domestic Animals booklet of 10 stamps in
the value of 3,60 kr while the issued value was 3,20 kr.
ONLY RECORDED COPY.

Bid

Booklet Collections & Lots
930

Carton with a collection of ** booklets from Medallion to ca 2012 in various
albums etc. Also some stockbooks mostly with ** modern strips of four and five,
some minisheets and presentation folders etc. Total face value for franking is ca
47.500 SEK and 10 discount booklets.
1.500

931

Large specialized collection of booklets H9-H516 and slot machine booklets
HA1-HA21 neatly organized in altogether 6 boxes in a carton with a very large
number of varieties and markings. Very high catalogue as well as face value.
1.000

932

FACE VALUE. Accumulation of mostly very recent booklets 1990s to 2012 of
which a large part with markings. Also some minisheets and stamps, mostly
very recent. TOTAL FACE VALUE IS SEK 59.000.
1.500

933

FACE VALUE + DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. Booklet collection Medallion to ca
2000 in various albums and small boxes, various presentation books, folders and
pages with ** stamps from the Post etc. Total face value 19.000 kr plus 111 discount
booklets (of which 96 pcs. for use to the Nordic countries).
1.500

934

DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. Lot with 34 booklets (28 for Nordic use).

935

Small lot of booklets incl. 29 discount booklets, of which 14 are within Sweden and
19 are to the Nordic countries, others with ca 250 kr face value.

250

936

DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. Lot with 57 pcs all within the Nordic countries.

500

937

Large moving carton from an estate containing a very large accumulation of
booklets and slot machine booklets mostly ca. 1950s-1990 of which a very large
part has markings. Some discount booklets are included. Also coil rolls in
quantities incl. many rolls of 500 stamps. Our estimate is that there should be
approx. 7.000 booklets in total. High face value. PLEASE INSPECT.
1.000

938

Accumulation of booklets and slot machine booklets in 5 filing boxes in a carton
incl. many with markings. Please inspect.

939

Box with several hundred slot-machine booklets incl. many with markings.
Please inspect.

300

200
Bid
173

€uro

Lunch
Collections
14.00 hrs

Ex 940
P µ 940

941

Unused collection 1858 to 1987 in 11 mostly Lindner Falzlos albums incl. many
better stamps e.g. 1920 airmail set with inverted overprints (mostly signed HW),
both Congress and UPU sets cpl etc. Also as section Officials and Postage Due
stamps. High cat. value.
1.000
Clean unused collection 1910-1968 mostly ** in an album with some better BC
and CB pairs. F=19.600

200

Ex 942
P

174

942

Very clean collection 1855-1936 unused and used in a Leuchtturm album with
some better stamps and sets incl. some with nice canc. Also a section of Officials
and Postage Due stamps. Three certs enclosed.

500

943

Collection 1855-2005 unused and used in 6 albums incl. booklets. Face value is
over 15.000 SEK plus 7 discount booklets.

500

944

Very clean collection 1892-1930s mostly ** in good quality in an album incl. Coil
stamps in strips of 5, some booklets, 1924 UPU set cpl. etc.
1.000

945

Collection of various ** issues 1938-1971, mostly better BC-CB pairs in blocks,
coil stamps in strips of 5, some better booklets etc. Facit cat. value ca 60.000.

500

946

Unused collection 1886-1968 mostly ** in an album incl. some better BC-CB
pairs. F=19.000 according to the vendor.

200

947

Collection 1855-1959 in a Lindner album with a used early part with e.g. 8 Sk.
Bco (opinion Erik Blomberg) and thereafter mixed */**, some early stamps with
nice canc.

200

948

Clean unused collection in an album 1890-1970 incl. Oscar II in shades, a perfectly centered ** corner margin copy of Landstormen on 5 kr Post Office etc.
Please inspect.

Bid

949

Clean ** collection incl. booklet pairs neatly put up in an album.

Bid

€uro
950

Clean used collection 1855 to 1990s in 5 albums with some Sk. Bco and Local
stamps. Coat of Arms and onwards in shades, both 1924 UPU sets cpl. etc. Also
year sets and some other ** 1983-93 issues with two of most, face value ca 4.500 kr.
High cat. value.

750

951

Specialized collection 1920-82 mostly used in 14 albums with a very extensive and
detailed section of Coil Stamps in several albums incl. paper types, shades, various
types of varieties etc.

750

952

Mostly used collection 1858-1981 in an album incl. some better stamps. Please
inspect.

250

953

Clean basic unused and used collection 1855-1942 in an album incl. some better
stamps. Total Facit cat. value is ca 35.000 according to vendor.

300

954

Collection in 4 Estett albums 1958-1988. The early part mostly used and then
from ca 1940s unused.

150

955

Unused collection 1858 to 1950 in a stockbook with some different shades,
watermarks, papers etc. Total Facit cat. value 36.000 according to the vendor.

250

956

Unused collection 1880s to 1950s in a stockbook. Facit cat. value ca. 40.000 according to vendor. Please inspect.

250

957

Mostly used collection nearly complete 1855-1991 in two Leuchtturm albums
incl. nice looking examples of 4-24 Sk. Bco (mostly with small faults). Also
Landstorm II, both 1924 UPU sets, Officials and Postage Due complete etc. 2
certs enclosed.

500

958

Collection ca 1890-1960s in 6 albums with emphasis on beautiful cancellations
on singles, pairs and strips incl. much on Coil stamps from the 1920s. Some better unused issues, unused strips of five, small section of miscut coil stamps and
other varieties etc.

400

959

Clean used collection 1855-1975 starting with some Sk. Bco (faults), many stamps
with nice canc. F=46.000 according to the vendor.

500

960

Well filled basic used collection to 1962. F=33.345 according to the vendor.

250

961

Used collection 1855-1940 incl. shades, some varieties incl. a pre-printing paper
fold on 12 öre Circle Type perf 14 etc.

200

962

Collection used stamps 1855-1977 in a Stender album, incl. seven copies 4 Sk.
Bco and a reprint 6 Sk. Bco, better Coat of Arms and Lion. Circle Type in shades.

200

963

Used basic collection 1855 to 1972 in an album.

100

964

Used collection 1850s to 1892 in an album. The early section in somewhat mixed
condition. Total Facit cat. value ca 24.000 kr according to the vendor.

150

965

Used standard collection in an old Hawe album 1858 to 1940s with e.g. a 12 öre
Circle Type perf. 13 with set-off.

Bid

966

Basic used collection 1870s to ca 2000 in two Leuchtturm albums. Also a stockbook and an envelope with used modern booklets, booklet panes etc. of which
many with nice canc.

Bid

967

Used collection 1855 to 1990 in 3 albums incl. very many with beautiful canc. in
the modern part.

Bid

968

Used basic collection 1855-1995 in 3 albums with some beautiful canc. on later
issues. Also a folder with some Medallion issues in sheets.

Bid

969

Used basic collection in an album 1858 to 1970s. Facit cat. value is 27.700 according to the vendor. Slightly mixed condition. Please inspect.

100

970

Collection of used stamps up to 1950 in an album incl. some shades.

Bid

971

Well filled used basic collection up to 1960 in an album. F=16.450 according to
the vendor.

100

972

Used basic collection 1858-1950 in an album with sections for the other
Scandinavian countries as well (these are poorly filled).

Bid
175

€uro
973

Clean basic used collection 1858-1968 in an album. F=10.300 according to the
vendor.

100

974

Used collection 1858-1936 in a Leuchtturm album incl. many stamps with nice
canc.

200

975

Used collection 1858-1964 in a quite well filled Leuchtturm album incl. some
extra shades and types in the back.

100

976

Mostly used basic collection 1858 -1971 in an album.

100

Specialized Collections

Ex 977
P

977

CANCELLATIONS. Substantial collection in two albums starting with some
on 4 Sk. Bco and Coat of Arms issues but mostly on various values of Circle
Type, Oscar II, Large Officials and Postage Due stamps incl. many beautiful
ones.
1.000

Ex 978
P µ 978

COIL STAMPS. Extensive collection unused and used with a good variety of
shades, wmks, paper types and cancellations. Many better stamps included.
Please see pictures of the entire collection on our website.
1.000

Specialized Selections & Lots
µ 979

µ 980

µ 981

176

4 Skilling Banco. Very nice lot of 16 good copies incl. scarce shades, e.g. 2i x 2,
2j2 x 3 and 2k2 x 2. Many certificates.

500

SKILLING BANCO in 2nd quality. Interesting lot with 3 sk., two 6 sk. in diff.
shades, 24 sk. and 19 copies 4 sk. with many diff. shades incl. some ultramarine,
varities etc. A few certs. Please inspect.

300

Small lot of used classic stamps of which some with beautiful canc. incl. 1 Sk. Bco
Local stamp (bent corner perf).

100

€uro

Ex 982
P µ 982

Small lot with mostly 3 öre Lying Lion incl. some with beautiful canc. but also
incl. one 17 öre violet in good centering with ”STOCKHOLM 18.8.1866” Cert.
Sjöman (couple of short perf tips).

983 CIRCLE TYPE. A fantastic duplicate stock used in 2 long
boxes from an old estate going 3-4 decades back. Actually
starting with a few 4 Sk. Bco and ca 200 12 öre Coat of Arms
and other values except 9 öre, Lion incl. many 17 öre lilac
and one grey, all nicely sorted in envelopes and Circle Type
starting with a small section perf. 14, but hundreds of 30
öre and almost 100 1 riksdaler. Further hundreds and
hundreds of various values in perf. 13 with and without
posthorn on back. By looking at the front of envelopes and
opening some, finding many beautiful canc, we absolutely
believe it to be unsearched from this point of view for a
very long time, also long before the collector died. Worth
careful inspection!
984

2.000

Stock book with used circle type organized by deliveries.

Bid

µ 985

OSCAR II. Lot with mostly ** blocks of 4 or larger multiples incl. better shades,
many in good centering incl. imperf. ones. Facit cat. value is over 35.000.

300

986

Accumulation of cancellations on Oscar mostly on small pieces sorted alphabetically in envelopes. Also some litterature on cancellations and the Oscar stamps.

Bid

Duplicate lot mostly ** in blocks from an old dealer estate with various
values of Circle Type and Postage Due mostly perf. 13 and with Posthorn,
from ca. 20-40 of each incl. F. Nos 32 (38), 34 (32) & 43 (20). F=177.500 for cheapest shades.

750

988

1928 Gustaf V set of 5 ( F. Nos 226-30), 340 cpl. used sets in part sheets plus additional 100 stamps of each of the four lower values. F=73.500.

300

989

Large Officials perf. 14. Small duplicate lot of 3, 5 and 12 öre mostly ** incl. some
blocks of four. F=115.600 for cheapest shades.

500

987

•

100

990

Large Officials perf. 13. Duplicate lot from an old dealer estate containing
most values in quantities **, mostly in blocks of 10. Many in good centering.
F=475.000+ as cheapest shades.
2.000

991

CANCELLATIONS. Carton from an estate with cancellations ca 1880s-1980s
incl. a collection on Oscar in various albums, stockbooks, circulation booklets etc.
Also a used collection 1855-1950s incl. some better stamps such as the 1924 UPU
set, some nice cancellations etc.

300

RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS mostly Oscar II, but also Coat of Arms, Circle
Type and large Officials etc. More than 450 stamps on cards of which well over
100 different. Many beautiful and also superb ones.

100

992

177

Old ”Massware”
The following 9 lots are offered on behalf of an estate going back about 40
years. It has not been touched since and we believe that most of it was
bundled much earlier during a lifetime of collecting. It was bundled by
someone with knowledge, often perforations and different watermarks
have been defined. Sometimes there are notes on the packets “genomgånget” (gone through), we believe this is for control of quality and/or
watermarks when bundling. Some later bundles (from 1930s) with this
notation have been opened by us and showed reasonably good numbers
(sometimes very high %) of unusual cancellations as well as some rare
ones. Also superb and excellent copies were found.
There are two other duplicate stocks from the same estate in this auction,
one with Circle Type in two boxes and one with Oscar II – 1960s in 8 boxes with smaller quantities in envelopes. It is interesting to see that in these
lots there are many very beautiful cancellations. Also sometimes when
there is a note “Lyx” (excellent), it seems to be the centering that determined the quality. This indicates that the beauty of the cancellation was not
so important for this collector, which was normal at that time.
There should be good chances for finding beautiful cancellations and
maybe also rare ones.
We recommend inspection, but bundles and closed envelopes may not be
opened as part of the value lies in the originality.

P

178

993 COAT OF ARMS 1858. Small bundles of various quantities
5 öre (73) front stamp with Danish No. canc. ”1”, 24 öre (100),
30 öre (41), 50 öre (20) and 12 öre (1.900). An amazing lot!

1.000

€uro
µ 994 CIRCLE TYPE perf. 14 1872. All in bundles of 100, 3 öre
(400), 5 öre (200), 6 öre (100), 12 öre (2.800), 20 öre (200), 24
öre (100), 30 öre (300) and 50 öre (200). All looking very
fresh. Stunning!
995

Collection of ca. 100 prephilatelic covers with nearly all different cancellations of
various types incl. some better ones in very good quality in 2 albums.

2.000
250

996 CIRCLE TYPE perf. 13 1877. Bundles of 100, often i packets
of 1.000. 3 öre, (1.300), 4 öre (1.000), 5 öre (8.700), 6 öre (500),
12 öre (7.900), 20 öre (2.400), 30 öre (3.700) and 50 öre (200).
Outstanding lot!

2.000

997 CIRCLE TYPE perf. 13 with posthorn on back. Bundles of
100 and mostly in packets of 1.000. 4 öre (1.600), 5 öre
(21.800), 20 öre (4.400), 30 öre (2.800), 50 öre (5.500) & 1 kr.
(5.400). Further 10/12 öre blue (300) and 10 öre Oscar II with
posthorn (1.000). Enormous cat. value.

2.000

998 OSCAR II & NUMERAL TYPE. Mostly bundled and put in
envelopes of 10 bundles; Oscar II more than 60.000 stamps
incl. 30 öre (ca 5.000), 50 öre (ca 6.500), 1 kr. (1.800) and 20 öre
wmk crown (400), Bicoloured Numerals (in Sweden called
”the beer labels”) 1 öre (ca 1.500), 2 öre (5.000), 3 öre (12.000)
& 4 öre (7.000) as well as Coat of Arms 1910 1 öre with wmk
crown (2.500). All in all more than 90.000 stamps.

1.000

999 MEDALLION 1910. Carton with 4 boxes more than 180.000
stamps full of envelopes and bundles mostly sorted per
1.000. Very good variaton with large quantities of most
values incl. the highest ones. We have seen 10 packets where it is noted wmk crown as well as some provisionals.
Further more than 40.000 Small National Coat of Arms
1910-11 incl. 2.500 1 öre with wmk crown. Over 220.000
stamps in total.

750

1000 COIL STAMPS of the 1920s. Large carton with 7 boxes full of bundles and
envelopes of 100 stamps sorted per 1.000. Sometimes also sorted for watermark and perforation. We have seen 4.000 Facit No. 148C, a few thousands of
No. 149C, an envelope with 15 copies No. 152cx, 1.000 No. 156cx and 2.000 No.
169cx. Total estimate is over 300.000 stamps and of course an enormous catalogue value only calculating the more valuable ones.
1.000
1001 POST OFFICE JUBILEE 1936. Box with about 35.000 stamps, mostly 15 öre incl.
perf. 4 sides, otherwise only higher values with variation. Good possibility for
nice canc. on these big stamps.

250

1002 OFFICIAL STAMPS. Around 170.000 stamps well assorted. Approx. 30.000 large
size incl. more than 3.000 1 kr. Small size sometimes sorted for wmk, incl. 300
copies 50 öre wmk crown. Please inspect.

400

179

€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
1003 Old duplicate stock used in 8 boxes, well sorted in small
envelopes. Starting with Oscar II incl. much
”Landstormen” many Airmail 1920 50 öre and up to the early 1960s. Many medium and better stamps also in very large quantities, e.g. the following Facit Nos in at least 100
copies, often several hundreds: 149C, 151C, 154, 154Bz, 155,
207, 241C, 245, 249, 251, 253, 255, 257, 341 etc. Also some BBpairs incl. a good quantity of 330BB. A section Officials
incl. more than 100 20 öre red perf. 14! - and Postage Due.
When going through we have also seen some very nice cancellations. From an old estate, not touched for decades and
well worth a close inspection.
1004 Two boxes ** 1930-1940s in booklets and complete rolls in two boxes. Many
high values and good booklets. Small and large quantities. Facit ca 190.000,
when many rolls of low values are not counted.

1005 Comprehensive ** stock from an old dealer estate ca 18771930s incl. many better stamps and sets such as 28 cpl. sets
Landstorm II, strong section of both 1924 UPU sets incl. the
high values, Postage Due perf. 13 etc. Quantities are mostly
10-100 of each stamp and only the occasional * stamp included. Stamps with gum disturbance have not been counted.
Total Facit cat. value is over 1.400.000.

•
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1.500

750

5.000

1006 Unused and used collection up to 2000 in various albums and stockbooks in a
large carton. Also a booklet collection, various presentation folders from the
Post, loose face value in envelopes etc. Total face value is SEK 22.000 plus the equivalence of 26 discount booklets (mostly for use to the Nordic countries).

750

1007 Interesting duplicate stock mostly ** 1920s-1940s in a box from estate. Quite mixed incl. good booklets, e.g. 4 Postal Savings Bank 1933 in type I, BC-CB pairs and
booklets, various quantities UPU 1924 etc. Also Official and Postage Due. Very
high cat. value!

300

1008 BUNDLES. Two small removal boxes with thousands of bundles. Definitives as
well as commerative issues.

300

1009 BUNDLES. Small box with 1008 diff. bundles of 100 nicely arranged.

300

1010 Album with ** part sheets from Oscar II to 1924 UPU. Total Facit cat. value
32.000 according to vendor.

200

1011 Small remainder lot from an estate incl. year sets 1967-68, 4 & 24 Sk. Bco with
faults and 3 öre Local stamp on piece with small some short perfs etc.

Bid

1012 Stockbook with duplicates 1872 to 1930s incl. much Circle Type and Oscar.
Please inspect.

Bid

1013 Used collection in album 1855-1980 incl. many beautiful canc. Also two stockbooks with used duplicates of which a large part with beautiful canc.

200

1014 Stockbook with */** duplicates. Please inspect.

Bid

1015 Small duplicate lot with coil rolls of mostly 100 stamps incl. 4 rolls of F. No. 415v.
F=16.500

Bid

€uro
µ 1016 Lot with various unused classics from Lying Lion to Circle Type but also some
later better e.g. cpl. set 1924 UPU etc. A number of beautiful and better priced
stamps are included but some have been regummed or are without gum, somewhat mixed quality. High cat. value. Please see pictures on our website.

500

1017 Lot with an unused collection 1890-1977 in two albums incl. some better stamps
and then year sets 1978-1995 as well as some booklets, modern coil strips, FDC’s,
used duplicates in stockbooks and some other Scandinavian material. Total face
value ca 6.500 SEK plus 19 discount booklets.

400

1018 Large stockbook with duplicates from 1858 to modern incl. some older issues
with nice canc.

100

1019 Remainder lot from an estate in a carton incl. 3, 6, & 24 Sk. Bco with repairs, used
1-5 kr UPU 1924, a bundle of Small Coat of Arms sheets, various cancellations in
stockbooks etc. Please inspect.

Bid

1020 Mostly ** accumulation of various values from sets from 1931-38 such as Lützen,
New Sweden, Swedish Parliament, Swedenby in quantities on stock pages,
some * copies 5 kr Royal Palace on toned paper. Also some cpl. sets and many BC
& CB pairs. F=119.000.

600

1021 Used stamps from Circle Type to modern in 4 stockbooks incl. much Oscar II with
readable canc.

Bid

1022 Shoebox with various old stamps on stock cards and in glassines incl. Circle
Type in quantities incl. many with nice canc. Also large and small officials incl.
many copies 8 öre with watermark wavy lines etc.

300

1023 Small mixed lot of mostly old issues incl. some with beautiful canc. Mixed condition.

Bid

1024 Carton of various albums with e.g. used duplicates, some face value (incl. 170
discount stamps), beautiful modern canc. etc.

Bid

1025 Remainder lot from an estate with various ** stamps in stockbooks, sorted in
envelopes e.g. many good BC-CB pairs, a box with a quantity of old booklets etc.
Also some foreign stamps in envelopes in cigar boxes.

300

1026 Small accumulation of Postage Due stamps arranged by issue in a stockbook.
Also some more modern booklet pairs and minisheets.

Bid

1027 Carton with a used basic collection 1870s-1970 in a Leuchtturm album, ** stock
1910s-1970s in two stockbooks incl. booklet pairs and strips of 5. Also a bundle
of ** sheets and part sheets of Small Coat of Arms and Medallion issues.

250

µ 1028 Engravings, artworks etc for various stamps incl. The Lion Fortress 1967 (F. 598),
Seal of Erik Magnusson 1970 (F. 692), Diving 1972 (F. 755) signed, Mollösund
1974 (F. 878), Läckö Castle 1978 (F. 1047), Björn Borg 1981 (F. 1181) 3 somewhat
different engravings of which one sign. by Jakus etc. Some with notations or signed. Very interesting and unusual.

200

1029 Accumulation of various poster stamps, charity seals, registration labels etc. in a
box. A large part is from Sweden but some from other countries as well.

Bid

1030 Album with various old Swedish cinderella labels of every imaginable sort.

Bid

µ 1031 LETTER SEALS. Large collection of 850 different old letter seals (sigil)
showing the coats of arms of various Swedish noble families nicely mounted
on carton sheets in two boxes. The collection was started in the 1860s and continued until the mid 1900s. VERY UNUSUAL & INTERESTING.

500

1032 FACE VALUE. Box with year sets up to 2006 and booklet year sets up to 2001
(some duplication) as well as a subscription of modern coil strips of 10 in glassines. Total face value is over 28.000 SEK when discount stamps and booklets
are counted at face value.
1.000
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€uro
1033 FACE VALUE. Carton holding a ** collection incl. booklets from ca 1960s-2014
in various albums. Also year set cpl. 1987-2013 etc. Total face value is ca 44.000
1.000
kr plus around 600 discount stamps (mostly in booklets).
1034 FACE VALUE. Year sets and booklet year sets from the Post cpl. 1981-2013. Total
face value is ca 26.000.

750

1035 FACE VALUE. Lot with mostly year sets and booklets mostly 1970s-80s. Face
value ca 3.500 kr. plus 7 discount booklets within year sets.

200

1036 FACE VALUE. Accumulation of year sets and booklet year sets from the Post
from ca 1989 to 2007, often with up to 3 of each. Also a few earlier year sets included. Total face value is ca 25.500 SEK.

750

1037 FACE VALUE. Mostly modern ** subscription of various sets and booklets up to
ca 2007. Also a duplicate section of older booklets back to the 1940s in 2 stockbooks and FDCs up to 2007 loose and in albums. Total face value ca 20.400 SEK
plus 44 Discount booklets, mostly to the Nordic countries.

750

1038 FACE VALUE. Stock of ** stamps and booklets ca 1920-1990s in 5 filing boxes, a
stockbook etc. Total face value is ca 20.000 SEK.

500

1039 YEAR SETS. Accumulation of ca 100 year sets from 1973-1990 incl. some booklet
year sets. Also a few other presentation packs.

200

1040 Carton with year sets 1967-1980 cpl. sealed by the Post, a small subscription collection in albums etc.

200

Covers & Postal History
Please see also Lot # 995
Collection of ca. 100 prephilatelic covers with nearly all different cancellations of various types incl. some better ones in very good quality in 2 albums.

µ 1041 Two classic rare covers to USA. One with 24 + 3 öre Coat of Arms with cert.
HOW and one mixed Circle Type and Oscar II. Minor faults. Please inspect.

400

Ex 1042
P

•
182

1042 Interesting exhibition collection on pages in two albums with ca 140 covers
between the US and Sweden 1875-1945 explaining the different routes at any
given time incl. a number of interesting items e.g. much with different censor
markings etc.

300

1043 BOHUSLÄN. Extensive accumulation of old to modern covers, a large number of postcards and cancellations mostly from Bohuslän in albums and boxes
in a carton from an estate. Also some literature. PLEASE INSPECT.

500

1044 Old correspondence of ca 230 covers and cards to Norway mostly 1840s to ca
1910 incl. some better usages but in very mixed condition. PLEASE INSPECT.

200

€uro
1045 Lot with ca 80 airmail covers and cards 1920s-40s to various destinations incl.
many with interesting markings e.g. Clipper mail, OAT, many censored etc. Please
inspect.

200

1046 Album with various covers incl. some interesting ones such as three censored
AOT covers from Australia to Sweden, two 1950s censored covers from Israel to
Sweden, some covers with interesting markings, some 1940s locals on covers
and some foreign items.

Bid

1047 Lot with old covers from an estate incl. a 1831 Cholera letter from Strömstad to
France, a quantity of old telegrams ca. 1880’s-1920’s, some old documents with
revenues etc.

Bid

1048 Group of 8 interesting items up to 1940s incl. 3 rare 1940s censored airmail
covers via the Middle East to Australia, 1901 postcard to Egypt, 1890s insured
cover front to Germany etc.

Bid

1049 Lot with 17 covers sent to Sven Hedin in Stockholm from various European
countries, mostly 1940s incl. many censored ones.

200

1050 Remainder lot of old covers and cards from an estate from Coat of Arms to ca.
1930 incl. some better usages etc in a box. Also some foreign covers.

Bid

1051 Accumulation of ca. 2.000 mostly used postal stationery cards ca. 1870s-1920 in
two boxes. Heavy duplication but with a good variety of cancellations.

Bid

1052 Collection of mostly unused postal stationery items in good variety. Also a
bundle of mostly used stationery as well as few old foreign covers incl. some better.

Bid

1053 Box with an estimated 1.000 1940s covers with a wide range of town cancellations, 12,5 x 15,5 cm format.

100

1054 Accumulation of many 100s of old covers, postcards, postal stationery etc. in a
box.

Bid

Picture Postcards
1055 LUND. Box with hundreds of old as well as modern picture postcards incl.
many nice ones.

150

1056 MALMÖ. Box with an estimated 800 postcards from old to more recent. Please
inspect.

100

1057 SKÅNE. Box with an estimated 800 postcards from Skåne incl. many old ones.
Please inspect.

100

1058 Very interesting old postcard collection from an estate, over 700 cards mostly
with various views and a large part is with different cancellations on Oscar II.
Please inspect.

500

1059 GÖTEBORG PHOTOGRAPHS. 4 folders with ca 4-500 prints from original
negatives made in the 1970s mostly in the size of 18x24 cm with a variety of scenes such as buildings, railway stations, trains and automobiles etc. ca 1900 to
1920s in the Göteborg area.

200

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på WERNAMO 2015
13-15 mars samt på Postmuseum 18 mars. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
183

€uro

Non-Scandinavian Countries
14.30 hrs

Argentina

P

1060 

1944 censored letter from ”BUENOS AIRES 6 MAR 14” sent to
Stockholm via San Juan sealed with label No. 64218 and No. 141163.
Censored in Nancy and closed with label Y-50.

Bid

Austria

P

1061 3 

Beautiful printed insurance document 1855 with 3 kr. canc. ”WINDISH - GRAZ 8.8”, which is now Slovenjgradec in Slovenia.

Bid

Beautiful little circular with 0,6 kr. blue on back ”GR. SIEGHARTS
27.10”. Slightly touched at top left. Complete and very beautiful adress
on the front.

Bid

1063 VI-VII ** ”Never Forget” 1946. The unissued Hitler issue cpl. (2) in margin
copies. Mi=2.600.

300

P µ 1062 6 

P
184

€uro

Collections & Lots
1064 **
1065 **

1066 / 

Collection 1945 - 1989 more or less complete in 3 Bolaffi albums. E.g.
Renner 1946 imperf. & Airmail 1950-53. High cat. value.

100

Duplicate stock in a stockbook 1945 - 1980s, probably all ** incl.
some early good sets, well organized. Further large folders with
modern sheets and part sheets **. Very high cat. value.

400

Interesting collection of ca 950 covers and cards 1820-1907 in 10
albums and a box. Starting with some nice prephilatelic items and
then most issues well represented (e.g. first issue) incl. some better
usages incl. e.g. foreign destinations, registered, complete newspapers, wrappers, parcel cards, stationery with added franking, some
postage due etc. Also some stamps often arranged by shades or canc.
Somewhat mixed condition, especially on the earliest part.
Inspection recommended.
1.500

1067 **/ */ /  Very large and interesting collection of ca 4.000 covers and cards
1908-1955 in 39 mostly very thick albums and boxes in 4 large cartons.
Collected according to issue with a very large number of different issues
with very many better usage items such as registered, postage due,
airmails, parcel cards, censored, franked field post, stationery with
added frankings, mixed frankings with Germany, Bosnia etc. The
post-WWII period with most covers sent to foreign destinations
with censor markings, better FDCs (incl. Mi. Nos 984-87 etc), some
provisional overprints on Hitler etc. Also some unused and used
stamps for most issues. A collection that must be inspected.
1.500
1068 

Accumulation of covers and cards in 3 albums ca 1880s-1920s incl.
many interesting items, e.g. a section of mint and unused Levant
postal stationery etc. Also an album with covers from Liechtenstein up
to 1950s.

150

1069 

Postcard collection of 55 used "Gruss Aus" cards from around 1900 in
an album incl. many multicoloured ones with interesting motifs.

Bid

Baltic States
Estonia
1070 **/ */ (*)

Very interesting old-time specialized collection 1918-1940 in album
with e.g. proofs, many different varieties such as pre-printing folds,
partially imperf, double perf, set-offs, different shades etc. of which
some in blocks and strips. Many expensive stamps included, mostly
unsigned.

500

1071 **/ */ / Carton from an estate with a stock of unused and used issues from
(*)
1918-40 in quantities in two large stockbooks incl. a large number of
varieties and better stamps etc, a substantial stock of ** and used issues
from 1991-2011 in several thick stockbooks and some ** year sets from
the post up to 2010. Also a small stock of Lithuanian issues 1919-1939
in a stockbook. Please inspect.

500

Mixed Baltic States
1072 

LATVIA & ESTONIA. Two albums with covers and cards from the
1920s-30s, ca 90 from Latvia and ca 30 from Estonia incl. some interesting ones and many sent to Sweden.

100

185

€uro

Belgium

Ex 1073
P

1073 1480-81y Famous Buildings 1967. Complete set (2) 1 fr. values on paper with
**
phosphor in full sheets of 100. Mi=18.000. Belgian Official Cat. Nos
1423-24PH.
1.000

Ex 1074
P µ 1074 

µ 1075 

P µ 1076 272P
1077 

186

Collection mostly SUPERB COPIES 1849 - 1902 incl. beautiful Nos 1
-2 and other early values incl. 5 fr., railway stamps etc. Ca 80 nicely
canc. stamps. Please inspect!

400

Collection 1849-1902 on Schaubek album pages incl. nice copies No. 1
& 2 as well as other good values.

100

BELGIAN CONGO. Die proof of 1,20 fr. Mask Issue 1947 in black and
green as well as a die proof in red of the center piece only. Scarce.

Bid

BELGIUM. Thick album with older covers and cards up to 1940s incl.
better usages and some from the Belgian Congo.

Bid

€uro

Bolivia

P

1078 

1079 */ / /
(*)

Rare usage of a Bolivian 2 centavos reply postal stationery card sent from
”CURACAO 18.6.1892” with transit cancs from Panama and
Columbia on front. Some small imperfections.

Bid

Very interesting lot from an old estate with several old collections on
album pages from the first issue up to 1930s with many better stamps. Also a large bundle of interesting old covers and postal stationery
incl. many nice items and several scarcely seen 1920s used photocards
with early aviators

500

Brazil
µ 1080 

Well filled collection 1843 - 1975 mostly used in a Schaubek album.
Incl. a nice No. 2 and a rep. No. 3, many other medium and better stamps.

200

1081 **

Very extensive duplicate stock, mostly ** in 5 stockbooks incl. many
blocks of 4. Please inspect!

250

An extensive duplicate stock 1866 - 1960 in a very thick stockbook.
Very nicely organized, all with noted cat. number and value. With
exception for some faults in the earliest part, the quality looks good.
Very high cat. value.

200

1082 

Bulgaria
1083 

Album with ca 80 covers and cards from 1890s to 1940s incl. better usages such as registered, many censored, many sent to Sweden and the
US etc. Also some 1950s-60s covers not counted.

100

China

P

1084 

1084

P µ 1085 **/ *

Ex 1085
Ex 1086
1893 stationery manila envelope with black print ”POSTAGE PAID 1
CENT” and with embossing on the reverse flap. Blue ”LOCAL POST /
SHANGHAI” and on the reverse blue ”SHANGHAI MY 21 93 /
LOCAL POST”.

Bid

”Association to protect the Qing Dynasty” two vignettes in red. One
imperf. ** and the other perf. * with small faults. SCARCE.

100

P µ 1086 246-49 ** Sven Hedin Expedition 1932 cpl. (4). Mi=320.VERY FINE.
µ 1087 **/ */ / SHANGHAI. Interesting lot on 3 stock sheets from an old dealer estate.
(*)
Slightly mixed condition. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our
website.

100

Bid
187

€uro

People’s Republic of China

P

1088 Bl.9 (*)
µ 1089 

Peones 1964 minisheet in perfect condition. Mi=4.500.
Group of postcards mostly from the 1970s sent to Sweden franked
with a wide range of colourful stamps incl. some better ones from the
early 1970s. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

1.000

Bid

Mixed Periods
1090 **/ */ / Small carton with a mixed lot of Republic stamps up to 1949 in a
(*)
couple of albums as well as in glassines and then Peoples Republic
incl. a collection of ** stamps and minisheets in an album and envelopes 1985-99, also some mostly unused stamps and sets from the
Cultural Revolution with Michel cat. values up to 200 Euro per set.
Please inspect.
1091 / (*)

200

China and the Peoples Republic in two stockbooks and on stock pages
in a folder, mostly more common issues in quantities. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

Bid

µ 1092 / / (*) Small stockbook with various Chinese areas mostly unused without
gum as issued but also some medium values from the Cultural
Revolution postally used on piece. Please see pictures of the entire lot
on our website.

Bid

1093

Remainder lot mostly on pages and stock pages. Incl. PRC used Michel
Nos 614, 649-50, 652, souvenir book 1993 ** etc. Please inspect.

Bid

1094 

HONG KONG. Small lot with e.g. a few 1920s revenue items, some
1937 Coronation FDCs franked with 4c with different cancels, a few
old Chinese items and a bundle of modern business covers mostly sent
to Sweden of which many have been reduced to fit album pages.

Bid

Czechoslovakia
1095

Extensive collection 1918 - 1991 in 4 Marini albums. To a large extent
** and except in the earliest part more or less complete incl. minisheets
etc. Also back of the book, Bohemia etc. Please inspect.

200

1096 **/ 

Stockbook with minisheets. Please inspect.

Bid

1097 

Lot with an estimated 350 COD forms with a wide range of frankings,
mostly 1940s. Mixed condition.

Ecuador
188

150

€uro

France
Numbers according to Yvert et Tellier

P

1098 2e *

1099
P
P

P

P

1099 19 **/ *
1100 20 **/ *

1101 22 **/ *

1102 

Very fresh and beautiful reprint of 15 c., light hinge mark. Y=850.
SUPERB.

1100

200

1101

Very fresh 1 c. 1862 in a block of 6. 3 stamps **. Yvert as * singles
1.440++.

200

A very fresh and beautiful margin block of 4 of 5 c. green 1852. Two
stamps **. Yvert for * 1.750++. Sign. Brun, Bühler & Bolaffi.
VERY FINE.

300

Very fresh block of 4 of 20 c. 1862. 3 stamps **. Yvert as * singles
1.600++. Sign. Bühler.

250

LE GARIBALDI. Ballon Monté with a beautiful red canc ”PARIS
19.OCT 70”. Arr. pmk on back 1.11 1870. Cert. Brun.
SUPERB & RARE.

400

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
189

Lot # 1103
32 
LE FULTON - to Warschau. Very beautiful Ballon Monté cover
with 80 c. Light star canc. and at side clear ”PARIS 31 OCT 70”.
Rare destination. Sign Calves.
SUPERB
€uro 1.500

1104

1105

P

1104 

LA VILE DE PARIS. Ballon Monté newspaper with 20 c. ”PARIS 12
DEC 70”. La Gazette des Absents No. 15. VERY FINE.

200

P

1105 

LE GÉNÉRAL FADHERBE. Ballon Monté newspaper with 20 c. (slightly defective) ”PARIS 12 JANV 71. La Gazzete des Absents No. 26.

100

Bordeaux 1 c. 1870 in a wonderful strip of 5 with sheet margin at left.
Yvert as * singles 1.000++.

200

P

190

1106 39 **

€uro

P

1107 40 **/ *

Bordeaux 2 c. 1870 in a fresh strip of 5 with margins all around. Two
stamps **. Yvert as * 2.750.

1108

250

Ex 1110

1108 257A 

Le Havre 1929 with a superb canc, on the last day of the exhibition 26.6
1929. Y=875.

1109

Essay 1944 ”Chateau de Malmaison” in blue, red and green. 3 complete
sheets of 100.

100

P µ 1110 A 1-2 

Airmail 1927 cpl. (2) on pieces with exhibition pmks. Y=500.

Bid

P

Beautiful corner date block of 4 of 50 fr. green 1936. Lower right
stamp with a light gum bend, the same also with a natural paper spot
in the left margin. All in superb centering. Y=8.000++.

600

µ 1112 BF1 **/  Paris Exhibition, the first minisheet 1925 with exhibition canc. One
light spot in the gum at left side far away from the stamps, which are
**.

200

P
•

1111 A 14 **

1113 BF3 **

PEXIP minisheet 1937 in perfect condition. Y=800.

100

100
191

€uro

Collections & Lots

Ex 1114
P µ 1114 **/ */ 

Collection in old album 1849-ca 1940 rather cpl. mostly used, later *.
Including a number of fine classics e.g. the imperforated issues (1 fr.
Ceres with enormous margins with minimal thin). Some loose stock
cards with ** stamps incl. air mail 1936 cpl. and 50 fr. 1936 in ** corner margin copy and air mail 1954 cpl. **

750

1115 **/ */ /  Very large collection containing a large number of covers, with stamps
supplementing on pages in 20 thick albums from an estate. Many
better covers and stamps especially in the early part with e.g. better
multifranked covers to foreign destinations. Condition is somewhat
mixed in the early part. A collection worth a close inspection.
1.500
1116 

Massware ”Marianne” in the type of 1907. Large quantities in old
envelopes of 100. A total of ca 35.000 stamps from an estate. Not touched
for at least 70 years!

Ex 1117

Bid

Ex 1118

P µ 1117 

Lot with ca 100 classic covers incl. many interesting ones e.g. a Ballon
Monté from 17 Oct 1870 (Victor Hugo) to Switzerland, a very early disinfected letter from 1584, 1869 ship mail from Buenos Aires, 1874
covers with mixed franking Argentina and France (faults) etc. Please
see some scans on our website.

200

1118 

Postal history collection of covers sent to Sweden 1870-1960 written up
on pages in Swedish in two albums with some interesting items incl.
many censored items.

Bid

P

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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€uro

French Colonies

Ex 1119
P µ 1119 (*)

1120 

1121

Lot with 12 deluxe proofs (epreuve deluxe) of various airmail issues in
different colours for New Caledonia, French Guyana, Madagascar,
Reunion and Monaco.

100

Accumulation of covers from various French colonies and areas in 4
albums incl. some better older ones sent e.g. to Sweden. Also some
stamps included.

200

German States
Hamburg
P

1121 

Rare double ring c.d.s. ”HAMBURG SCH-H O.P.A. 11.9.” inside dated
”Cuxhaven 25te 1848” privately forwarded to Hamburg with notation
”franco Hambg” and with red ”1” delivery fee.

100

Lübeck

P µ 1122 

Danish type 1 ½ ring date stamp ”LÜBECK 20.2.1846” on a fresh and
very beautiful cover with printed contents from market report from
the Swedish and Norwegian Consulate, sent via Helsingborg to
Stockholm. Framed ”OBETALT FR. DANNEMARK H:BORG 23
FEB 46”. Only few covers known with the very rare Danish postmark. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.
1.000
193

€uro

1123
P µ 1123 DK2I 

P

1124 87 

1124

Rare ship letter from Lübeck with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 3 sent to
Copenhagen. Canc. on arrival by numeral ”1” Copenhagen, compass
date stamp ”1853”. Cert. Møller.

300

Ship letter from Lübeck sent via Copenhagen to ”BORÅS 1.8.1906”
canc. in Copenhagen by ”Fra Tydskland / L” and with framed
”Paquebot”. RARE & EXCELLENT.

100

Prussia
1125 

Interesting lot with over 750 official covers mostly from Pomerania
ca. 1700’s-1900. Wide variety of cancellations and destinations as
well as official wax seals on back. Very good condition.

600

Schleswig-Holstein
Prephilately & Postal History

1126
P

1126 

P µ 1127 

Ex 1127

1849 cover to Spain from ”FLENSBURG 10.10.49” sent via ”HAMBURG
11.10.49” to Bilbao, Spain. Noted ”frco span. Gränze” and ”10/4”, on
the reverse red crayon mark 27-69”. Black ”PD” and Spanish due markings ”9Rs.” in red. A very interesting postal history cover.

100

DANISH-PRUSSIAN WAR 1848-51. Lot with five very interesting
covers e.g. one from Kiel via Rendsburg and Hadersleben to
Copenhagen with notation ”frei Rendsburg / 2”, cover from Kiel via
Lübeck to Flensburg with notation ”frei bis Lübeck / 2” and a very
interesting field post cover with war fee 4 RBS sent from Husum via
Assens-Als to Svendborg. Further descriptions are enclosed.

250

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se side 5.
194

€uro

1128

1129

P

1128 

Rare emergency pmk. one line ”Heide” with written date ”11/7” (1853)
on unpaid cover to Altona, used during a very short period when the
1 ½ ring c.d.s. was exchanged with antiqua type III. 6 RBS receiver
charged. ARGE handbook Euro 350.

150

P

1129 

Unfranked double rate cover sent as a disregarded official cover from
Hanerau via Itzehoe to Tellingstedt with two scarce postmarks framed
”L.P. No.2” and emergency pmk. one line ”Itzehoe 7.9.”. Noted ”1 1/8
Lth”, charged double of unpaid letter 12 RBS noted in red.
RARE COMBINATION OF POSTMARKS.

150

1130

1131

P

1130 

Cover from ”CHRISTIANSFELDT 23.3.1855” sent via ”HELSINGØR”
and ”HELSINGBORG 26.3.1855” to Gothenburg. Cash paid 16 skilling
and noted ”franco” and ”8/8” shares of postage. A scarce foreign letter.

100

P

1131 

Scarce single line canc. ”Cismar” with small types on cover sent via
”LENSAHN 26.6.1857” and ”BAHNH. LUEBECK” to ”KDOPA HAMBURG 27.6.”. 2 sch. charged in Hamburg.

Bid

Parcel letter for a parcel transported on The Schlei from Schleswig to
Gelting with contents dated ”Schleswig 8. November 1860”.
Registration label ”Dampschiff Mercur 1 Mark. Auslage:” with very
rare 1 ½ ring date stamp in blue ”MERCUR 9.11.60”, only few
impressions recorded of this postmark.
VERY RARE & EXCELLENT.

750

1132 

Danish Period

P

1133
1134
1135
1133 DK2I  A wide margin copy 4 RBS Ferslew plate I with a well situated numeral
canc. ”16” Flensburg. EXCELLENT.

P

1134 DK2I 

A perfect strike of numeral ”23” Haderslev on 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No.
46. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1135 DK2I 

Centric numeral ”31” Husum on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II. SUPERB.

Bid

Bid

195

€uro

1136
1137
1143
Scarce numeral ”79” Wyck on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II. RARE & SUPERB.

Bid

Numeral ”80” Ærøskøbing on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II. Scarce on Ferslew.
SUPERB.

Bid

1138
1139
A very beautiful cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate I from ”FLENSBURG
12.10.1851” sent to Odense

100

Very beautiful cover with 4 RBS Ferslew, excellent side canc. ”SØNDERBORG 12.9 1852”. Sent to ”Intendanturen for hertugdømmet
Slesvig” in Flensburg. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

1140
1141
P µ 1140 DK2Iv4  ”Kranhold’s retouch” 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 5 on small envelope
from ”HADERSLEV 18.9.1851” sent to Copenhagen. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. FINE - VERY FINE.

100

P µ 1141 DK2II  4 RBS Thiele I plate I No. 87 on a beautiful cover with numeral ”128”
and 1 ½ ring c.d.s. ”OLDESLOE 29.12.53” sent to Hamburg. Cert.
Møller. SCARCE USE OF THIELE I in Holstein.

150

P

1142 DK2II  An interesting double rate cover from ”NORTORF 15.3.1854” to Itzehoe
with two single stamps situated in each of the top corners, very unusual
and contrary to regulations.

200

P

1143 DK2III
Av2 

P

1136 DK2I 

P

1137 DK2I 

P

1138 DK2I 

P

1139 DK2I 

196

”Cracked plate” on 4 RBS Thiele II plate I No. 11 with upright numeral
”129” Pinneberg. F=1800+700.

Bid

€uro

P

1144 DK2IIIA A beautiful small size cover with 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate

II from ”Sarau d: 13de Sept. 1853” with scarce numeral ”135” and
c.d.s. ”AHRENSBURG 14.9.1853” sent to Kiel. Sign. Møller.
SUPERB.

1145

300

1146

P µ 1145 DK2IIIA Small size cover with rare numeral canc. ”136” and 1 ½ ring c.d.s.

”AHRENSBURG 18” with written date ”24/6” and year ”55” with 4
RBS Thiele II black brown. F=3.000 for a single stamp. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

300

P µ 1146 DK2IIIA Scarce cover with 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II with numeral

”145” and 1 ½ ring c.d.s. ”SCHWARTAU -.4.1854” sent to Lensahn.
Sign. Møller. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

200

P µ 1147 DK2IVa


1147
1149
Scarce numeral canc. ”155” Bordesholm on 4 RBS Thiele III yellow
brown. F=1.800+. Cert. Møller.

100

P

1148
1150
Cover with 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown with scarce numeral ”129”
and one ring d.s. ”PINNEBERG 11.6.” sent to Bordesholm. RARE.

100

1148 DK2IVa


P µ 1149 DK2IVb Rare numeral canc. ”136” Ahrensburg on 4 RBS yellow brown. F=3.000.

Cert. Møller. SUPERB.
P

1150 DK2IVb A fine small size cover with 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown plate IV No.

6 with numeral ”125” from ”NEUSTADT 13.3.1855” to Kiel. Sign.
Møller. VERY FINE.

100

100
197

€uro

1151
P

P

1155

1151 DK2IVd Envelope with 4 RBS Thiele III olive brown with numeral canc. "123"

and 1 1/2 ring c.d.s. "MELDORF 20.7.1854" sent to Kiel. Sign. Møller.
VERY FINE.

1152 DK3 

1153

Piece of a rare local letter from ”HADERSLEV 13.5.1861” with 2 skilling blue plate I No. 48. Numeral canc. ”23”. Sign. Møller.
VERY FINE.

150

Bid

1154

P

1153 DK3 

Numeral canc. ”54” Rendsburg on 2 skilling blue plate I No. 51. Sign.
Møller. A SCARCE NUMERAL ON 2 SKILLING.

Bid

P

1154 DK3+6+ A fresh and very beautiful 22 skilling franking on small piece with 2
7h 
skilling blue plate I No. 21 and 16 skilling grey-violet with wide margins
and 4 skilling 5th printing wavy lined type. Numeral ”16” Flensburg,
scarce. Sign. Møller.

100

P

1155 DK4g 

A very beautiful small cover from ”PLÖN 5.4.1856” with numeral
canc. ”130” sent to Itzehoe. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se side 5.
198

Bid

€uro

P µ 1156 DK5 

Two single copies 8 skilling green (dotted) on double rate EXPRESS
COVER from ”KIELER BAHNHOF 30.10.1861”. Numeral canc.
”170” and notation ”Per Express” sent to Dr. Wilhelm Ahlmann in
Hamburg. Certs Vagn Jensen and Møller. VERY RARE.

1157
P µ 1157 DK7a 

500

1158

Scarce rural cover from Blankenese with 4 skilling 1st printing sent
via ”ALTONA 15.9.1859” to Rendsburg. Distinct cancs ”154” and
”L.P. No.5”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

300

P µ 1158 DK7ev7  A very beautiful cover with 4 skilling 3rd printing with private roulette
9 ½ from ”OLDENBURG 26.4.1861” to Rendsburg. F=6.000. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. RARE & SUPERB.

200

P µ 1159 DK9 

Esrom type canc. ”SKJBK” (Scherrebeck) on cover front with 4 skilling rouletted sent to Wisby Mølle. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

500

199

Schleswig-Holstein Issues

Lot # 1160 µ
1
A fantastic copy 1 sch. with a perfectly placed numeral ”3” ALTONA. Very good margins all around. Certs Engel & Ferchenbauer.
EXCELLENT
€uro 3.000

Lot # 1161 µ
2b 
2 schilling dark rose red with a fantastic impression of the extremely rare
insurrection canc. ”17” Kellinghusen. Since 1962 only one other impression of
this postmark has been recorded, this copy is recently discovered. Extremely
beautiful with very fine margins and a distinct embossed centre piece, one thin
spot. Mi=12.000 ++ for the postmark. Cert. Møller.
ONLY TWO RECORDED
€uro 2.000
200

€uro

P µ 1162 3 

Scarce cover from "KEITUM 4.2.65" to Tinnum (sent within the island
of Sylt). Canc. with RARE DANISH TYPE 3-RING. EXCELLENT
POSTMARKS. Only a few known.

400

Exceptional Mixed Franking

Lot # 1163 µ
7+DK13 
Fantastic shipletter from Kiel with 1 1/4 sch. paying the postage in
Holstein mixed with a Danish 4 sk. for the postage in Denmark, a
few slightly short perfs. This was the only way for the sender to
pay for a letter all the way. A remarkable item and one of the finest
mixed frankings known with Holstein and Danish stamps. Cert.
Møller.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 10.000
201

€uro

P µ 1164 9+22


P µ 1165 11 

P µ 1166 14 

202

Mixed franking of same denomination. Double rate
inland letter from ”OLDENBURG in Holstein 15 1
67” sent to Kiel. Franked with 1 1/4 sch. green
(”Schleswig-Holstein”) and 1 1/4 sch. violet
(”Herzogth. Holstein”) sent to Kiel. Sign. Jakubek
and cert. Møller. EXTREMELY RARE & SUPERB.

2.000

Scarce single franking 2 schilling greyish ultramarine on a wonderful cover from ”GRAM 19 10 65” via ”KOLDING” and ”HADERSLEBEN” to ”ROSKILDE 21.10.1865”. Noted ”betalt”. Cert. W.Engel.
RARE & EXCELLENT.

700

Rare Prussian type one ring c.d.s. ”MÖGELTONDERN 6/11 66” with
1 1/4 sch. lilac sent to Ballum. Sign. Ferchenbauer and cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

400

€uro

P

1167 25 
µ 1168 / 

RARE one ring c.d.s. ”WESTERLAND 10.8.67” on 4 schilling ochre,
used for a very limited period only. Sign. Jakubek. SUPERB.

150

Interesting lot of some scarce items. Mi. Nos 4 with rare canc. ”182”,
No. 21 on cover with Danish canc. ”1” and No. 24 on cover to
Denmark with cert. Further a cover from North German Federation
2 gr. with Danish No. 1 canc. Please inspect.

500

Thurn & Taxis

• Lot # 1169
/ / 
Extensive used collection 1852-66 in 2 albums with up to several
copies of each stamp. Most better stamps are included, of which
four with certs. Also included ca 100 covers of which some sent to
foreign destinations as well as over 50 mostly used postal stationery items. Somewhat mixed condition in places. An interesting
collection worth careful viewing.
€uro 4.000
203

€uro

German Reich

P

1170 15 **

A wonderful block of 30 of 2 kr. orange in exceptional condition.
Large part in perfect centering. Michel as single stamps in normal
quality 5.400++. SUPERB.
1.250

P

1171 334B 

5 on 10 milliarden with saw tooth like roulette in a used block of 10
canc. in the correct period ”APOLDA 23.11.23”. Mi=2.400.

1172

100

1173

P

1172 379+
A379 

1926, air mail 10 & 15 pf. on cover additionally franked with 5 c. US air
mail stamp and with special label ”LUPOSTA / DANZIG / 1932” with
faint fold, all canc. ”WANDSBECK 3.9.31”. US due 15 c. due mark.

Bid

P

1173 438-39  Beautiful cover to USA 1930 with "Südamerikafahrt" 4 m. and a pair of
2 m. Mi=1.200 for the stamps alone.

200

204

€uro

1175
1176
1935 Ostropa minisheet on reg. cover with special canc. ”KÖNIGSBERG / OSTROPA 29.6.35 sent to Potsdam. Mi=1.100 off cover.

150

P

1175 738-39  ”Zeitungs-Marken” 5 pf. green and 10 pf. brown on FDC canc. ”BERLIN-CHARLOTTENBURG 01.11.39” sent to Copenhagen. Mi=1.000.

100

P

1176 *

P

1174
1174 Bl.3 

5 pf. green on blue-green letter card with perforated stamp and inside
with four sides of private advertising. Scarce.

Bid

Collections & Lots
1177 

1178 

Small exhibition collection GERMANIA issues 1900-20 well organized in shades and types with many superb cancs. Only a few stamps
are /*. Incl. e.g. three copies 5 M. Reichspost. Mi=11.500 according to
the vendor. A fine collection.

500

Large collection of covers and cards 1872-1948 arranged by issue in
17 mostly very thick folders with interesting sections of e.g. inflation era, franked official mail, maritime mail etc. Also Allied
Occupation Zones, Danzig etc. A total of ca 1.700 items.

500

German Colonies

Lot # 1179
**/ *
Collection in Leuchtturm album with many scarce single stamps and
sets, e.g. China Mi. Nos 1I-6I, 15-27 and 28-37. Morrocco with Mi. Nos
31-33 and 34-45. Turkey with Mi. 12I-21I and 24-35, German South West
Africa Mi. Nos 11-23. GB occupation 1-5 mk. Kiautschou 5-17 and better
items from Marianen, Marshall Isl, Samoa and Togo. Some used stamps.
Mi. ca Euro 10.000. A very fine collection that must be inspected.
€uro 1.000

205

€uro

Allied Occupations & Zones

P µ 1180 IaV…IIaV SOVIET ZONE. 1948, "27 / Narsdorf" opt. Exhibition page with a

block of nine with upper margin and single stamps of 15, 20, 30, 45, 84
pf. and 1 mk. Mi=2.385. Each stamp sign. Dr. Modry. SUPERB. View
the whole lot on our website.

200

German Democratic Republic
1181 Bl.8+
Four different 1953 Karl-Marx mini sheets with FD cancs ”BERLIN”.
9YA+B  Two perforated and two imperforated. Mi=600. SUPERB.

Bid

Berlin

1182
P

1182 31DD 

Double print in red on 60 pf., lightly canc. Mi=650. Double sign.
Lippschütz BPP.

1183
P µ 1183 33 

Ex 1184
100

1185

1 mk. olive with red opt. BERLIN in used block of four with small imperfections. Slightly strengthened perf. Mi=2.200 as single stamps.
Opinion Schlegel.

Bid

P

1184 21-34 

Cpl. set 2 pf. - 2 mk. with red BERLIN opts. Mi=900. Sign. Schlegel.
FINE - VERY FINE.

100

P

1185 68-70 

Souvenir card with 10-30 pf. Währungsgeschädigte with special canc.
”FRANKFURT MESSE 12.3.51” sent to Denmark. Mi=600 for stamps
off cover.

Bid

206

€uro

P µ 1186 Bl.1 

P µ 1187 **

1949 minisheet with first day canc. ”BERLIN 17.12.1949”. Mi=2.200.
Cert. Schlegel. SUPERB.

250

Complete collection 1949 - 1953 in blocks of 4. From Red Berlin overprint onwards on Visir pages. A few extra blocks in slightly different
colour shades. From 1954 onwards in envelopes incl. many good
issues up to the 1960s. Very high cat. value!
1.500

Federal Republic of Germany

P µ 1188 959-62ZF BRITISH & AMERICAN ZONE. 1-5 mk. on four philatelic covers from

the short period of validity 21.6. - 25.6.1948 sent from ”MÜNCHEN
22.6.48” to Denmark. The two covers with 1 and 2 mk. are correctly
franked.

µ 1189 **

Complete collection 1948 - 1954 in blocks of 4 on
Visir pages, except Posthorn 50 & 70 pf., but incl.
some booklet combinations. Starting with 1948
incl. Buildings with most high values in both types
and some extra. Further after 1954 many issues in
envelopes incl. good ones. Very high cat. value!

100

1.000
207

€uro
1190 

Collection of used stamps 1975-95 in two sparsely filled KA-BE
albums.

Bid

1191 

Clean used collection in two Leuchtturm albums 1949 to 2010 as new,
apparently cpl. to ca 2000.

200

Mixed German Collections & Lots

Ex 1192

P µ 1192 

Beautiful and clean collection German States and
German Reich up to 1880 in an album. Most states
very well represented incl. many good stamps and a
few covers. Some unused German Reich. Also a
small and beautiful section of Austria’s first issue
and early newspaper stamps. Very high cat. value.
Pictures of all on our website.

3.000

1193 **/ */ Unusually beautiful and well filled collection in 8
/ (*) Leuchtturm albums unused and used with most
areas/sections largely complete. Very strong sections of German States, German Reich with WWI &
WWII occupations, Plebiscites, Danzig, Memel,
Saar, Allied Occupations and Zones, Democratic
and Federal Republics to 1981. Extremely high cat.
value.

4.000

1194 **/ */ 

Clean used collection DDR from 1948-57 in an album incl. some good
minisheets. Also a collection BRD and some Reich in an album.

150

1195 **/ */ / Collection of mostly covers in 4 thick albums with the first one contai
ning Berlin 1948-1960s incl. some expensive overprints (without guarantee), the second containing the Allied Occupation from 1946 and
the last two the Soviet Zone and the Democratic Republic to 1960.
Many covers sent to Sweden.

250

1196 **

208

Collection DDR in 4 Leuchtturm albums nearly cpl. ** 1954-89 with
mixed */** issues before 1954. Also a mostly ** collection Berlin 195589 in a Leuchtturm album.

250

1197 **/ */ / Four volumes with collections and a stockbook. Two Lindner albums

with a Berlin collection incl. both 1949 sets with BERLIN opts (without
obligations), a Stender album with DDR and an old Stender album
with some better used stamps from early BRD and Berlin.

200

1198 **/ */ 

Collection in 3 stockbooks with German Reich 1872-1945, Allied
Occupations and Zones and then Bund and DDR incl. better stamps.
Also some earlier German States.

Bid

1199 

Used collection German Reich and Western Germany incl. Berlin up to
1986 in two Schaubek albums incl. e.g. 1949 set with red Berlin overprints (not signed) etc. Also some German States and two stockbooks
with duplicates etc.

200

€uro
1200 */ 

Collection in an album with various German areas from 1872 to 1960s.
Stated cat. value 3.690 CHF (Zumstein) according to the vendor.

100

Collection Reich, Bund and Berlin in two albums. Also some British
stamps.

100

Extensive duplicate stock from an estate in several thick stockbooks
and folders. Incl. older material, mainly German Reich onwards,
much Bund & Berlin nicely used as well as **, some early better sets
are included. Also some quantities ** from the unified Germany.
Mostly well organized. Very high cat. value!

500

1203 

Interesting cover lot in 2 albums and a folder with Allied Occupation,
Soviet Zone and early DDR incl. many good ones such as both imperf
1953 Marx minisheets on covers to Sweden etc. Also some old covers
from various German States as well as some better old foreign covers.

200

1204 

Ca 70 postal items sent to Norway mostly from Germany ca 1873-1910
incl. several complete stock reports franked with 1/4 and 1/2 Gr. Large
Eagle (some stamps damaged). Mixed condition. PLEASE INSPECT.

Bid

1205 / 

Lot with ca 35 covers 1930s-40s incl. better ones. Also a small stockbook with used French occupation zones. Please inspect.

100

Interesting album with ca 60 old Gruss Aus postcards incl. many beautiful multicoloured ones from around 1900. Also some more modern
cards included.

100

1201 **/ */ 
1202

•

1206 

Great Britain
Numbers according to Stanley Gibbons
Please see also

Lot # 43

P
P

1207 
1208 

Lot # 77

1207
1208
Mulready letter sheet one penny unused. Extremely fresh. SG £ 325.
SUPERB.

100

Mulready letter sheet two pence blue unused. Extremely fresh. SG
£ 425. SUPERB.

100

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
209

€uro

1209

1212

P

1209 2 

One penny black in a beautiful copy. Pos. GC.

100

P

1210 2 

Beautful piece with 1d. black with red Maltese cross. Pos. JE.
VERY FINE.

100

P

1211 2 

Beautiful cover with 1d pos. HK. Fine to very fine margins all around.

150

P

1212 5 

Very beautiful 2d. blue 1840 with superb red Maltese cross and full
margins. Pos. QI. SG £ 875.

150

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
210

Earliest Mail to Denmark

On the same day, June 22, 1841 two letters were mailed
to Denmark, one from Liverpool sent to Copenhagen
and another one from Newcastle-on-Tyne to Corsør.
Luckily they were franked differently and thereby forming a phenomenal philatelic matching pair of the first
two covers with stamps sent to Denmark, once an unparalleled prelude in an internationally Grand Prix awarded
postal history collection.
One cover carries four copies of two pence in the scarce
deep full blue shade and the other one is a rarity also
thanks to being franked with eight copies of one penny
red from plate 1b, making it the largest recorded franking
with one penny black plates! They were both sent by ship
from Hull and canc. “HULL SHIPLETTER”.
There was once an even earlier cover, though in very bad
shape and with heavily repaired stamps. However, at an
occasion when all the three letters were in the same
hands, that one was destroyed and burnt, which at the
time was witnessed and documented.
Photo and descriptions on the following pages.
211

The Two Earliest

Lot # 1213 µ
4
Four copies 2d. in the scarce deep full blue shade
on a beautiful cover sent to Copenhagen ”LIVERPOOL JU 22 1841”. Earliest recorded. Two certificates RPS (1974 & 2003).
UNIQUE EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 25.000

Franked Covers to Denmark
Largest Franking 1d. Black Plate

Lot # 1214
7
A fantastic cover with one penny red, plate 1b in
a pair and a strip of 6, slightly touched in a few
places. Besides being the earliest franked cover to
Denmark it is the largest franking recorded of this
stamp printed with black plates.
UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 12.500

Lot # 1215
14+54 
The earliest recorded example of foreign stamps paying part of the Danish postage. Double rate cover to Denmark with 1 sh. and 2d. in a strip of 4, partly cut in.
RARE POSTAL HISTORY ITEM
€uro 1.000

Lot # 1216
43 
A wonderful facsimile of a Mulready envelope used as a cover to Denmark
with the full postage paid with 1 d. red in pair and a bisect. Small part of the latter bent around the envelope. The seal of the producer on the back of the envelope as well as a Danish postal label. An exceptional and rare item. Ex. Louis
Grunin.
€uro 2.000
214

Bisect to Denmark

Lot # 1217 µ
40+66+70 
Exceptional cover to Copenhagen 1860 with 1 d. rose red diagonally bisected together with 4 d. and 6 d. to pay the 10 ½ d. rate,
when ½ d. stamps were not yet issued. Minor staining. Superb
numeral ”47”. Certs BPA & RPS. Ex. ”Wade”.
VERY RARE & ATTRACTIVE
€uro 7.500

P µ 1218 

P

1219 403 *

1218
1219
A beautiful 1878 mixed franking cover from Callao to USA franked with
Peruvian 10 cent green issue of 1876 along with a British 1/- green
(plate 13) canc. with barred oval ”C38”. British P.O. Panama transit
canc. as well as a New York ”DUE 5 CENTS” handstamp on front.
Cert. Moorhouse. RARE

200

Seahorse £ 1 1913 in a very fresh and well centered copy. SG £ 3.000.

500
215

€uro

P

1220 478 **

King George VI 10 sh. dark blue 1939 in a well centered corner block
of 4. SG £ 1.080+. SUPERB.

Ex 1221

200

Ex 1222

P µ 1221 536-39 ** Castles 1955 cpl. (4) in Waterlow printing. Margin blocks of 4.

200

P µ 1222 536-39a ** Castles 1958 cpl. (4) in De La Rue printing. Corner blocks of 4.

500

P

1223 O 16 

Official £ 1 green 1892 in a very beautiful copy ”BRISTOL DE 1 96”. SG
£ 2.500. Sign. Thier.

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
216

500

€uro

Collections & Lots

P

1224 **/ */  Collection 1840-1970 in an album with a mainly
used classic part incl. a number of expensive stamps.
Some better ** stamps incl. 1929 £1 etc. Also incl.
some Officials and later Regionals etc. High cat.
value.
µ 1225 

P µ 1226 

1.000

Specialized collection in a 1970 Windsor album
extended with many plate Nos etc. With many
high priced high values, officials and Govt.
Parcels. SG cat. value over £ 40.000. Somewhat
mixed condition.

1.500

Exceptional lot classic stamps, mostly Victoria. Incl.
good embossed, and other good high values like
10d. 1867 (2), 2 sh. brown, several high values 188384 and three green £ 1 stamps. Very high cat. value!

1.000
217

€uro

Ex 1227

Ex 1228

Ex 1233

P µ 1227 

Three printed matter items all franked with a 1 Penny red sent from
Liverpool to Sweden in 1864-65 with postage due notations on front and
various transit and arrival canc. on front as well as on back. The stamps
slightly soiled.

100

P µ 1228 

Group of 6 unfranked covers sent from Liverpool to Sweden in 186870 with various postage due markings on front. Please see pictures on our
website. UNUSUAL.

100

µ 1229 

Small lot of 8 covers, of which 7 sent to Sicily in 1866-76. Please see pictures on our website.

100

British Commonwealth
Numbers according to Stanley Gibbons
ALDERNEY. Retail stock of ** and used issues in a stockbook.

100

SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Collection official reprints, ”O.S.” overprints,
specimen overprints etc. in an album. Please inspect.

250

AUSTRALIA. Comprehensive collection 1913-2000 in three new
Leuchtturm albums, starting with a great number of kangaroos, Georg
V in blocks of four, gutter pairs and with many minisheets, booklets
etc. Modern part **.

750

CANADA. Collection of covers 1868-1950s in an album incl. some better items. Please see pictures of the earliest ones on our website.

100

1234
1235
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. Very beautiful 1 d. deep brick red with a light
well placed canc. SG £ 450.

100

Beautiful 1 d. rose wmk sideways. SG £ 600. Cert. Phil. Federation of
South Africa.

150

1230 **/ 
1231
µ 1232 **/ */ 

P µ 1233 

P

1234 1a 

P µ 1235 5ab 

P

1236 7 

P µ 1237 7b 
218

1236
1237
A fantastic copy of 6 d. rose lilac ”1”. Rare in this quality. EXCELLENT.
Beautiful 6 d. deep rose lilac. SG £ 400. Cert. Bühler. VERY FINE.

100
100

Cape Triangles

Lot # 1238µ
/ 

Collection in two albums starting with a black plate proof. Many
1d. incl. deeply blued paper, followed by all the diff. printings
incl. multiples, also unused incl. a beautiful margin strip of three
1d. 1864 with cert. All in all more than 50 copies. Followed by ca
125 copies 4d. blue, many beautiful copies on deeply blued paper
incl. two pairs and a block of four, later printings incl. many with
inv. watermark, multiples, unused etc. More than 30 6d. in diff.
printings incl. unused & multiples. 1 sh. more than 35 copies
mostly beautiful and incl. two blocks of four. SG 8b* one with
cert. and with a crease, each block with at least one perfect ** copy,
beautiful de la Rue * and used. First volume ending with specialities; two rouletted (?), three copies with red canc. and 15 copies
with barred numeral canc., mostly with readable No. Second
volume starts with many ”wood blocks”, more or less all with
faults or repairs, also one beautiful 4d. with cert. BPA. Further
various covers, somewhat mixed, but also good ones. At the end a
beautiful Mafeking SG No. 20 and reference material; forgeries,
reprints and poor quality. Also a copy of Gibbons Stamp Weekly
June 25, 1910, which is only about The Cape ”Wood blocks” incl.
the photo plates. Please inspect.

€uro 5.000
219

€uro

Ex 1239
P µ 1239

1240
P

P

CAPE TRIANGLES. A small base for a collection of ca 40 singles,
two pairs and a cover. Mostly used incl many nice copies. Also two
Woodblocks 4d., one with good margins and one defective with the
very rare ”retouched right hand corner” SG # 14ba = £ 8.500. Very
high total cat. value. Please inspect!
1.000

1242

1243

1240 102 **

CYPRUS. 1924 £ 1 in a very fresh NH copy. SG £ 300 for *.

Bid

1241 **/ *

CYPRUS. Collection in Leuchtturm album with some early issues in
somewhat mixed condition also a specialized section with pate Nos.
Later with better single stamps and sets, e.g. SG No. 29 (small thin),
No. 36, 49-49, 50-59, 60-71, 74-84, 85-99. No. 100 and 102. Some used
stamps are enclosed. Later issues mostly **. SG more than GBP
5.000.

500

GAMBIA. 1922 imperforate proofs for 5d. ”head vignette” in indigo
and black on wove paper. Scarce.

250

GAMBIA. 1928 3 sh. slate purple and black. SG= £ 250. Cert. BPA.
SUPERB.

Bid

1242 (*)

P µ 1243 139 *

Ex 1244
P µ 1244 143a-46a GAMBIA. 1935 Silver Jubilee in cpl. set of four corner margin blocks
**/ *
of four with variety: extra flag staff in the bottom right stamp of each
block. SG= £ 900. Each block with cert. RPS. SUPERB.
220

200

€uro

Ex 1245
P

1245 **/ *

GAMBIA. 1922-35 collection in stockbook incl. SG 118…142 with
duplicate sets e.g. SG 120w and 139. Sets with different types of SPECIMEN opts. High cat. value. Please inspect. Five volumes of
interesting literature are enclosed.

750

Ex 1246

P µ 1246 143a- GAMBIA. Lot with a total of 41 covers ca 1922-37
46a
with many air mail and reg. covers to foreign
**/ * destinations and many are commercially used.
Please inspect the lot in our home page.

Ex 1247
P µ 1247 85+107 * GIBRALTAR. £ 1 from 1912 as well as 1925. SG £ 320.
µ 1248 **/ */ 

1.000

Bid

GIBRALTAR. Collection in Leuchtturm album with some better single
stamps and sets. Partially double collected used and *. From 1953
mostly **

500

1249 **/ 

GUERNSEY. Retail stock of ** and used issues in 3 stockbooks.

150

1250 **

GUERNSEY, JERSEY & ISLE OF MAN. Beautiful ** collection in 4
Leuchtturm albums nearly cpl. to 2003 incl. Occupation and Regional
issues (missing only a few cheap stamps).

300
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€uro
µ 1251 **/ */ 

1252 *

P µ 1253 64-66 **
1254 **/ 

HONG KONG. A comprehensive collection in three volumes on
Leuchtturm pages + a stockbook. Starting with early issues mainly
used up to ca ca 1990, afterwards mainly ** up to ca 2013 including
many better sets, minisheets etc.
1.000
INDIA. UPU presentation book 1960 with selected commemorative
stamps from 1950-60.

Bid

Ex 1253
IRELAND. High values Irish Free State 1922 (3) in very fresh corner
blocks of 4. SG for * £ 1.290++.

400

ISLE OF MAN. Retail stock of ** and used singles, sets and minisheets
in 3 stockbooks. Also a stockbook with some ** stamps from Jersey.

250

µ 1255 **/ */ MALAYSIA & STATES 1867-1986. Collection in 20

albums on new computer generated pages, some
parts are still not mounted on the pages. Incl. fine
parts Malacca, Labuan, Sabah, Brunei, North
Borneo specialized with diff. types, perfs and overprints and incl. high values. Enormous cat. value. A
fine collection for continued collecting.
1256 

MALAYAN STATES & MALAYSIA. Lot with about 630 covers incl.
some North Borneo etc. Mostly 1940s onwards. Mixed condition.
Please inspect.

1257

4.000

150

1258

P µ 1257 

MALTA. 1664 cover with a separate letter from Malta to Count
Giovanni de Lazara in Padua with tax notation ”10” sold charged in
Padua. SUPERB.

150

1258 

1787 cover from Malta via Messina and Neapel to Siena. Tax notations
”8” and violet ”4”. VERY FRESH & SUPERB.

250

P
222

€uro

1259

1260

P

1259 

1812 cover from Malta to London with red bow cachet type MSF-1aR
”MALTA” indication for receiver charge. On the reverse red
”FOREIGN MA 9 1812”. SUPERB.

150

P

1260 

1838 ship letter from Malta to Marseille with single line ”Malta Post
Paid” type MPP-2c and framed ”PAQUEBOTS DE LA MEDITERRANEE” in black.

100

1261
P

1261 4 **

P µ 1262 7 

P

1263 272 

1262

1/2d buff in strip of four with gutter. RARE & SUPERB.

200

½ d dull orange perf. 14 with wmk. crown over CC with a superb strike
of ”A25”. Opinion Hamilton-Bowen. EXCELLENT.

100

Single 10d brown on mourning envelope with duplex canc. ”A25” &
”MALTA B JY 13 69” (SG Z72) sent to Smyrne, Turkey.
VERY RARE & EXCELLENT.

400

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Lot # 1264 µ

Collection on 16 exhibition pages with e.g. two 1662-69 covers from
Malta to Count Giovanni de Lazara in Padua, 1767 cholera cover, interesting prephilatelic covers with e.g. ship postmarks etc. Also two fine
1858-81 franked covers with ”M” and ”A25” cancs. A very interesting lot
for further collecting.
€uro 2.500

1265 / 

P

224

1266 96 *

A fine remainder lot with a used single stamp SG 2, two prephilatelic
covers and two franked covers with canc. ”A25”. Please inspect.

10 shilling wmk crown CA 1919 in exceptional centering. SG £ 3.250+. Sign. G. Norman in pencil
(Swedish BC dealer from around 1970s). SUPERB.

200

750

€uro

Ex 1267
P µ 1267 **/ */
/ 
µ 1268 **/ *

1269 **/ */ 

NATAL. 1902-09 stock page with 41 stamps in total. SG 127…168 incl.
some better sets, e.g. with SG 142. Also a stock page with reproductions. Please inspect.

P

1270 1-6 

1271 51-56 

P µ 1272 **/ *

100

NEW ZEALAND. Collection 1891-1975 in Collecta album starting
with early issues mainly *, rather cpl. after 1952 ** incl. Health
minisheets etc. A fresh and beautiful collection.
1.500
NEW ZEALAND. Collection in three Leuchtturm albums. Early part
with some used classics in mixed condition later also */** and 1953ca.2000 mainly cpl. **. Incl. due and official stamps.
1.000

1270
P

Ex 1272

1271

NIGER COAST PROTECTORATE. A wonderful reg. cover from
"OLD CALABAR NO 21 94" sent via "LONDON 14 JAN 95" and
Liverpool to "COLCHESTER JA 15 95". A colourful and rare cover.
SUPERB.

250

NIGER COAST PROTECTORATE. Cpl. set on ship letter from ”SOMBREIRO RIVER OC 20 94” via ”LIVERPOOL BR. PACKET” to ”BIRMINGHAM NO 29 94”. Single line ”PAQUEBOT”. ½d. with some
damaged perfs at bottom.

100

SEYCHELLES. Stockbook with some early issues in quantities, e.g.
two sets SG 1-8 + duplicates, four sets SG 22-25 and five sets SG 2836 SG= £ 1.500. Also one stamp with rare variety: Repaired ”S” SG
36a= £ 1.000.

500

225

Lot # 1273 µ
**/ */ / 
SEYCHELLES. Specialized collection with 1890 issue separated in
die I & II */o and some 1892 issues with plate Nos. Later with 41
very interesting covers and stationeries (with additional franking),
e.g. one with scarce SG 69 (6.240 copies printed). View the entire
collection on our website. Four titles literature are enclosed.
€uro 3.000

Ex 1274
P µ 1274 212-24 ** SINGAPORE. Fruits 1963 cpl. (13) in imperforate margin copies.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
226

Bid

Mixed Commonwealth

Lot # 1275 µ
**/ *
A very comprehensive collection in eight stockbooks with a huge
number of scarce single stamps and sets e.g. Antiqua SG 62-80,
Bahamas SG 62-70, 81-89 and 115-25. Barbados SG 89-103 etc. Br.
Hondouras SG 51-64, 84-93, 100 and 101-10. Cayman Isl. SG 13-16,
25-34, 40-52 and 96-107. Better classic Egypt and Falkland Isl. e.g.
SG 116-26. Fiji 104-14 and 118-24. New Guinea SG 150-62, 177-89
and 190-204. Mauritius SG 138-55, 181-95 and 196-204. Northern
Nigeria SG 1-9, Nyasaland Prot. SG 72-81, 83-98 and 100-13.
St.Helena SG 114-23. Br. Somaliland SG 1-13, 60-72 and 73-85 and
Tanganyika SG M3 with cert. BPA, 45-61, 63-68 and 93-107.
Enormous cat. value. A collection that must be inspected.

€uro 3.000
227

Lot # 1276 µ
**/ *
Collection British Colonies in a thick 1986 "King Georg VI Stamp
Album". Very well filled incl many scarce single stamps and sets.
E.g. better Aden, Burma incl. SG Nos 1-18 and official O1-14 and
15-27, Chamba with Nos 100-07, Falkland Isl. Nos 146-63, Hong
Kong with Nos 140-62 and 172, Jind with Nos 109-26 and official
O66-72, Kelatan with Nos 40-54, Patalia with Nos 80-97. A fantastic
collection with VERY HIGH CAT. VALUE.
€uro 3.000

µ 1277 *

228

MALAYSIA & STATES. Remainder collections on
old album pages with additional stock cards. Straits
Settlement with several high values, Federate
Malayan States, Johore, Pahang/Penang, Kelantan,
Perak/Perlis and Selangor. Please inspect.

2.500

Lot # 1278
**/ */ 
Two albums from an old dealer estate with mostly unused stamps ca 1850’s1930’s incl. many better ones mostly from various British areas of which many
are **, used classic Barbados, better 1913 Australian kangaroos incl. £1 lightly
hinged with short corner perf, some better old unused Thailand etc. Also an
extensive section ** 1949 UPU issues incl. Commonwealth.
PLEASE INSPECT
€uro 750

Lot # 1279 µ

GB & COLONIES. A comprehensive collection in two thick ”The New
Imperial Album” starting with GB classics e.g. two copies One Penny black, 1d.
red 1858-79 in plate Nos. Also many later issues in plates. Later with some high
values e.g. SG 178 and 187…96 incl. due and official stamps. Colonies with better single stamps and sets from e.g. Antigua, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados,
Somaliland, Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Mauritius, Natal
etc. A collection with a huge number of better priced single stamps. Very high
cat. value. Please inspect.
€uro 2.000
229

€uro

Ex 1280
P

1280 **/ *

MALTA, GIBRALTAR. Collection in Leuchtturm album with e.g.
three copies Malta 1st issue *, many better single stamps and sets SG
Nos 45-63, 139-40, 157-72, 174-92, 193-209 and due Nos 1-26 *, 1950-64
issues mostly **. Some better Gibraltar first issues with opt. SG 4655, 72-74, 98-101 and 102-07 **. 1953-70 issues mainly **. SG ca £ 6.000

750

Ex 1281
P µ 1281 */ 

1282 **/ */ 

1283

1284 *

230

SOUTH NIGERIA, BR. EAST AFRICA, EAST AFRICA & UGANDA, KENYA-UGANDA & TANGANYKA. A wonderful collection
in DEVON album with e.g. many better single stamps and sets.
South Nigerian with SG 1-9, 10-20, 21-32 33-44 and 45-56. Br. East
Africa with some early issues, early overprint issue, SG 49-63 and 6579. East Africa with SG 1-12, 17-31, 44-58 and 65-71. Kenya, Uganda &
Tanganyka with e.g. SG 151-54 in pairs with Specimen opt. Mostly *
but also fine used stamps, e.g. scarce varieties. SG over £ 8.000. A col1.000
lection that must be inspected.
INDIAN STATES, AUTRALIA & OCEANIA. Collection in 3 albums
with early stamps up to early 1960s from various Indian States,
Australia and Oceania, beautifully hand coloured pages for each country or
area with culturally related motifs. Please inspect.

200

Carton with collections and duplicates in ca 15 albums and stockbooks from an estate. Good Canada, Malta, Australia, New Zealand
etc. Please inspect!

500

Interesting album with a large selection of all different lightly hinged
unused mostly better 1950s to early 1960s sets incl. Falkland
Dependencies set of 15 from 1954. High cat. value.

250

€uro

Greece

Ex 1285
P µ 1285 

A beautifully mounted exhibition collection HERMES issues 18611900 in two volumes incl. many fine classic stamps, somewhat mixed condition for the first issues, later mostly very fine - superb. Well
organized with printings, shades, types of paper and perforations
etc. Incl. some varieties. Michel cat. value ca. 22.000 Euro according
1.500
to vendor.

1286

Interesting duplicate stock in 4 stockbooks. Incl. Hermes heads, other
interesting old issues as well as semi modern and modern ** sets.
Please inspect.

200

1287 **

Sheets, part sheets and small booklet sheets. Accumulation ca 1970-85
in good variation. Very high cat. value. Please inspect.

200

1288 

Two albums with covers, one from Greece ca 1930s-50s and the other
from Cyprus ca 1950s-70s mostly sent to Sweden.

Bid

Haiti

P

1289 

P µ 1290 3 

Very beautiful cover 1791 canc. ”CAP” in large letters. SUPERB

Postcard to France 1882 with 3 c. on formula card, Lloyd type F 4.
Canc. ”PORT AU PRINCE 24 OCT 82”. Cert. Moorhouse. Ex.
Hubbard & Sabattini.

Bid

750
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Lot # 1291 µ
5+28+29 
Exceptional mixed franking with very late usage of 7 c. together with 1 & 2 c.
Palm issue 1893. Sent to France with Ligne F paquebot canc. Cert. Moorhouse.
Ex. Sabattini.
SUPERB & VERY RARE
€uro 2.000

• P

1292

1292
1293
Essay for the Palm issue, 2 c. in black. Probably made in the 1880s by
the American Bank Note Company. Scarce.

200

Hungary
P

•

232

1293 A.10II 

1294 **

AUSTRIA 2 kr. 1858 type II with a beautiful canc. ”PESTH 15.3”.
SUPERB.

Very beautiful, enormous ** collection of both perf.
and imperf. stamps and minisheets neatly organized in 14 albums or 64 page stockbooks with black
pages. The perf. issues are nearly cpl. from 19452000 incl. most Michel listed varieties and more
expensive minisheets with text overprints on back
etc. The imperf. issues are nearly cpl. up to 1970s
with many older sets not listed in Michel, also some
later imperf. minisheets present. Some imperf. sets
are duplicated. Unlisted imperf. sets have been
counted at 4 times the cat. value of perf. issues,
approximately the same rate as Michel uses for the
listed ones. Total Michel value is 45.000+ Euro.

Bid

4.000

€uro
•

•

•

1295 

1296 

Used collection nearly cpl. imperf. 1965-91 & perf.
1965-80 in 3 albums and some in year folders. The
imperf. part with most if not all of the expensive
minisheets present. Mi=14.400.

1.000

Beautiful collection of used imperf. issues 1958-73 nearly cpl. in two
Lindner albums. A very large part of the stamps is canc. with postal
cancellations which is very unusual. Mi=5.700.

500

1297 

Very clean used collection 1915-1967 in a well filled Schaubek album.

100

1298 **/ */ 

Collection 1871-1980 incl. some better stamps and minisheets with
often both unused and used up to 1945 but mostly used thereafter,
often with up to several of each stamp. Altogether in 7 large stockbooks.

300

1299 */ 

Collection on old album pages 1871-1938 with some better issues incl.
back of the book, occupations etc. Mi=4.800 according to the consignor.

200

Iran
•

•

•

1300 2593K INVERTED CENTER. Flower 60 r. 1993, 700 copies
**
of the error as well as 700 of the normal one. All in
complete sheets of 100. Mi=22.000.
µ 1301 

µ 1302 

Overprint 1922-23 in bundles and some envelopes,
not touched in at least 40 years. At least 100 complete sets of Scott Nos 646-62 & 665-66 + extra values.
Scott cat. value over $ 20.000.

750

1.000

Postal Stationery. Interesting lot of 23 old ones incl. a few used. Please
view at our website.

100

Iraq
1303 

Collection of covers mostly 1930s-40s in an album incl. some beautiful
censored ones.

Bid

Israel
1304 **

Collection 1948-91 in 5 Bolaffi albums incl. many early sets with tabs,
early airmails, postage due, minisheets, sheetlets, also with tête-bêche
etc. Please inspect.

200

1305 **/ */ 

Collection 1948-2008 mostly unused with tabs and minisheets in an
album and 4 stockbooks. Stamps are hinged up to 1970s but ** thereafter and often with extra used sets as well.

200

1306 **/ /  Collection 1949-1980s collected double ** and used in 4 albums as well
as on FDCs in a seperate box.

Bid

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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Italian States
The Papal States

Tête-Bêche # 1

Lot # 1307 µ
1a 
Very beautiful cover 1852 with ½ baj. grey blue in a têtebêche pair, slightly cut in with nice ”JESI” canc. Sass. No.
1f. Euro 180.000. Certs Avi & R. Diena.
VERY RARE
€uro 10.000
234

€uro

Covers with Bisects

P µ 1308 2 

P

1309 4 

Beautiful cover 1852 with two bisected 1 baj. Cert.
Alberto Diena. VERY FINE & RARE.

500

An exceptional cover 1852 with a bisected 4 baj. on
back, nicely canc. ”MONTALBODDO”. Picture in
the book of the Papal States exhibition in Rome
1978, page 99. Sign. A. Diena & E. Diena.
SUPERB & RARE. Ex. Barcella.

1.000

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Mixed Sardinia & Naples

Lot # 1310 µ
10 
A wonderful part of cover with 5 c. mixed with 1 gr.
Province of Naples with excellent canc. ”NAPOLI 21
OTT 62”. This mix was allowed only two weeks 1-15
October 1862. As this was too late, the cover was taxed.
Arr. pmk on back. This mix is listed with similar ones in
”Storia Postale” 1999 volume II by Sassone, page 188.
Cert. Scheller, sign. Enzo Diena, Fiecchi, Colla, Asinelli
& Golinella.
SUPERB & VERY RARE

€uro 10.000
236

Sardinia 40 Centisimi Bisect

Lot # 1311 µ
13 
Beautiful cover 1861 with a lightly canc. bisect of 40 c.
paying the 20 c. rate. Large part of back missing. Sass. #
16Ca, Euro 145.000. Cert. Raybaudi.

VERY FINE & VERY RARE

€uro 20.000
237

€uro

Sicily

1312

1313

1314

1315

P

1312 1 *

Beautiful and fresh ½ grana plate II pos. 48. Sass. 2b=1.100. Sign.
Bottacchi. VERY FINE.

100

P

1313 2 

Exceptional 1 grana plate I with large margins and a beautiful canc.
Sass. 1.300. Sign. A. & E. Diena. SUPERB.

200

P

1314 4 *

Very fresh 5 grana vermillon plate I, pos. 57. Sign. A. Diena & Fiecchi.
Sass. No. 10 = 1.500. VERY FINE.

100

P

1315 7 *

Beautiful margin copy 50 gr. choclate brown with a small thin spot.
Sass. No. 7a = 2.000.

Bid

Tuscany

P µ 1316 3x 

Very beautiful 2 soldi with sharp and clear canc.
Small margin at bottom and very fine margins on
other sides. Sass. Euro 14.000. Cert. Avi. Rare in this
quality.

2.000

P µ 1317 4yb  An exceptional block of 4 of 1 crazia brown carmine
on grey paper nicely canc. ”PD”. Slightly cut in at
right, otherwise very good margins all around.
Mi=5.500 and Sass. 12.000. Cert. Avi.
EXHIBITION RARITY.

1.000

238

€uro

P µ 1318 5y 

A wonderful strip of 4 of 2 cr. on grey paper. Full margins and nicely
canc. ”LUCIGNANO 18 FEB 1855”. Rare in this quality. Sass. 6.750.
Cert. Raybaudi. SUPERB.

500

Italian Kingdom

P

1319 361 

Beautiful cover from General Balbo’s flight, 14 Savoia S 55A left
Rome 17.12 1930 and 11 arrived in Rio de Janeiro 15.1 1931 after 5
stops. The envelope with the special stamp 7.70 + 1.25 lire is signed
by all the pilots incl. the one of General Balbo.

Ex 1320

250

Ex 1321

P µ 1320 748-59 ** Very fresh never hinged set of 12 with lower margins (no express
stamp). Mi=465

100

P

100

1321 837-38 ** Monte Cassino 1951 set of 2 in beautiful blocks of 4. Mi=400.

P µ 1322 D9 **

Extremely beautiful and fresh margin strip with official overprint.
1.000
Only 5.000 issued. Cert. Avi. Mi=3.000. SUPERB.
239

€uro

Collections & Lots
µ 1323

P

1324 **

1325 **/ */ 

1326 
240

Extensive reference collection in stockbook.
Organized state by state starting with originals and
followed by forgeries and sometimes essays and
reprints. Also many varieties, e.g. Modena 40 c. Mi.
No. 5II ”CNET”, superb piece with Papal States 4
baj. bisect, the rare 80 c. Parma Prov. Gouvernment
(*) with cert. Sorani, Sardinia Sass. 14Dh * & 15Dc *
with certs Biondi, 1 c. 1861 without figure Sass. 19h
* with cert. Sorani, not priced in Sassone, Romagna
incl. some nice used copies & 20 baj. in a superb **
corner block of 4 and many other interesting and
valuable items. Extremely high cat. value. Please
inspect.

3.000

REPUBLIC 1945 - 1985. Extensive collection more or
less complete in 4 Bolaffi albums incl. many varieties and specialities, also rare modern ones, e.g. a
strip of 3 of the rare 300 lire colour error Castle 1980
with cert. Raybaudi as well as two essays for the
same issue. Also some very rare stamps like 1945
Democracy complete incl. 30 l. sign. and 100 l. perf.
14 x 13 1/2 with cert. Raybaudi as well as several
other high values signed and ”Gronchi Rosa” 1961
** with cert. Bottacchi. Also the rare Parcel Post 300
l. 1948 cert. Bottacchi & 1.000 l. 1954 with cert.
Sorani and 150 l. 1968 phosphor
with cert.
Raybaudi. An exceptional collection for quality
and contents.

3.000

Collection in two old albums + some stock cards with post war **,
incl. Vatican & some Papal States. Italy with many better sets from
the 1920s and 30s. Comprehensive section colonies.

500

Nearly cpl. used basic collection 1968-1998 in two fine Marini albums.

Bid

€uro
µ 1327

1328 **/ */ 

µ 1329 

•

µ 1330 **

Early valuable items from the Kingdom in a small stockbook. E.g.
more than 30 essays incl. many valuable ones , mostly signed Sorani,
good early unused stamps, some signed, Red Cross 1915 with the
surcharge ”20” with set-off on back, Manzoni 5 lire 1923 ** with cert.
Sorani, rare Italian occupations and Fiume with very high cat. value
etc. Please inspect!
1.500
Good lot of various medium and better priced sets and singles on
cards and in glassines (large part is **) mostly up to the 1930s but a
few up to the 1950s. Also includes a few sets from Italian colonies.
Michel cat. value is over 10.000.
1.000
Lot with various expensive sets and singles from the Italian States and
the Italian Kingdom but in mixed condition and some with questionable cancellations etc. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

FIUME. Specialized lot in sheets and part sheets
1919-21 incl.various papers. List with Scott Nos and
quantities enclosed and on our website. Scott $
29.300. Very unusual selection and in good quality.

200

2.000

Italian Colonies & Foreign Post Offices
µ 1331 **

Italian occupation of Montenegro and Yugoslavia during WW II. A
nice little collection in a Marini album, mostly **. Please inspect.

P µ 1332 56III * POST IN CHINA. Beautiful copy with the rare
local handmade surcharge ”2 Dollari Tientsin” on 5
lire. Sass. No. 25 = 22.000. Mi=7.000. Cert. Sorani.
VERY FINE & RARE.
µ 1333 **/ *

POST OFFICES ABROAD, in the Levant, China and North Africa.
Interesting collection on album pages with many medium and better
stamps. Please inspect.

300

1.500

300

Korea
µ 1334 */ 

Almost complete collection 1884 - 1903 on old
album pages incl. most of the expensive stamps.
Also a very exquisite vertal pre-printing paper fold
on 5 p. green with overprint. Very high cat. value.
Pictures on our website.

1.000
241

€uro

Lebanon
1335 

Collection of ca 90 mostly very beautiful covers of which most are
from the 1930s incl. airmail and registered ones etc. in an album.

150

Liberia

P

1336 */ / 

Collection in stockbook, a binder and on some loose leaves, containing many interesting proofs, inverts, imperfs etc. Also a number of
interesting covers. Two volumes of literature are enclosed. Please
inspect.

750

Liechtenstein

P

1337 1-3 

Beautiful registered cover franked with the complete first set canc.
”VADUZ 11.7.1917”, arrival canc. ”SCHAAN 12.7.1917” on back.

100

Luxembourg

P

1338 1 

INVERTED WATERMARK vertically, on 10 c. nicely canc. Touched in
bottom margin. RARE.

µ 1339 284-89 ** Childrens Charity 1935 cpl. (4) in very fresh blocks of 4. Mi=600+.
242

100
100

€uro

Monaco

P µ 1340 */ 

1341 */ / 

Collection in old Schaubek album 1885-1960 partially double collected * and used. Containing many better single stamps and sets. Very
high cat. value. Please inspect.
1.000
Album with covers and cards mostly 1920s-30s but also some later
ones, quite a few 1920s postcards sent to Sweden. Also some old stamps.

Bid

Netherlands

P

1342 1 

Beautiful strip of 3 of 5 c. with superb canc. ”ROTTERDAM 24.2 1860.

100

P µ 1343 580-81 ** Airmail 1951 cpl (2) in a very fresh set. Mi=600.

Bid

Ex 1344
Ex 1345
P µ 1344 P 1I-IIA * Postage Due 1870 5 c. type I & type II in fresh copies.

Bid

P µ 1345 P 2A+B */Postage Due 1870 10 c. perf. 13 1/4 in a superb copy and perf 12 1/2
(*)
(*). Mi=560.

100
243

€uro

1346
P

1348

1347
P

1349

1350

1346 P 4IVC * Variety ”white spots under first E”. Very beautiful 1 1/2 c. type IV perf.
12 1/2 x 12. NVPH ”type V” No. P 4 fgB. Very scarce.

150

1355

1347 P 7IVC * Beautiful and well centered copy of the rare Postage Due 10 c. type
IV perf. 12 1/2 x 12. Mi=2.200.

300
100

P

1348 P 8IVA * Very fresh 12 1/2 c. 1881 type IV perf. 13 1/2 x 13 1/4. Mi=450.

P

1349 P 11IC *

Variety white dot before P in PORT on 25 c. type I perf. 12 1/2 x 12.
Well cetered and scarce. NVPH No. P 11faB. SUPERB.

150

P

1350 P 11IC *

Beautiful 25 c. type I perf. 12 1/2 x 12. Mi=350.

Bid

1351

1352

1353

1354

1351 P 11ID *

P

1352 P 11IID * Variety ”white line under 2nd E” on 25 c. type II perf. 11 1/2 X 12.
NVPH No. P 11fcB. Very scarce.

150

P

1353 P 11IIIA * Beautiful 25 c. 1881 type III perf. 13 1/2 x 13 1/4. Very fresh and well
centered. Mi=350.

100

P

1354 P 11IIIC * Beautiful and well centered 25 c. type III perf. 12 1/2 x 12. Mi=300+.
SUPERB.

100

1355 P 11I-IIIE A remarkable strip of 3 of 25 c. in perfect centering perf. 12 1/2 in type
**/ *
I+II+III. The gum slightly brown on back, not showing through.
Only the middle stamp is hinged. Michel cat. value for * 960+++.
EXHIBITION ITEM.

200

P

244

Fresh copy 25 c. type I perf 11 1/2 x 12. Mi=450.

100

P

€uro

P

1356 P 11I-IIIE An exceptional block of 4 of 25 c. perf. 12 1/2. The two top stamps in
*
type I & II and the two bottom stamps both in type III. Very rare and
attractive.

300

1357 P 11IIIE * Variety ”white dot between E & T” on a perfectly centered 25 c. type III
perf. 12 1/2. NVPH No. P 11feB = 500+. SUPERB & SCARCE.

100

1358
P

1359

1360

1361

1358 P 11IVC * Very fresh 25 c. type IV perf. 12 1/2 x 12. Mi=550. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 1359 P 10+
12IVC *

Variety ”white spot in the lower part of the circle” on 20 c. and 1 g.
type IV perf. 12 1/2 x 12. NVPH ”type VI” Nos 10+12fhB = 730. Scarce.

100

P µ 1360 P 9+10+
12IVC *

Beautiful copies of 15 c., 20 c. and 1 g. Postage Due type IV perf. 12 1/2
x 12. Mi=680. SCARCE & VERY FINE.

100

P µ 1361 P 1112IIID *

Very fresh 25 c. and 1 g. type III perf. 11 1/2 x 12. Mi=670.
100

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
245

Collections

Lot # 1362 µ

FIRST ISSUE. A fantastic lot in very good quality incl. great variety of shades
and printings, as well as many cancellations. Also many pairs and one strip of
4 of 10 c. on a beautiful cover to London. All used except one 5 c. & one 15 c. (*),
the latter with cert. RPS. More than 70 5 c., 48 10 c., 19 15 c. and 11 covers with 17
stamps. Please inspect!
€uro 1.500
1363 / 

Small collection on home made pages incl. a few better single stamps,
sets and blocks. Also a few covers.

Bid

1364 **/ 

Duplicates from early to modern mostly used on stock pages in an
album. Mixed condition mostly on the early issues.

Bid

POSTAGE DUE. A very interesting remainder collection 1870-1887
specialized in perforations, types and a lot of varieties. Containing
many rare stamps and varities, many without gum as usual for these
early issues. Please inspect!

500

µ 1365 */ (*)

Dutch Indies Collections
µ 1366 **/ */ 

1367 
246

Specialized collection 1864-1949 in stockbook extended with perf.
varieties etc. Also a fine section with UNTEA overprints in diff.
sizes and some Japanese occupation. High cat. value. Must be
inspected.

750

Beautiful and clean collection of nearly 70 covers in an album. Mostly
1920s-30s incl. much airmail, some censored covers, numerous covers
sent to Sweden etc.

150

€uro

Paraguay

• P µ 1368 P

Ex 1368
Proofs 1943-48. Selection proofs for Pres. Morinigo 1943 & the Archbishop
1948. 19 proofs on card in total. Scarce selection. Please view on our website.

400

Peru
•

1369 154K

P µ 1370 

INVERTED SURCHARGE 1915. 2 c. on 12 c. in a complete sheet of 100
unused copies with dried in gum. Mi=700. Scarce item.

100

Ex 1370
Ex 1371
Small collection of ca 60 covers in an album with some nice ones from
the 1860s although the larger part is from ca 1930-45 sent to a total of
14 different mostly European destinations. Please see pictures of the
earliest ones on our website.

100

Poland
P µ 1371 

P

1372 **/ */ /
/ 

Lot with 14 prephilatelic or stampless letters 1794-1869 of which a large
part with different canc.

Bid

Extensive and very interesting collection of nearly all areas and eras
of Polish philately from 1860 to 1952 in 11 mostly very thick albums
filled with covers as well as unused and used stamps and minisheets incl. 4 covers with Mi. No. 1 (a couple with very small faults) etc.
Very many better usages among the covers. A collection that must be
inspected.
3.000
247

€uro
1373 

Collection of used stamps and minisheets 1918-92 in several stockbooks and an album.

100

Portugal

1374
P
P

1374 3 
1375 5 

P µ 1376 7-8 

• P

1377 14 

1375

Ex 1376

Queen Maria 50 reis 1853 . Very fine copy with a superb numeral ”1”
Lisbon. Mi=1.300.

200

Very fine copy 5 reis 1855 with straight hair. Beautiful numeral ”52”
OPORTO. Mi=1.200.

150

Exceptional 50 & 100 reis 1855 canc. ”52” OPORTO. EXCELLENT.

Bid

A fantastic corner block of 4 of 25 reis red 1862. Each stamp with an
excellent numeral ”81” ARGANIL. SUPERB.

Bid

Portuguese Colonies
µ 1378 */ 

•

µ 1379

Collection in two old Yvert albums with many better single stamps
sets from many different countries e.g. Acores, Madeira, Timor,
India and Congo. A fine collection.

800

Portugal & Colonies. Exceptional lot in an album with old colony
issues as well as Portugal including imperf. proofs, varieties, missing and missplaced overprint values, revenues etc. Unusual lot, all
on our website.

250

Romania
1380 

248

Album with covers and cards mostly 1920s-40s incl. censored items
and some better destinations such as Sweden, Algeria etc.

Bid

€uro

Russia

P

1381 6 

Exceptional pair 20 kop. 1858 perf. 12½ with an excellent canc.
”ODESSA”. SUPERB & SCARCE.

250

Collections & Lots
µ 1382 **/ */ Very comprehensive collection 1857 to ca 1980

mostly used in three large stockbooks incl. a very
large number of expensive stamps and minisheets.
Included are e.g. many better early stamps, most of
the better stamps and sets from the 1920s-30s, all
better minisheets etc. Please see pictures of the earlier part of the collection on our website.

5.000

µ 1383 **/ */ / Very comprehensive collection of mostly Russian
/ / (*) areas in 5 albums and stockbooks. Very extensive sections of the various Civil War areas, foreign post offices etc. with many varieties and other specialities.
Some Russian and Soviet stamps are included but
mostly specialities or varieties of some sort incl. many
scarce items. Please see pictures on our website.

2.500

1384 **/ */ 

•

Large stockbook starting with some used early issues but most value
on medium priced sets and singles from the 1920s-30s. Also some later
stamps. Please inspect.

Bid

Mostly used collection 1864-1944 in an old Schaubek album with many
better sets and stamps from the 1920s and 30s. High cat. value.

300

µ 1386 */ / (*) Small collection Russian Offices 1916-19 in an old album incl. some
interesting inverted, shifted and double overprints etc. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

Bid

1385 */ 

µ 1387 *

1388

The Wrangel Issue of Russian Levant. A small collection nicely mounted on 3 pages.

Old Russian specialities in a very interesting mix as
well as a specialized lot Russia used in Finland
1899-1911 (with Facit Nos reference). High cat.
value. Please inspect!

100

400

249

€uro

Salvador

Ex 1389
• P µ 1389 102-13P

• P µ 1390 P 1-8

Ex 1390

Proofs in black for the issue of Pres. Ezeta 1895, which was only issued
with overprint. 13 proofs in black in total, one without value, the
others in all the different values in various settings. All can be viewed on our website. A rare set.

500

Plate proofs for the first postage due issue 1895 cpl. (8).
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

200

Ex 1391

1392

1394

San Marino
P µ 1391 23-25 **

Governement Building 1894 cpl. (3) in exceptional centering.
SUPERB & RARE IN THIS QUALITY.

200

Spain
P

P

1392 5 

1393 7 

P µ 1394 14 
250

An extremely beautiful 10 r. 1850 with excellent canc. Repaired.
Mi=2.000.

150

An exceptional block of 4 of 12 c. 1851. Rare in this quality. SUPERB.

300

Fine copy of the rare 2 reales pale orange 1852 without any faults.
Mi=5.000. Cert. CEM.

500

€uro

P µ 1395 19 

An exceptional copy of 2 reales 1853 with light grid
canc. and very good margins all around. Cert. CEM,
Madrid. SUPERB.

1.250

P µ 1396 28y  A wonderful block of 6 reales vermillion on thick
bluish paper (Edifil No. 25pa. Just as single stamps
Euro 4.800++). Each stamp with a clear superb canc.
Cert. Enzo Diena.
SUPERB & VERY RARE.

1.250

P µ 1397 46 *

An extremely fresh 19 c. chestnut brown 1861 with
very good margins. Mi=2.500+. Cert. CEM.
SUPERB.

750
251

Collections & Lots

Lot # 1398 µ
An exceptional specialized collection 1850-75 in two thick albums.
Many No. 1 incl. cancellations and many covers as well as many other
early medium an expensive stamps, e.g. 2 r. 1853 close at right with cert.
CEM and a beautiful cover to USA with 2 r. 1865 in a strip of 4, many 19
cuartos, many beautiful singles, strips and blocks. Some forgeries for
refence. Inspections necessary!
€uro 1.500

1399

A fantastic specialized collection 1875 - early 1950s
in ca 20 albums (mostly very thick). Starting with
King Alfonso XII incl. 4 &10 pesetas 1875 unused as
well as later high values and many covers, varieties,
multiples etc. In the 20th century there are often
expensive sets in more than one copy of all the
values incl. Cervantes 1905, UPU 1920 unused, Red
Cross 1926 etc. Many covers of which a very large
number sent to Sweden incl. many censored from
the war time. One album with various specialities,
one with various colonies and another one with
Baleares specialities as well as a few with various
older covers, mostly before 1875. Inspection necessary!

1.500

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
252

€uro

• P µ 1400 186-88P

µ 1401

µ 1402

•

King Alfonso XII 1882 various trials, missprints, double prints etc. in
singles and blocks of 4. Total of 28 stamps, a few minor faults. Can be
viewed on our website.

LOCAL ISSUES from the 1930s. Extensive collection in a very thick album. Mostly unused, but also
covers, often censored from the Civil War period.
Very interesting!
Civil War - EPILA 1937. Lot minisheets incl. covers and various errors
an misprints. E.g. without and with inverted margin print, set-off in
brown, double overprint ”PRO AVION” etc. Very unusual lot. All can
be viewed on our website.

200

Bid

250

Spanish Colonies
µ 1403 **/ */ 

A very nice collection in three Edifil albums, two with */** stamps and
one with used stamps. Very comprehensive and rather cpl. incl. many
better sets etc.

400

1404 **/ 

Cuba, Philippines and Spanish Antilles stock of old issues from a dealer estate in a small filing box with a quantity of ** stamps mostly in
blocks but also some used in glassines.

Bid

Turkey

P

1408
1405
1407
1405 4IIa *
Beautiful 5 ghr rose II printing on thin paper. Mi=400. SUPERB.
µ 1406 3Ix-4Ix  I printing; 3 copies 5 ghr and one copy 2 ghr. Rather small margins,
which is normal for this printing. Mi=2.750. Available on our website.

P

1407 P 2a 

Postage Due 1 ghr brown with very good margins. A clear diagonal
pre-printing fold. Scarce and interesting variety. SUPERB.

P

1408 P 4b *

Postage Due 5 ghr red brown. Mi=500. SUPERB.

100
Bid
Bid
100
253

Specialized Collection 1863-1986

• Lot # 1409
**/ */ / 
Extensive collection with a large number of expensive stamps e.g. Mi. No. 825
(500 pia green) sign. Brun etc. Very strong specialized section 1863-1935 incl.
”back of the book” organized by Michel numbers mostly unused and used,
then largely cpl. ** 1936-86 as well as a seperate section 1945-83 used and on
FDCs. Altogether in 7 albums or large stockbooks. Extremely high cat. value. A
collection worth a careful inspection.
€uro 4.000
µ 1410 */ 

•

Very clean collection 1865-1930 on home made album pages with
many better stamps. High cat. value. The entire collection may be viewed on our website.

1411

P

1411 239 *

P

1412 505 **

254

USA

250

1412

Numbers according to Scott
Please see also Lot # 1042
Columbus 30 c. in a very fresh and well centered copy.

Bid

ERROR 5 cents rose perf. 11 in a pair cut out with small parts of the
surrounding 2 cents stamps. Sc. as singles $ 1.250++. VERY SCARCE.

300

€uro

• P

1413 

HAWAII. 1888 2 cent postal card to Norway with 1 cent added franking
from ”AMARKUAPOKO, MAUI JUN.30.1888”. The card has some
small imperfections. Scarce destination.

Bid

Collections & Lots
1414 

Used collection 1860s-1991 in a Schaubek album with some better
stamps present. The early stamps in mixed quality.

250

1415 **

Beautiful collection of various ** commemorative minisheets with
extremely colourful topics mostly 1996-2006. High face value.

200

1416 **

Collection of various ** stamps and minisheets from the 1990s to 2010
with high face value, the majority being colourful thematic issues.

250

1417

Duplicate stock in thick Visir album.incl. some old interesting stamps,
e.g. Columbus, ”some back of the book” etc. Further a modern part
with various ** blocks, booklets etc. with face value. Please inspect.

200

1418 

CANAL ZONE. Album with covers to various destinations incl.
numerous ones to Sweden and Denmark. Also some old US postal stationery to foreign destinations mostly with postage due markings.

Bid

1419 

MARSHALL ISLANDS. Album of FDCs with WWII commemorative
issues.

Bid

Vatican

P

1420 **

1421 **/ *

Ex 1420
Exceptional collection almost complete 1929-87 in a thick Marini
album, more or less all ** incl. a perfect set Provisionals 1934 Cert.
Bolaffi and sign. A. Diena, the good sets 1935 & 1936 cpl, 500 l. Airmail
1948 with cert. Raybadi etc. Very good quality.

750

Two collections, one */** 1929-80 in a SAFE album. Except the most
expensive sets, quite complete incl. some specialities, blocks of 4 etc.
Also minisheet No. 1 **. Another one 1959-82 in a Marini album ** and
followed by a section of modern postcards and postal stationery.
Good quality.

150

Venezuela
1422 **

Duplicate lot, mostly ** in two stockbooks. Many of the good sets
from the 1950s incl. Airmail. Very high catalogue value!

250

255

€uro

Europe
Collections
16.00 hrs

1423 */ 

Large lot from an estate with neatly mounted collections from a large number of different European
countries in 41 albums. The collections consist of
stamps from classic issues to 1970s in seperate
albums, mostly very well filled, with much
medium priced material. Must be inspected.

2.500

1424 **/ */ 

Lot from an estate with a very clean collection of France in an album
from classics to 1970s incl. better stamps and sets as well as some
booklets, a collection Greece on old album pages with better stamps
from Large Hermes Heads to 1940, a Switzerland selection on pages
incl. used Pro Patria sets to 1950s and some classics etc.

300

1425 

Two thick Schaubek albums (1941 issue) sparsely filled in places but
with some well filled areas as well incl. some better stamps in generally good condition.

250

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
1426 **

Carton with 3 boxes with ** semi modern and modern sets on large
stock cards, nicely organized. Much France, Switzerland and Europa
Cept incl. minisheets from Portugal and Monaco. Please inspect.

1427

Mixed lot in carton from an estate containing mostly ** modern collections Great Britain & Germany, an extensive ** new issue subscription
Germany ca. 1970s-2000s/ ** sets and booklets from various countries
in glassines in small boxes, many year folders etc.

300

1428 */ 

Collection of various European countries in an old album up to 1940s.

200

Bid

All World
Collections

• P

256

1429

"Illustriertes Briefmarken Album von Alwin Zschiesche", Leipzig
1893. Zwölfte Auflage". Printed by "G.Pätzsche Buchdr. (Lippert &
Co.), Naumberg a/S. With 52 portraits, 84 coats of arms and ca. 2000
illustrations of stamps and watermarks. A fantastic album (however
with pages for Iceland, Sweden and Norway removed), only with
slight traces of aging on the cover - without traces of mounted stamps!
AN EXTREMELY RARE OFFER.

300

€uro
µ 1430 */ 

µ 1431 */ / 

A huge collection 1840 - ca 1950 in four thick
Schaubek album with All World countries A-Z
excluding Europe with many valuable stamps from
Asia incl. China, Malaysia & States, Japan, Hong
Kong. Also with fine sections of English, French,
Spanish, Portuguese colonies as well as strong
Americas (e.g. with Columbus up to 2 Dollar) and
Africa. A fantastic basic collection.

5.000

Old collection in Schaubek album, primarily ASIA & BRITISH
COMMONWEALTH. E.g. with better South Africa, Brunei, Fiji,
Hong Kong, Negri Sambilan, Perak, Rhodesia, Sarawak, Selangor,
Soudan, Straits Settlement and some classic China. Please inspect.

800

1432

World wide collection in 6 albums, mostly Europe but also some
People’s Republic of China incl. ** 1978 horses minisheet (small margin imperfections) and set of 10 (Mi. Nos 1399-1408, BL 12) etc. Please
inspect.

250

1433 */ 

Collection of various Asian areas in an old Schaubek album incl. some
Britisth and French colonies etc.

250

1434 */ 

ASIA & AFRICA. Very substantial and interesting collection of these
popular areas up to 1920 in a well filled thick Schaubek album with
e.g. much British, French and Portuguese colonies, foreign offices in
China, Japan etc. Careful inspection recommended.
5.000

1435 **

Thick album with a collection of ** minisheets 1940s-90s from e.g.
Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Israel, Jordan, Jemen, Cambodia, Laos etc.
Much colourful thematics. Mi=3.100.

µ 1436 */ 

200

SOUTH AMERICA. 1843-1930. A beautiful and very comprehensive
collection in a fine old Yvert album, fresh and very attractive. Rather
cpl. incl better classics from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico,
Columbia with provinces, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Guatemala and
Honduras. A very unusual collection.
3.000

1437

Carton from an estate with various mostly unused collections incl.
Norway, Finland, Denmark, modern ** USA, German Reich etc. Please
inspect.

Bid

1438

Two large cartons from an estate with an all world collection in various
albums incl. some better sections. Please inspect.

Bid

1439 */ 

Old Schaubek album with a collection of various areas in Africa and
Oceania, mostly older issues.

150

1440 **/ */ 

Collection of countries alphabetically starting with "I" in an album
with beautifully hand coloured pages for each country or area with culturally related motifs. Includes stamps from early issues to mid 1960s.

200

1441 **/ */ 

Two albums with stamps and sets from various countries incl. a good
section Vatican to 1950s incl. the scarce overprint set from 1934 * (not signed), South America etc.

100

1442 */ 

All world collection in 6 Schaubek albums from 1942, to a large extent
sparsely filled but with some interesting mainly European areas incl.
some better stamps.

Bid

257

€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
µ 1443

FORGERIES. An enormous collection of more than
3.000 forgeries world-wide put up country by
country in two thick stockbooks. Put together by an
old collector during many years. Interesting sections
Switzerland incl 3 x Double Geneva, Italian and
German states, Begien & Congo incl. many diff. 5 fr.,
Finland, much Japan with large variety, USA incl.
many odd items, British Commonwealth, South
America etc. Interesting for study and comparison.

2.500

Mongolia First Minisheets

Lot # 1444
Bl. 1-6 **
In 1961 Mongolia issued their first 6 minisheets; Domestic
Post & transport (2), Peoples Revolution (1) and Peoples
Republic with mainly animal motives (3). They were acc. to
the consignor printed in only 30-40.000 copies each. This is
supposedly the only large remaining holding of 10.000 each.
The total catalogue value acc. to Michel Euro 325.000.
€uro 5.000
258

€uro
1445 **/ */ 

Remainders from a huge collection, mainly from various colonies
but also Europe and thematics. Arranged in a total off 13 stockbooks,
but also with some auction lots etc. A lot that must be inspected.
1.000

1446

Very large duplicate stock in ca 80 stockbooks in 3
cartons from estate. E.g. Much South America incl
Colombia, USA, Israel, Spain, the Order of Malta,
Soviet Union, a collection of Laos and much from
other countries all over the world. Please inspect.

1.000

Two cartons from an estate full of various collections
in more than 25 albums + a few folders. Mostly **
modern and semimodern material, but some old.
E.g. England, Cyprus, Greece, Monaco, Switzerland
incl. PAX cpl. ** & Lunaba minisheet **, Berlin,
Israel, USA etc. Also some thematics incl. Olympic
Games and Art, mostly French. Please inspect!

1.000

1447

1448 **

Large carton from an estate, full of mostly modern ** sets in envelopes, blocks of 4, sheets and part sheets. Mostly well organized in
boxes, folders, stockbooks etc. Various countries from all over incl.
Austria box with blocks of 4, USA in boxes, Switzerland in blocks
of 4, Malta, Monaco in envelopes, Jugoslavia in sheetlets, Hungary
with blocks of 4, minisheets and sheetlets, some China etc. Very
high value!

500

Extensive duplicate lot from estate in folders. envelopes and on
stock pages. With few exceptions of older material, all in ** sets,
minisheets and blocks or part of partial sheets. E.g. Spain, Portugal
& colonies, Berlin, former French colonies, England & Commonwealth,
Russia, South America, Far East etc. Very high cat. value!

400

1450 **

Small lot with all different sets and minisheets from various countries
on black stock cards.

Bid

1451 **

Collection ”Sesquicentennial of the Penny Black” from 1990 with ** sets
and minisheets from various countries in a fine Fleetwood album.

Bid

1449 **

1452 **/ */ / Small box from an old estate containing old stamps mostly up to ca
(*)
1920 sorted by country in glassines. Little duplication, some small but
interesting sections from e.g. Danzig, German colonies etc.

Bid

1453 **/ */ 

Three stockbooks with stamps from various countries incl. much from Asia.

Bid

1454

Exciting accumulation of mostly various old collections and selections
in albums, loose album pages, stockbooks, stock cards etc. Many
interesting areas e.g. British and French colonies, Germany, China etc.
Also some modern Scandinavian material.

500

1455 

Old Stella album with USA & Canada and a stockbook with some
France duplicates.

Bid

1456 */ 

Album with various singles and sets mostly unused from various
European countries to 1940s but also some British Commonwealth etc.

100

Carton from an estate with e.g. a collection Switzerland, approval
booklets with some better stamps, old ** sheets from Paraguay, stock
of old Balkan States and Poland incl. Polish Legion, a few early 1900s
bundles with lower values from Hong Kong, a bundle of covers etc.

Bid

1457

259

€uro

•

•

1458

Very interesting accumulation of old stamps up to ca 1940s in glassines
in a box mainly from more exciting smaller or more popular areas such
as various colonies, Asia incl. China & Japan etc. (1000s).

200

1459

Small carton with various remainders e.g. Liechtenstein, UN etc.

Bid

1460

Carton from an old estate with various material e.g. an old specialized
collection Switzerland Strubel issues (incl. covers), some old Germany
and States with beautiful canc, some collections of old USA as well as
a bundle of old covers, Sweden in stockbooks incl. older stamps with
nice canc. etc. PLEASE INSPECT.

Bid

1461 **/ */ 

Stockbook with stamps from various areas mostly **.

Bid

1462 

Very interesting accumulation of old to modern covers and cards
from an estate in 10 thick albums from an incredibly wide selection
of different mostly exotic countries and areas incl. much British
Commonwealth, independent Africa, Middle East, Asia, various
island states etc. Includes e.g. many better older covers sent to
Sweden.

300

µ 1463 

Very interesting selection of items mostly from the 1920s-30s incl. an
exceptional folded map of Berlin and the arena of the 1936 Olympics,
a brochure for the 1936 Olympics, a folded A4 size Lufthansa telegramme showing e.g. a Zeppelin, three early US airmail covers franked with 6 and 16 cents Jenny etc. Please see pictures of the entire lot
on our website.

300

µ 1464 **/ */ 

AIRMAIL. Very interesting collection of various better old airmail
labels, private airmail stamps etc. on stock cards. Also a 1919 airline
ticket book from Compagnie Generale Transaerienne and a 1928 timetable for AB Aerotransport (Sweden).

300

µ 1465 

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS. Interesting selection of early items incl. a scarce
1925 inflight magazine in good condition, 8 flight covers mostly from
1928-33 incl. Persia, India, Straits Settlements and several from Sudan,
7 1932 Imperial Airways crash covers from South Africa, Southern
Rhodesia etc. Also some other items. All pictured on our website.

300

1466 **/ *

Carton from an estate with mostly modern unused (mostly **) stamps,
sets and minisheets sorted by country in envelopes, stockbooks etc.
Much thematic material.

400

1467

Mixed lot from an estate in several cartons with e.g. much material
from the United States in various albums and stockbooks, various
covers and postal stationery in albums, collection Germany in albums,
collection Russia in several albums, some better Zeppelin stamps etc.
PLEASE INSPECT.

400

1468

Small box with a realization incl. a small Scandinavia collection in old
Schaubek album. All World duplicates are enclosed.

Bid

1469 

Accumulation of many 100s of old covers, postcards, postal stationery etc.
in a box from a wide range of countries incl. many from unusual countries sent to Sweden and some better usages incl. many censored etc.

200

1470 

Carton with a mixed lot of old to modern covers from Sweden as well
as from foreign countries. Also some postcards and photographs
included.

100

1471 

Lot with covers from various countries in 3 albums old to more modern.

100

1472 

POSTCARDS. A small box with ca 400-500 postcards ca 1900-1950,
many Swedish. A few covers included.

Bid

LITERATURE. Mixed lot of various better titles on stamps, cancellations and postal history of France, Spain, Denmark, Lombardy &
Venetia etc. Also parts 1-3 of The Private Ship Letter Stamps of the
World by Ringström and Tester.

Bid

1473

260

Nordic Stamp
Exhibition in
Täby, Sweden
30 October 1 November

www.nordia2015.se
Meet Postiljonen and Facit at this year’s big Nordic philatelic event.
We will be ready in our stand to discuss your stamps and maybe a
future consignment for our international auctions.
You will also be able to buy the latest Facit catalogues.
Welcome!
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Sweden in Philately
MonacoPhil 2013 included a
fantastic exhibition devoted to
Swedish philately. The related
catalogue, that is more of a
book, gives you an opportunity
to study some of the most
important Swedish exhibits of
today.

The Exhibition Catalogue - is a book!
The Catalogue includes Swedish philately,
postal history and philatelic history from
the 16th century up to 1920. It is f illed with
specialized and comprehensive articles and
it is edited by Jonas Hällström.

Order now
Postiljonen is publisher of this exclusive, hardbound, full colour and
296 pages catalogue in English and French, which will be for sale
in a very limited edition. The price is SEK 500 + postage.
For more information and ordering please visit our
website www.postiljonen.com, contact us at
stampauctions@postiljonen.se or call +46 40 25 88 50.
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Conditions of Sale
1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder.
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must,
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.
2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added.
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T., only for
a. Export to countries outside of EU.
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T.
registration number in good time before the auction.
Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.
The bids are increased as follows: Below Euro 500,- Euro 10,500,-–2000,50,above 2000,ca 5%
Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.
3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids
submitted by telephone or fax. The bidder is personally responsible for any and all
his purchases in the auction.
4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total
maximum purchase limit.
5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If payment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged
together with a fee of Euro 10,-. To this may be added additional documented expences. Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer
refused to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be reauctioned at the expense of the buyer.
6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + commission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.
7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt.
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auctioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, cancellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.
8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.
9, Swedish law is applicable.
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Försäljningsvillkor
1. Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objekt tillfaller den köpare
som avgivit högsta bud. Angivna utropspriser är ej minimipriser men är satta så att
de skall avspegla ett mycket lågt beräknat handelspris.
2. Alla bud skall ges i Euro. Köparen skall till auktionären betala en provision på 25%
på auktionspriset inkl. moms. Om objektet inte hämtas, sker leverans på köparens
risk. Porto, transportförsäkring och bankavgifter/kreditkortsavgift tillkommer.
Köparprovision 20% exkl. moms gäller endast i följande fall:
a. Vid export till länder utanför EU.
b. Vid försäljning till moms-registrerade handlare inom EU, men utanför Sverige, som
uppger moms-registreringsnummer i god tid före auktionen.
För objekt markerade med • före objektnumret tillkommer 12% importmoms på
klubbslagspriset, dock med undantag för a och b ovan. Instruktioner om faktureringen skall ske före eller under auktionen. Fakturor kan inte ändras efteråt.
Vid auktionen tillämpas följande fasta höjningar av buden:
under Euro 500,- med Euro 10,500,- till 2000,- med
50,över 2000,med
ca 5%
3. Avgivet bud är bindande och budgivaren är personligt ansvarig för samtliga av
honom gjorda inrop. Annullering av bud kan ej ske, såvida den inte är oss tillhanda
senast samtidigt med buden. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgivaren för att
försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles, som vore det eget bud. Budgivaren är också ansvarig
för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdraget. Likaså vid obekräftade telefon- och
faxbud svarar budgivaren för ev. fel och missuppfattningar.
4. Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några andra
åtaganden från auktionärens sida. Auktionären äger rätt att ej godtaga bud, samt att
dra tillbaka, omgruppera eller dela objekt. Auktionären har också rätt att avvisa
personer från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Han förbehåller sig
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning. Vid två
eller flera lika bud på samma objekt från uppdragsgivare, tillfaller objektet den som
först inkommit med bud. Vid auktionsuppdrag kan reservobjekt medtagas, eller
också kan den totala köpesumman begränsas till visst belopp.
5. Betalning sker kontant, mot postförskott eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objekten förblir
säljarens egendom tills full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 8 dagar från
fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2% per påbörjad månad, räknat
på fakturabeloppet, samt kravavgift med Euro 10:–. Dessutom kan ytterligare kravkostnader tillkomma. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om köparen
vägrar betala, kan objekten utan ytterligare meddelande säljas på köparens bekostnad.
6. Objekten är omsorgsfullt beskrivna, dock kan smärre fel förekomma. Ev. reklamation
måste göras senast 10 dagar efter det att objektet levererats. Vid all korrespondens bör
fakturanummer anges. Vid godkänd reklamation återfår köparen auktionspris plus provision och eventuell moms. Räntegottgörelse kan ej påräknas.
7. Begäran om förlängd reklamationstid för att köparen önskar sända objekt för
expertundersökning, måste ske omgående och inom 8 dagar efter mottagandet av
objektet. Experten måste godkännas av auktionären. Auktionären kan vid
reklamation kräva intyg från en opartisk, välkänd expert. Objekt med äkthetsintyg
kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, och om det ursprungliga intyget är utfärdat
av en godkänd expert, endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända
experter har en avvikande mening. Defekter synliga på foto (klippning, tandning,
centrering, stämpling etc.) kan inte ligga till grund för reklamation. Reklamation kan
ej heller ske om objekt eller märke förändrats genom någon slags behandling. Objekt
innehållande fler än 3 märken kan inte returneras på grund av smärre defekter på
enstaka märke. Stora objekt kan innehålla både stämplade och ostämplade märken.
Samlingar, partier, massvara, kilovara etc., säljes i befintligt skick och kan inte
returneras. En differens på 10–20% måste kunna accepteras av köparen.
8. Avgivande av muntligt bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande av ovanstående villkor.
9. Svensk lag gäller.
Katalognummer och -värden är hämtade ur FACIT för Norden samt MICHEL för alla
andra länder och områden, om inget annat anges.
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INTERNATIONAL
SPRING AUCTION
18–19 March 2016

We feel sure that these events will be great philatelic feasts, and do hereby invite you to take part as
consignor. Please contact us already today for a
discussion about your holdings, an early consignment will allow us to include YOUR material in
our international pre-marketing.

POSTILJONEN AB
Box 537, S-201 25 Malmö, Sweden.
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
In Malmö Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
Fax: +46 40-25 88 59
In Stockholm: Tel. +46 8-32 70 70
In Copenhagen: Tel. +45 33 91 52 00
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
www.postiljonen.com
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Vi räknar med att dessa arrangemang kommer att bli
stora filatelistiska fester, och inbjuder Er redan nu till
att deltaga som inlämnare. Kontakta oss redan idag för
en inledande diskussion, en omedelbar inlämning underlättar för oss att inkludera ERT material i vår internationella marknadsföring och förhandsannonsering.

There’s Always a
New Auction!

Join in!
Consignments accepted now!

